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Abstract
This PhD thesis contributes to the debate on ethnic party behavior in political party
competition. The ethnic outbidding model of party competition in ethnically divided societies
has recently come under criticism. However, the literature on ethnic party politics appears to
still be very much dominated by the predictions of the ethnic outbidding model. Scholars of
party politics seem to accept the predictions of the ethnic outbidding model as general
knowledge and take them for granted without acknowledging or questioning the underlying
assumptions of the original model. However, the underlying assumptions of the model limit
the generalizability of its predictions. Furthermore, until now, a systematic test of the
predictions of the ethnic outbidding model of party competition has never been undertaken.
Therefore, this PhD thesis analyzes the conditions under which intra-ethnic party
competition leads to radicalization. From a theoretical point of view, this thesis questions the
“uniqueness” of ethnic parties and their per se ascribed hostility toward sustaining democratic
stability in ethnically divided societies. This thesis aims to apply the theoretical arguments
and empirical methods used to study non-ethnic parties in the literature on party politics to
analyze ethnic party behavior in political competition. At the same time, it attempts to capture
ethnic parties’ peculiarities that highlight where the applicability of concepts and arguments
from the literature on party politics reaches its limits.
Empirically, the focus is on the cases of Hungarian minority parties in Romania and
Slovakia that provide a most similar cases different outcome design for comparative analysis
in two four papers. Comparative research on ethnic parties in Central and Eastern Europe
remains scarce and is unable to explain the diverging effect of ethnic parties in ethnically
divided young democracies in these regions.
The first article of the thesis presents the new EPAC, a new dataset on
Ethnonationalism in Party Competition that, for the first time, offers an empirical base to
study the causes and effects of the political mobilization of ethnicity in party competition
from a European cross-national perspective. In this paper, first, an adequate conceptualization
of the ethnonational dimension of party competition is elaborated. Second, with the exception
of the parties potentially affected by expert bias, the EPAC dataset is shown to provide valid
and reliable measures of party positions on an ethnonational dimension of competition. Third,
the paper presents an overview of the position of ethnic and non-ethnic parties on the
ethnonational dimension of party competition in European democracies. The cross-national
comparison show that, rather than converging on the radical end of the spectrum, ethnic
parties in Europe are choosing diverse policy positions on an ethnonational dimension of
party competition.
The second article analyzes the dynamics of intra-group political competition. It
explains the political orientation of ethnic minority parties as a consequence of the inclusion
of minority parties into government. On the one hand, contrary to the ethnic outbidding model
that presents ethnic parties as vote seekers aiming to mobilize radical voters, moderate
factions are argued to be rather driven by policy- and office-seeking motives and gain the
upper hand over radicals in government. On the other hand, this argument revises the
argument that power sharing is about altering the incentive structure of elites and induces
moderation. Power-sharing literature assumes that one party represents each relevant segment
of society, meaning that competition is absent. In contrast, the focus of this paper is on the
interplay between government participation and intra-ethnic political competition and its
effect on the direction of intra-ethnic political competition. Empirically, the diverging
programmatic positions of two new Hungarian minority parties in Romania and Slovakia are
explained.
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The third article analyses the role of the local ethnic context for the electoral entry and
success of new ethnic competitors. Contrary, to the ethnic outbidding model, this paper
presents an argument that is able to explain the electoral entry involved in ethnic outbidding
and lateral underbidding. The article proposes that ethnic parties with different appeals and
policy positions succeed to mobilize voters in different local ethnic contexts.!The results show
that the new ethnic parties in Romania and Slovakia entered the electoral race in different
local contexts which is in line with the argument that they address a different segment of the
Hungarian minority than the established Hungarian minority parties.
The fourth article of this thesis analyzes the role of the ethnic demography on the
electoral success of coalitions that bridge ethnic boundaries in sub-national elections in
multinational societies. This article suggests that the role of the ethnic demography has an
independent effect on the success of multi-ethnic coalitions. Empirically, the article analyses
the success of multi-ethnic coalitions between the Slovak majority and the Hungarian
minority parties based on the results of the success of multi-ethnic coalitions in Slovak local
elections in 2010. The findings show that multi-ethnic coalitions are more successful, the
more the ethnic majority and the ethnic minority at the national level present an equal share of
the population in the local communities. Furthermore, multi-ethnic coalitions in local
elections are more successful the higher intra-ethnic competition is.
As a result, the papers comprising this PhD thesis show that the flexibility of ethnic
parties to choose between ethnic outbidding or underbidding can be explained based on the
theoretical framework and the empirical methods of the literature on party politics. Therefore,
the current characterization of ethnic parties as “unique” organizations compared with other
political parties is misleading. The per se ascribed hostility of ethnic parties toward sustaining
democratic stability in ethnically divided societies is theoretically and empirically not tenable.
!
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation trägt zur Debatte über das Verhalten von ethnischen Parteien im
Parteienwettbewerb bei. Das „ethnic outbidding“ Modell des Parteienwettbewerbs in ethnisch
geteilten Gesellschaften ist kürzlich unter Kritik geraten. Dennoch dominieren die
Voraussagen des „ethnic outbidding“ Modells nach wie vor die Sicht auf ethnische Parteien in
der Literatur. Es scheint, dass Wissenschaftler die Voraussagen des Modells als
Allgemeinwissen akzeptieren und als gesichert betrachten ohne die Annahmen, auf denen das
Modell beruht, zu hinterfragen. Jedoch schränken diese Annahmen die Generalisierbarkeit des
Modells ein. Zudem wurden die Voraussagen des Modells noch nie systematisch überprüft.
Diese Dissertation widmet sich somit der Fragestellung, unter welchen Umständen
intra-ethnischer Parteienwettbewerb zur Radikalisierung führt. Aus theoretischer Sicht stellt
diese Dissertation die „Einzigartigkeit“ ethnischer Parteien und die ihnen per se
zugeschriebene Feindseligkeit gegenüber demokratischer Stabilität in ethnisch geteilten
Gesellschaften in Frage. Ziel der Dissertation ist es, theoretische Argumente und empirische
Methoden, welche zur Untersuchung von nicht-ethnischen Parteien in der Parteienforschung
angewendet wurden, für die Analyse von ethnischen Parteien im Parteienwettbewerb zu
verwenden. Gleichzeitig wird der Versuch unternommen, die Eigenart ethnischer Parteien
herauszuarbeiten, um so die Grenzen der Anwendbarkeit der Konzepte und Argumente der
Parteienforschung aufzuzeigen.
Der empirische Fokus richtet sich auf den Vergleich der ungarischen
Minderheitenparteien in Rumänien und in der Slowakei in zwei der vier Artikel der
Dissertation. Der Vergleich beruht auf einem „most similar cases different outcome“
Forschungsdesign. Vergleichende Forschung über ethnische Parteien in Mittel- und Osteuropa
ist immer noch kaum vorhanden und ist nicht im Stande die unterschiedliche Wirkung von
ethnischen Parteien in den ethnisch geteilten jungen Demokratien in Mittel- und Osteuropa zu
erklären.
Der erste Artikel der Dissertation präsentiert EPAC, einen neuen Datensatz über
Ethnonationalismus im Parteienwettbewerb, der zum ersten Mal eine empirische Grundlage
für die Untersuchung der Ursachen und Wirkungen der politischen Mobilisierung von
Ethnizität im Parteienwettbewerb aus einer europäischen, ländervergleichenden Perspektive
ermöglicht. In diesem Artikel wird erstens eine angemessene Konzeptualisierung der
ethnonationalen Dimension des Parteienwettbewerbs entwickelt. Zweitens wird aufgezeigt,
dass – mit Ausnahme der Parteien, deren Position von Experten verzerrt wiedergegeben
wurde – der Datensatz Parteipositionen auf der ethnonationalen Dimension des
Parteienwettbewerbs valide und reliabel zu messen imstande ist. Drittens präsentiert der
Artikel eine deskriptive Analyse der Position von ethnischen und nicht-ethnischen Parteien
auf der ethnonationalen Dimension des Parteienwettbewerbs in europäischen Demokratien.
Der länderübergreifende Vergleich zeigt, dass ethnische Parteien in Europa unterschiedlich
radikale Positionen auf der ethnonationalen Dimension des Parteienwettbewerbs einnehmen,
anstatt am radikalen Ende des Spektrums zu konvergieren.
Der zweite Artikel untersucht die Dynamik des intra-ethnischen politischen
Wettbewerbs. Er erklärt die politische Orientierung ethnischer Minderheitenparteien als
Konsequenz ihrer Regierungseinbindung. Im Gegensatz zum „ethnic outbidding“ Modell, das
die Parteien als „vote-seeker“, welche radikale Wähler zu mobilisieren versuchen, präsentiert,
wird einerseits argumentiert, dass moderate Faktionen sich eher als „policy-„ und „officeseeker“ verhalten und die Überhand über die Radikalen gewinnen, falls die
Minderheitenpartei in der Regierung eingebunden ist. Anderseits wird das Argument
revidiert, dass „power-sharing“ die Anreizstruktur der Eliten verändert und Mässigung
induziert. Die „power-sharing“ Literatur nimmt an, dass alle relevanten gesellschaftlichen
!
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Segmente jeweils durch eine einzige Partei repräsentiert werden. Im Gegensatz dazu liegt der
Fokus dieses Artikels auf dem Zwischenspiel zwischen Regierungsbeteiligung und intraethnischem Wettbewerb und dem Einfluss der Regierungsbeteiligung auf die Richtung des
intra-ethnischen politischen Wettbewerbs. Empirisch wird in diesem Artikel die
unterschiedliche programmatische Positionierung der beiden neuen ungarischen
Minderheitenparteien in Rumänien und in der Slowakei auf der ethnonationalen Dimension
analysiert.
Im dritten Artikel wird der Einfluss des lokalen Kontexts auf den elektoralen Eintritt
von neuen ethnischen Herausforderern im Parteienwettbewerb untersucht. Der Artikel
präsentiert ein Argument, das den elektoralen Eintritt von Parteien, welche die Strategie von
ethnischen „outbidding“ oder lateralen „underbidding“ wählen, erklärt. Der Artikel
argumentiert, dass ethnische Parteien mit unterschiedlichen ethnischen Kategorien und
Positionen Wähler in unterschiedlichen lokalen ethnischen Kontexten erfolgreich
mobilisieren. Die Resultate zeigen auf, dass die neuen ethnischen Parteien in Rumänien und
in der Slowakei die elektorale Arena in unterschiedlichen lokalen Kontexten betreten haben,
was dem Argument, dass sie ein anderes Wählersegment als die eingesessenen
Minderheitenparteien ansprechen, entspricht.
The fourth article of this thesis analyzes the role of the ethnic demography on the
electoral success of coalitions that bridge ethnic boundaries in sub-national elections in
multinational societies. This article suggests that the role of the ethnic demography has an
independent effect on the success of multi-ethnic coalitions. Empirically, the article analyses
the success of multi-ethnic coalitions between the Slovak majority and the Hungarian
minority parties based on the results of the local elections in 2010. The findings show that
multi-ethnic coalitions are more successful, the more the ethnic majority and the ethnic
minority at the national level present an equal share of the population in the local
communities. Furthermore, multi-ethnic coalitions in local elections are more successful the
higher intra-ethnic competition is.
Der vierte Artikel der Dissertation analysiert den Einfluss der ethnischen Demographie
auf den Erfolg von multi-ethnischen Koalitionen in subnationalen Wahlen in multinationalen
Ländern. Der Artikel argumentiert, dass die ethnische Demographie einen unabhängigen
Einfluss auf den Erfolg von multi-ethnischen Koalitionen hat. Im empirischen Teil des
Artikels wird der Erfolg von multi-ethnischen Koalitionen zwischen den slowakischen
Mehrheitsparteien und der ungarischen Minderheitenparteien basierend der Resultaten der
lokalen Wahlen in 2010 analysiert. Die Resultate zeigen auf, dass multi-ethnische Koalitionen
erfolgreicher sind, je mehr die nationale Mehrheit und Minderheit einen gleich grossen Anteil
der Bevölkerung in einer lokalen Gemeinde aufweist. Weiter sind multiethnische Koalitionen
in lokalen Wahlen erfolgreicher, je grösser der intra-ethnischer Wettbewerb ist.
Als Ergebnis zeigen die vier Artikel auf, dass die Flexibilität mit der ethnische
Parteien zwischen den Strategien von „ethnic outbidding“ und „underbidding“ wählen, unter
Rekurs
auf
theoretische
Argumenten
und
empirische
Methoden
der
Parteienforschungsliteratur erklärt werden kann. Somit ist die gegenwärtige Charakterisierung
ethnischer Parteien als „einzigartige“ Organisation im Vergleich zu anderen politischen
Parteien irreführend. Die ethnischen Parteien per se zugeschriebene Feindseligkeit gegenüber
demokratischer Stabilität in ethnisch geteilten Gesellschaften ist theoretisch und empirisch
nicht haltbar.
!
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1

Introduction to the dissertation

1.1.

Introduction
Is political party competition detrimental to democratic stability in ethnically divided

states if parties’ appeal rests upon ethnic categories? Pessimistic accounts stress that ethnic
parties are caught up in dynamics that compel their radicalization in political competition.
Following the ethnic outbidding model of party competition in ethnically divided societies,
once ethnic categories have become salient in political competition ethnic parties mobilize
voters based on exclusive ethnic appeals. Next, political competition emerges within the
ethnic groups and parties representing these groups will outbid each other with more radical
positions. Radicalization within the ethnic groups is subsequently followed by inter-ethnic
polarization and finally by the outbreak of ethnic conflict (Horowitz, 1985; Rabushka and
Shepsle, 1972). By contrast, recent studies demonstrate that ethnic parties are more flexible in
their choice of strategies than presumed before (Chandra, 2005; Coakley, 2008; Mitchell,
Evans and O’Leary, 2009; Zuber, 2011). The common denominator of these studies is that
they dismiss the primordial view of ethnic identities underlying the ethnic outbidding model
and that they analyze the factors that motivate a particular choice of strategies of ethnic
parties.
This PhD thesis seeks to join the debate on ethnic parties’ behavior in political
competition with a focus on ethnic minority parties in Central and Eastern Europe. It analyzes
the conditions under which intra-ethnic party competition leads to radicalization. In the
second section of this introduction, two insights in the state of the literature on ethnic parties’
behavior in political competition are outlined that represent the motivation of this PhD thesis.
First, it is argued that ethnic parties’ behavior in political competition is characterized
according to the predictions of the ethnic outbidding model in the party politics literature.
Scholars of party politics seem to accept the predictions of the ethnic outbidding model as
1
!

general knowledge and take them for granted without acknowledging or questioning the
underlying assumptions of the original model. Second, it is argued from an empirical
perspective that the party politics literature is not able to explain the mixed performance of
ethnic parties in young democracies in Central and Eastern Europe. In the third section, the
state of the literature on ethnic party competition is presented. In this section, first the ethnic
outbidding model of party competition is presented as the main point of reference of the
literature. Next, the recently emerged critical studies of the ethnic outbidding model are
presented. In the fourth section, first, the approach of this thesis is presented. This thesis aims
to apply the theoretical arguments and empirical methods used to study non-ethnic parties in
the literature on party politics to analyze ethnic party behavior in political competition. At the
same time, it attempts to capture ethnic parties’ peculiarities that highlight where the
applicability of concepts and arguments from the literature on party politics reaches its limits.
Empirically, the focus is on the Hungarian minority parties in Romania and Slovakia that
provide a most similar cases different outcome design for comparative analysis in two of the
four papers. Secondly, the four articles that make up the thesis are briefly summarized.
Finally, their individual contribution to the literature on ethnic parties is outlined.

1.2.

The motivation and the research question of the PhD thesis
This PhD thesis seeks to join the debate on ethnic parties’ behavior in political

competition motivation. It draws motivation from a theoretical and empirical insight on the
state of the art of this debate. These two insights will be subsequently presented.
By the very nature of its subject, the theoretical debate on ethnic parties lies at the
interface of the ethnic and the party politics literature. The ethnic outbidding model of
ethnically based party competition has been developed in the field of ethnic politics.1 Scholars
in the field of ethnic politics engage with ethnic parties related to the question whether to
foster or minimize the role of ethnic parties and of ethnicity in electoral politics through the
2
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choice of electoral systems. On the one hand, scholars of consociationalism proposed
proportional electoral systems that would strengthen ethnic parties and in general advocate
proportional allocation rules based on ethnicity (Lijphart, 1977). On the other hand, scholars
of centripetalism argue - following the ethnic outbidding model - that ethnic parties
undermine democratic stability. Therefore, they wish to create electoral incentives that force
ethnic parties to widen their appeal or favor moderate candidates over radical ones (Horowitz,
1985; 2003; Norris, 2004; Reilly, 2001; Sisk, 1996). These two schools of thought disagree on
the merits of political representation based on ethnic parties. A common trait of them is,
however, their omission to analyze ethnic parties’ behavior in political competition.
Within the theoretical framework of party politics, empirical analyses on how ethnic
parties actually behave in party competition are rare. Only a few studies on political parties
and democracy or democratization include ethnic parties in their discussion. Ethnic parties are
characterized within these studies as parties with a limited appeal to a particular “sectional”
constituency that explicitly seek to draw boundaries between “friends” and “foes” (original
hyphenation, Kitschelt, 2001: 305). As interest groups, they seek to secure material and
political benefits for their ethnic group and establish clientelistic instead of programmatic
linkages to their voters. The establishment of clientelistic linkages is eased by their clearly
identifiable constituencies and by their fear to divide their electorate committing themselves
to specific economic policy programs (Kitschelt, 2001: 305). Gunther and Diamond (2003)
similarly state that “ethnic parties have an extremely low ideological or programmatic
coherence or commitment” (Gunther and Diamond, 2003: 183).2 In electoral competition,
ethnic parties mobilize their ethnic group based on “exclusive and polarizing appeals to ethnic
opportunity and threat” (Gunther and Diamond, 2003: 183) and therefore harden ethnic
divides.3 Moser (2005) characterizes the electoral logic of ethnic parties in a similar way,
stating that “ethnic parties of both majority and minority often resort to extremist positions,
further polarizing politics and undermining cooperative ethnic relations” (Moser, 2005: 111).
3
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In many ways, scholars in party politics see ethnic parties as “unique organizations”
compared with other types of parties (original hyphenation, Ishiyama, 2011: 147) that are not
able to bundle and integrate societal interests but have by their very nature disintegrative
effects on politics.
Much of these evaluations are inspired by the ethnic outbidding model formulated by
Donald Horowitz (1985) as indicated by the references in the original studies. It seems that
scholars of party politics accepted the predictions of the ethnic outbidding model as general
knowledge and took them for granted without acknowledging or being aware of the
underlying assumptions of the original model. However, the underlying assumptions of the
model limit the generalizability of its predictions. Furthermore, until now, a systematic test of
the predictions of the ethnic outbidding model of party competition has never been
undertaken.
From a theoretical point of view, this thesis has questioned the “uniqueness” of ethnic
parties and their per se ascribed hostility towards sustaining democratic stability in multiethnic societies. This thesis aimed at the application of theoretical arguments and empirical
methods used to study non-ethnic parties in the party politics literature for the analysis of
ethnic parties’ behavior in political competition. At the same time, it made an attempt to
capture ethnic parties’ peculiarities that highlight where the applicability of concepts and
arguments from the party politics literature reaches its limits.
The second reason for engaging in the debate on ethnic parties is grounded in the
empirical observation that ethnic parties displayed a mixed performance in the democratic
transition and consolidation in Eastern Europe. In Central and Eastern Europe, after the
breakdown of communist regimes, parties that represent the interest of national minorities
have evolved in several countries. Several characteristics of this region made the emergence
of ethnic minority parties likely (Moser, 2005: 109). First, ethnically heterogeneous nation
states are rather the norm than the exception. Second, ethnic minorities reside usually
4
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territorially concentrated in a historical region which eases their political mobilization. Third,
the repeated establishment and subsequent breakdown of multi-national empires throughout
the history politicized ethnicity in the region.
Correspondingly, there is a growing body of literature on the political mobilization of
ethnic minorities in electoral politics in Central and Eastern Europe (e.g. Barany, 2005).
Studies analyzed the electoral performance of ethnic minority parties (Bernauer and Bochsler,
2011; Gherghina and Jiglau, 2011; Hansen, 2006) and recently, turned to explain intra-ethnic
political fragmentation in electoral politics (Bochsler, 2012a; Stroschein, 2011; Székely,
2012). While the literature is growing on the emergence and electoral success of ethnic
minority parties, systematic analyses on ethnic parties’ influence on democratic consolidation
are scarce and the empirical observations are mixed. On the one hand, some scholars highlight
that through ethnic mobilization, which resulted in the emergence of ethnic minority parties,
ethnic minorities have been incorporated in the political decision-making process and could
improve their situation (Barany, 2005: 78; Bieber, 2008). However, according to Alonso and
Ruiz-Rufino (2007), parliamentarian representation of ethnic minorities by their parties only
reduced the levels of ethnic conflict in young democracies in Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union between 1990 and 2000 if the ethnic group is rather moderate in its demands, if
it speaks with one voice and if the ethnic group is able to effectively influence the policy
making process. Scholars focusing on the role of external actors in the democratization of
Central and Eastern Europe stressed the role of the European Union and other Western
organizations that pressured the candidate states to include ethnic minority parties in their
national executives (Brusis, 2003).
On the other hand, ethnic minority parties’ impact on democratic stability and
democratization is evaluated more pessimistically in the Balkans. Political competition within
ethnic groups contributed to the outbreak of violent conflicts in this region (Caspersen, 2008;
Hislope, 1997; Robotin, 2003: 165).
5
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In a nutshell, this PhD thesis analyses ethnic parties’ behavior in party competition.
First, it posits that the party politics literature takes the predictions of the ethnic outbidding of
party competition in ethnically divided societies as generalized knowledge without
acknowledging the limitation of the model. Second, it posits that the literature on ethnic
parties in young democracies is not able to explain the diverging outcomes of political
competition in ethnically divided countries in Central and Eastern Europe. This thesis
therefore addresses the following main research question:

Under which circumstances does intra-ethnic political party competition lead to
radicalization?

The four papers comprising this PhD thesis evolve around this research question,
analyzing different aspects of intra-ethnic political party competition. From a theoretical
perspective, each of the papers is aiming at the application of theoretical insights and
empirical methods of the party politics literature. Empirically, the focus is on the cases of the
Hungarian minority parties in Romania and Slovakia that provide a most similar cases
different outcome design for comparative analysis in two of the four papers.

1.3.

The ethnic outbidding model of party competition in ethnically divided societies –
the point of reference
Ethnic outbidding strictly refers to an electoral strategy of an ethnic party in political

competition. However, it is more adequate to use ethnic outbidding as a model of party
competition in ethnically divided societies that rests on a set of assumptions, theorizes the
behavior of ethnic parties in competition and presents predictions about the dynamics and
outcomes of party competition. Ethnic outbidding as the name of the model refers to one of
the predictions of the model namely that the dominant electoral strategy of ethnic parties in
6
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party competition is outbidding. In the following, the ethnic outbidding model of party
competition is briefly presented in its main components. Next, the recent criticism evolving
around the model is outlined.

1.3.1. The original model
The ethnic outbidding model has been originally developed by Alvin Rabushka and
Kenneth Shepsle (1972) and Donald Horowitz (1985). As Chandra (2005) pointed out, while
the theory of Rabushka and Shepsle is based on the axioms of rational choice theory,
Horowitz’ theory relies on a sociological-psychological approach to human motivation. Apart
from that, both models rest on similar assumptions, characterize competition akin and
generate identical predictions.
The assumptions of the model: Both models start with the assumption of ethnically
deeply divided societies where two ethnic groups face each other. Because of the deep ethnic
divide the two groups are organized separately. In politics ethnic issues dominate and party
formation takes place based on ethnicity. Individuals within an ethnic group have identical
and intense preferences over the alternatives on an ethnic axis of party competition and these
preferences of the members of the two groups are mutually incompatible (Rabushka and
Shepsle, 1972: 63-74).
The logic of party competition: For illustrative purposes of the dynamics of party
competition, the assumption is that each of the two ethnic groups is represented by an ethnic
party. The two ethnic parties do not compete with each other. Each of them is aiming at the
mobilization of the members of its ethnic group. The more successful an ethnic party
mobilizes its group, the more will its electoral result equal the proportion of its group of the
population such that eventually election results will mirror censuses (Horowitz, 1985: 326ff.).
The competitive behavior of an ethnic party is limited to its own ethnic group
(Horowitz, 1985: 344). If competition emerges, it takes place within the ethnic groups and it
7
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will be located at the flanks. On the one hand, established parties are keen to avoid the
emergence of competitors and to defeat them should they emerge (Horowitz, 1985: 343). On
the other hand, new competitors will question the ability of the established party to represent
the interests of the ethnic group. The pivotal event for a proliferation of parties within the
group is “usually the accusation that the existing ethnic party sold out group interests by its
excessive moderation toward other ethnic groups” (Horowitz, 1985: 354). The new
competitor will outbid the existing ethnic party with more extreme or radical demands in
favor of its own ethnic group. Since the established party cannot afford to lose votes to the
new ethnic party, it adjusts its political course and radicalizes as well. Political competition
within the groups, therefore, leads to centrifugal dynamics in the party system (Rabushka and
Shepsle, 1972: 82-86).
The predicted outcomes: Following Horowitz, “outbidding for ethnic support is a
constant possibility” (Horowitz, 1985: 346). Underbidding or moderation is not required by
the logic of competition in segmented markets. Moderation which is necessary for inter-ethnic
cooperation might be possible for extrinsic motivation but because of the logic of competition
in the long run the strategy is not sustainable in the long run (Horowitz, 1985: 365-95;
Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972: 74-86). If we assume that one of the ethnic groups is larger than
the other, outbidding leads to the destabilization of the democracy. On the one hand, the party
of the larger ethnic group winning the elections will undermine democracy by stripping the
other group of all rights. On the other hand, the smaller ethnic group likely will revolt against
suppression by violence (Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972: 86-9).

1.3.2. Critiques of the ethnic outbidding model
In recent years, the ethnic outbidding model received criticism. In the following, the
critics are grouped by the components of the model that they tackle.
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The assumptions of the model: One strain of critiques is referring to the underlying
primordial view of ethnic identities (Chandra, 2005; Giuliano, 2000). The primordial
approach sees ethnic identities as fix, internally homogenous, unidimensional and exogenous
to institutions and political institutions (Chandra, 2005). Scholars criticized the assumption of
internally homogenous identities and pointed out that it implies a very strong assumption on
the distribution of the preferences of voters (Gorenburg, 2000; Mitchell, Evans and O’Leary,
2006). Chandra (2005) points out that assumed fixity is not an intrinsic characteristic of ethnic
identity but a product of the institutional context in which ethnic groups are politicized. Put in
more general terms, the political preferences of individuals cannot be derived from their
ethnic belonging (Giuliano, 2000; Hale, 2008).
The logic of party competition: Much of what Horowitz calls the intrinsic
characteristic of ethnic party competition is sustained by the assumed radical ethnic
preferences and interests. For the analysis of how ethnic parties choose their strategies, we
need not only a more adequate conceptualization of the preferences and interests of the
potential electorate of ethnic parties but also a conceptualization of the set of potential
electoral strategies. Zuber (2011) spells out the potential set of electoral strategies of ethnic
parties following Coakleys (2008) study. She classifies ethnic parties’ strategies by the criteria
of their position and appeal and shows based on the qualitative study of ethnic minority
parties’ strategies in Serbia that ethnic outbidding is only one of the potential strategies beside
static bidding, ethnic underbidding, lateral bidding, lateral underbidding and lateral
outbidding. According to Zuber (2012), if ethnic parties compete in ethnically imperfectly
segmented markets where a number of parties attract voters across ethnic divides and where
competition in intra-ethnic arena(s) is nested within an inter-ethnic arena of party competition,
strategies with moderation as outcome are more likely.
Another strand of research shows how institutions influence the emergence, electoral
success and electoral strategies of ethnic parties. Chandra (2005) argues that ethnic identities
9
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are essentially multidimensional and if institutions encourage their multidimensionality
instead of reducing it to a single one, the radicalization process of ethnic groups is hindered
by shifting political alignments based on ethnic categories. Mitchell, Evans and O’Leary
(2006: 8) indicate that it is only electorally rational for parties to move to the extremes if they
believe that this is where most of the voters are permanently located. The authors show that
the power-sharing institutions of the Belfast Agreement induced formerly radical parties to
moderate which was rewarded by electoral success.
The predicted outcomes: The most comprehensive study on the effect of ethnicity on
electoral politics originates from Birnir (2009). She does not analyze the underlying
assumptions of the model of ethnic outbidding. Instead her focus is on the prediction that
party competition based on ethnic categories destabilizes democracies. According to her,
ethnic group identities can function as a stable but flexible set of cues for political choices in
democracies. These ethnic attractors are predisposed to seek peaceful means to participate in
the political decision-making process and leverage for their constituency. She demonstrates
that ethnic voting leads to lower electoral volatility but that it increases in the long run if
representation of ethnic interests decrease based on a within case study of Romania and a
cross-national study with over 60 new democracies. Unfortunately, she relies on counting
ethnic minority representatives in government (and parliament), hypothesising that any
member of an ethnic community that is included into government (and parliament) diminishes
incentives for conflictual behaviour of the group (Birnir, 2009: 148-199). This argument relies
on the assumption that any member of the ethnic community, no matter what her party stands
for, will, qua ethnicity, defend a manifest ethnic interest of the group as such and confuses the
concepts of descriptive with substantial representation.
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1.4.

The contribution of the PhD thesis
The following section provides an overview on the theoretical and empirical approach

that the articles contained in the thesis share. Second, an overview of each of the four artciles
is given. The underlying research question, the main theoretical arguments and the empirical
findings are presented. Subsequently, each paper’s contribution to the literature on ethnic
parties is outlined.
!

1.4.1. The common thread of the articles
From a theoretical point of view, the ethnic outbidding model is taken as the point of
reference for the analysis of ethnic party competition. The four articles of the thesis all borrow
theoretical arguments and apply empirical methods from the literature on party politics. The
papers argue that the ethnic outbidding model of party competition in ethnically divided
societies rests on very strong assumptions that do not allow its predictions to be generalized.
Empirically, the focus is on the Hungarian minority parties in Romania and Slovakia
that provide a most similar cases different outcome design for comparative analysis in two of
the four papers. Recently, the Hungarian minority party in Romania and Slovakia that enjoyed
the representational monopoly over of the Hungarian minority split. In Slovakia, a new more
moderate party with a multiethnic appeal has emerged, while in Romania a new more radical
party was formed.
Therefore, the first articles sets the stage with a presentation of a new dataset that
allows testing the ethnic outbidding model of party competition and analyzing ethnic parties
in a multi-dimensional party competition from cross-country and cross-sectional perspectives.
The descriptive analysis of the data shows that ethnic parties in Europe are choosing from a
diverse range of more radical, but also more moderate positions on the ethnonational
dimension of party competition. The next two articles provide a theoretical argument that is
able to specify the conditions under which an ethnic party selects the strategy of ethnic
11
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outbidding or lateral underbidding and is electorally successful. Finally, the last paper
analyses the role of ethnic demography on the success of multi-ethnic coalitions.
!

1.4.2. Overview of the papers
In this section an overview of each of the four articles that constitute this PhD thesis is
presented. The underlying research question, the main theoretical arguments and the empirical
findings are briefly summarized. Subsequently, each article’s contribution to the literature on
ethnic parties is outlined.

Paper 1: EPAC – A new dataset on ethnonationalism in party competition in 22
European democracies (co-authored with Christina Zuber)
This article presents EPAC, a new dataset on Ethnonationalism in Party Competition
that for the first time offers an empirical base to study the causes and effects of the political
mobilization of ethnicity in party competition from a European cross-national perspective.
Between June and November 2011, Christina Zuber and I conducted an expert survey to
collect data on party positions on an ethnonational dimension of party competition for 210
political parties in 22 multinational European democracies. For each country, EPAC records
the position of the leadership of ethnic minority parties, of majority nationalists and of the
most relevant non-ethnic parties in 2011. The article introduces the conceptualisation of an
ethnonational dimension of competition underlying the dataset and performs a series of
validity and reliability tests of the EPAC dataset. We show that with the exception of the
parties potentially affected by expert bias, the EPAC dataset provides valid and reliable
measures of party positions on an ethnonational dimension of competition that can be applied
in large and small-N research. Finally, the article provides an overview of ethnic and nonethnic parties’ positioning on the ethnonational dimension of party competition in 22
European democracies and illustrates that EPAC is able to discern ethnic parties’ position
12
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based on the cases of intra-Hungarian competition in Slovakia and Romania. The crossnational data show that rather than converging on the radical end of the spectrum, ethnic
parties in Europe are choosing diverse policy positions on an ethnonational dimension of
party competition.
This article has a threefold contribution to the literature on ethnic party competition.
First, it provides an adequate conceptualization of the ethnonational dimension of party
competition. Current datasets in the field of ethnic politics still tend to treat ethnonational
groups as unitary actors and do not differentiate between the positions of the organisations
representing these groups. Datasets in the field of party politics differentiate between the
positions of different parties, yet fail to conceptualize party competition on an ethnonational
dimension in a theoretically convincing way. Second, it provides valid and reliable data on
party positions on the ethnonational dimension of party competition. The data allows testing
the ethnic outbidding model of party competition and the analysing of ethnic parties in multidimensional party competition from a cross-country and cross-sectional perspective. Third,
the article presents an overview on the position on ethnic and non-ethnic parties’ position on
the ethnonational dimension of party competition in European democracies.
The article has been written together with Christina Zuber and has been submitted to
the journal Party Politics without section 5 that contains a descriptive analysis of the data.
Currently, the article is under revision as the reviewers proposed to re-submit the paper in the
format of a research note. The presented data set in the paper is the empirical foundation of a
larger project with Christina Zuber on the role of ethnonational parties in party competition.
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Paper 2: Strategic choices of dissident Hungarian minority leaders: Building interethnic bridges or promoting ethno-territorial demarcation lines? (co-authored with
Daniel Bochsler)
This article analyses the dynamics of intra-group political competition. It explains the
political orientation of ethnic minority parties as a consequence of the inclusion of minority
parties into government. We argue that the inclusion of minority parties into national
governments produces an inherent conflict between pragmatic office-seekers and radical
partisans. In minority parties that have governmental responsibilities, the pragmatist view
overwhelms, whilst in parties in opposition, radical voices dominate. We test our hypotheses
on the cases of intra-Hungarian political competition in Romania and Slovakia. Empirically,
we show that our argument is able to explain the diverging programmatic positions of two
new Hungarian minority parties in Romania and Slovakia.
This article contributes to the literature on ethnic parties’ behaviour in competition by
presenting an argument how intra-ethnic competition is influenced by government
participation of unified ethnic parties. On the one hand, contrary to the ethnic outbidding
model that presents ethnic parties as vote seekers aiming to mobilize radical voters, moderate
factions are argued to be rather driven by policy- and office-seeking motives and gain the
upper hand over radicals in government. On the other hand, this argument revises the
argument that power sharing is about altering the incentive structure of elites and induces
moderation. The power-sharing literature assumes that one party represents each relevant
segment of society, meaning that competition is absent. In contrast, the focus of this article is
on the interplay between government participation and intra-ethnic political competition and
its effect on the direction of intra-ethnic political competition.
This article has been written together with Daniel Bochsler and is currently under
review at the journal of Nationalities Papers.
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Paper 3: The local ethnic context of political competition within ethnic minority
groups
The third article analyses the electoral entry of ethnic parties with different strategies.
It argues that ethnic parties with different strategies likely enter the electoral race in different
local ethnic contexts. The strategies of ethnic parties are differentiated along the appeal and
the policy position of ethnic parties as pervious studies have suggested. Therefore, the article
proposes that ethnic parties with different appeals and policy positions succeed to mobilize
voters in different local ethnic contexts. The ethnic context is understood as the local ethnic
population structure.
The empirical analysis relies on two within-case studies of the Hungarian minority
parties in local elections in Romania and Slovakia. While in Romania the new Hungarian
minority party chose the strategy of ethnic outbidding, in Slovakia the new Hungarian
minority picked the strategy of lateral underbidding. The results show that the new ethnic
minority parties succeeded indeed in different local ethnic contexts.
This article has a threefold contribution to the literature on ethnic parties in
competition. First, it presents an argument on how the preferences of the members of an
ethnic group are influenced by the local context. Contrary to the ethnic outbidding model that
assumes fixed and radical preferences this argument is able to account for systematic intragroup diversity. Second, the article formulates hypotheses on the ethnic context of the
electoral entry of ethnic parties with different strategies. Therefore, in opposite to ethnic
outbidding model, it is able to explain the electoral entry of ethnic parties with moderate
strategies as well. Finally, the article tests the hypotheses in an innovative way. The
hypotheses are tested based on two within-case studies of local elections. While many factors
are kept as constant, the role of the local ethnic context can be analyzed.
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Paper 4: Multi-ethnic coalitions in sub-national elections: The significance of ethnic
demography
The fourth article of this thesis analyzes the role of the ethnic demography on the
electoral success of coalitions that bridge ethnic boundaries in sub-national elections in
multinational societies. In the theoretical part, the article derives two competing hypotheses
from the prevailing literature on how ethnic heterogeneity supports respectively undermines
the electoral success of multi-ethnic coalitions. In addition, it presents a new hypothesis on
how increasing intra-ethnic competition strengthens multi-ethnic coalitions.
Empirically, this article analyses the hypotheses based on the results of the success of
multi-ethnic coalitions in Slovak local elections in 2010. This article does not continue with
the comparative design between the Hungarian minority parties in Romania and Slovakia of
paper two and three of the thesis. The Romanian local electoral system is much more
restrictive than the Slovak so that the number of the parties in the electoral race and therefore
the pressure for electoral coordination is much smaller in Romania than in Slovakia. As a
result, multi-ethnic coalitions are not formed in Romanian local elections.
The hypotheses are analyzed based on local polynomial smoothing regression
analysis. The findings show that multi-ethnic coalitions are more successful, the more the
ethnic majority and the ethnic minority at the national level present an equal share of the
population in the local communities. Furthermore, multi-ethnic coalitions in local elections
are more successful the higher intra-ethnic competition is.
This paper makes a twofold contribution to the literature. First, it argues that two
dominant theories on the institutional design in ethnically divided theories neglect the role of
the ethnic demography. This article suggests that the role of the ethnic demography has an
independent effect on the success of multi-ethnic coalitions. Second, it outlines three
hypotheses on the role of ethnic demography. The first two hypotheses are derived from the
existing literature and are located at the micro level. The third hypothesis is novel and is
16
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located on the level of parties. It presents an argument on how ethnic demography influences
intra-ethnic competition which in turn has consequences on the success of multi-ethnic
coalitions.
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1

However, most large-N studies in the field of ethnic conflict still treat ethnic groups as homogenous and unified
actors. Therefore, they ignore the dynamics of political competition within groups as a potential explanation of
ethnic conflict. Even studies with a comparative case study approach, for example Jenne (2007), do not tackle
the political dynamics within ethnic groups. She explains the radicalization of ethnic groups in Eastern Europe
based on the combination of the availability of the support of an external lobby actor and the repression of the
host state.!
2
Note that Ishiyama (2011) refers to Kitschelt’s (2001) and Gunther and Diamond’s (2003) studies to summarize
the state of the art of the literature on ethnic parties in the introduction to a special issue on ethnic parties in the
journal Party Politics in 2011.!
3
Gunther and Diamond (2003) differentiate between nationalist and ethnic parties. Following Gunther and
Diamond (2003) ethnic parties do not pursue nationalist goals as e.g. territorial autonomy. Surprisingly,
however, they classify e.g. the Democratic Alliance of Hungarians in Romania (UDMR) as an ethnic party.!
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2

Paper 1: EPAC – A new dataset on ethnonationalism in party competition in 22
European democracies

2.1

Introduction
In contemporary multinational democracies of Western and Eastern Europe alike,

parties seeking to defend the interests of ethnonational groups1 are flourishing. Whereas some
of these parties have adopted a radical, secessionist program that challenges the very
existence of the polities they inhabit, others seek to accommodate the interests of ‘their’
ethnonational group in more moderate ways. The New Flemish Alliance (N-VA) in Belgium
and the Serbian Alliance of Independent Social Democrats (SNSD) in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, promoting independence for Flanders and the Serb Republic respectively,
provide compelling examples of the former. The recent electoral success of Most-Híd in
Slovakia that is aiming for inter-ethnic reconciliation constitutes an instance of the latter.
Several small-N studies have begun to draw attention to this variance in the policy positions
adopted by ethnonational parties in competition (Bochsler and Szöcsik, 2011; Caspersen,
2010; Chandra, 2005; Coakley, 2008; Zuber, 2011). The variance appears to be particularly
puzzling from the perspective of the ethnic outbidding model of party competition in
ethnically plural societies. The model expects that parties appealing to voters on the basis of
ethnic identity categories will be most successful in competition if they outbid each other by
choosing more radical positions. This exacerbates intergroup conflict and challenges
democratic stability in the long run (Horowitz, 1985; Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972).
The outbidding model has never been tested systematically in a large-N study due to a
lack of data on the positions of ethnonational parties (Chandra, 2005: 238). The lack of data is
twofold. Datasets in the field of ethnic politics deal explicitly with the demands of
ethnonational groups, but fail to differentiate between the stances of the various parties
aiming to represent these groups in politics. By contrast, datasets in the field of party politics
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differentiate between individual parties and their positions, but have so far not provided a
theoretically convincing conceptualisation of an ethnonational dimension of politics. As a
consequence, scholars are still debating whether the appearance of ethnonational parties on
the stage of a multinational democracy constitutes a vice or a virtue (Ishiyama, 2011: 148).
This article presents EPAC, a new dataset on Ethnonationalism in Party Competition
that seeks to fill this gap. Between June and November 2011, we conducted an expert survey
to collect data on ethnonationalism in party competition for 210 parties in 22 multinational
European democracies. For each country, EPAC records the positions of the leadership of
ethnic minority parties, of majority nationalists and of the most relevant non-ethnic parties.
For the first time, the dataset allows researchers to draw on cross-nationally comparable
measures of the positions taken by political parties on an ethnonational dimension.
The dataset is grounded in an innovative theoretical conceptualization that provides a
coherent framework for measuring party positions on an ethnonational dimension. We argue
1) that party competition in multinational democracies takes place on an ethnonational
dimension that should be treated as conceptually distinct from multiculturalism and 2) that the
ethnonational dimension is empirically reflected in party positions on five issues:
ethnonationalism; territorial autonomy; cultural autonomy; minority language use; and
education of and in the languages of national minorities.
Empirically, we apply a series of state-of-the-art techniques to analyse the validity and
reliability of the EPAC dataset. First, the results of confirmatory factor analysis show that all
survey items intended to capture parties’ stances on ethnonationalism are salient and load
highly on an ethnonational dimension of competition. Second, OLS regression analysis
provides evidence that experts’ own policy preferences may bias the positioning of parties,
but that this bias affects only a minor share of all parties included in the dataset. Finally,
variance components analysis demonstrates that experts are highly united in their judgment
when locating the same party on the same scale. Following the validity and reliability tests,
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we present a first insight in our data. First, we show that there is a high variance regard to the
extent to which ethnicity structures party competition. Second, we illustrate that the EPAC
data can serve to differentiate and rank party positions on the ethnonational dimension of
competition.
The paper is structured as follows. Section two provides an overview on the state of
the art regarding available cross-national datasets in the fields of ethnic and party politics.
Section three introduces our conceptualisation of an ethnonational dimension of party
competition and the criteria applied for selecting countries, parties and experts. Section four
presents a series of state of the art tests to examine the validity and reliability of the EPAC
data in light of the methodological challenges of measuring party positions through an expert
survey. Section five presents a first insight in our data and depicts party positions on the
ethnonational dimension in 22 European democracies. Further, based on the cases of Slovakia
and Romania, we illustrate how researchers can differentiate party positions in practice.
Finally, we provide in section five an outlook on future research that could draw on the data
set.

2.2

State of the art – motivating EPAC
Scholars in the field of ethnic politics are beginning to recognise the shortcomings of

treating ethnic groups as unified actors in their theoretical writings (Birnir, 2009: 19-40;
Chandra, 2011). However, this has not yet been fully reflected in existing data projects. A
widely used dataset is provided by the Minorities at Risk Project (MAR, 2009). The MAR
dataset covers 283 ethnopolitical groups evaluated on annual basis between 1980 and 2006
but suffers from selection bias as it leaves mobilised ethnic majority groups aside (Wimmer,
Cederman and Min, 2009: 319). The more recent Ethnic Power Relations (EPR-ETH) dataset
(Cederman, Wimmer and Min, 2010) has successfully overcome this shortcoming. The EPRETH dataset covers all politically relevant groups (majorities and minorities alike) in a given
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country. However, the dataset does not intend to account for the degree of representativeness
and for the heterogeneous stances of different organisations claiming to speak for one and the
same group (Cederman, Min and Wimmer, not dated: Coding rules EPR).
Chandra's (2009) Constructivist Dataset on Ethnicity and Institutions (CDEI) seeks to
map the type of organisation that represents an ethnic group in politics. The dataset comprises
seventeen variables measuring explicit, and seventeen variables measuring implicit
mobilization of ethnic identities through political parties and allows researchers to classify
parties into mono-, multi- and non-ethnic parties. However, whereas this categorisation of
parties constitutes a step toward identifying the relevant organisations when studying ethnic
politics below the group level, CDEI does not record the actual policy positions of the
identified ethnic parties.
Ishiyama (2009) analyzes whether ethnic groups that are represented by ethnic parties
are more likely to engage in inter-ethnic conflict. In his dataset, he codes the presence (or
absence) of an ethnic party for 213 ethnic groups in 82 countries between 1985 and 2003.
However, he neither provides information on the number nor the positions of the parties
representing the ethnic group.
Birnir (2009: 19-40) argues convincingly against conventional theories of ethnic politics that
treat ethnic groups as intransigent, unified actors. Her empirical cross-national analysis,
however, relies on counting ethnic minority representatives in government (and parliament),
hypothesising that any member of an ethnic community that is included into government (and
parliament) diminishes incentives for conflictual behaviour of the group (Birnir, 2009: 148199). This argument relies on the assumption that any member of the ethnic community, no
matter what her party stands for, will, qua ethnicity, defend a manifest ethnic interest of the
group as such.
By contrast, datasets in the field of party politics take parties as the unit of analysis
and deal extensively with the measurement of their policy positions. However, ethnic parties
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often tend to be rather small players at the national level of party competition and play either
no, or only a peripheral role in large-N datasets. The question which party seeks to represent
which ethnic group is never covered. Furthermore, none of the existing datasets differentiates
clearly between an ethnonational and a multicultural dimension of party competition.
Benoit and Laver (2006) collect extensive data on party positions on the basis of an
expert survey that covers 47 countries between 2002 and 2003. The authors measure party
positions on a number of dimensions across contexts. However, ethnonational themes are not
at the centre of their research interest and parties' stances on an ethnonational dimension are
not measured across all multinational democracies in their sample in the same way. In postcommunist countries, the dimension nationalism versus cosmopolitanism in relation to
history, culture and national consciousness is included. In Western countries, a dimension
related to immigration policy appears instead. For Britain, Northern Ireland, Canada and
Israel, the country specific ethnonational topics of Northern Ireland, Quebec and the
Palestinian state are included.
The Comparative Manifesto Project (CMP) provides data on party positions based on
a systematic content analysis of party manifestos used in electoral competition (Budge, et al.,
2001; Klingemann, et al., 2006). Protsyk and Garaz (2011: 5-8) show that the CMP approach
has two main problems to measure party positions on what they call an “ethno-cultural
dimension”: an “undercounting” and a “non-differentiation” problem. First, many statements
that relate to ethnic issues have been coded into other categories.2 Second, the CMP categories
that are related to ethnic themes are not fine-grained enough to reflect the differentiated
claims that are put forward by majority nationalists and ethnic minority parties in
multinational states. Therefore, they do not allow researchers to rank parties according to their
radicalism.
Protsyk and Garaz (2011: 3) propose a stricter definition of ethnic categories to better
capture the politicization of ethnicity in party manifestos. They define manifesto statements
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“as belonging to the ethno-cultural domain if they explicitly refer to ethnic groups and
policies that affect the characteristics and conditions of these groups”. Besides a
multiculturalism dimension that comprises the three categories “multiculturalism: positive”,
“multiculturalism: neutral” and “multiculturalism: negative”, this domain comprises a titular
ethnic group dimension where parties position themselves regarding the status of titular ethnic
groups. Additionally, the “multiculturalism: positive” category is differentiated into four
“types of claim that focus, respectively, on: identity preservation, group based political
representation, territorial autonomy or group status as a constituent nation” (Protsyk and
Garaz, 2011: 10). To our knowledge, this coding scheme constitutes the most fine-grained
conceptual approach to measuring party positions on an ethnonational dimension of politics.
However, two conceptual problems remain.
First, the authors claim that the four subcategories of “multiculturalism: positive” “can be
ordered from the least to most radical ones“ (Protsyk and Garaz, 2011: 10). This would allow
a test of the ethnic outbidding hypothesis, at least for ethnic parties in the four postcommunist countries where manifestos have been coded. However, against the authors claim,
the four subcategories cannot be brought into a rank order because they refer to different types
of claims and it remains unclear with regard to which common underlying criterion they could
be ranked.
Second, like the CMP itself, Protsyk and Garaz (2011) do not differentiate between
multiculturalism and ethnonationalism. The coding scheme implies that if a party raises a
claim to identity preservation, group based political representation, territorial autonomy or
group status as a constituent nation, the same party will automatically take a positive stance
on multiculturalism, since the former are all subcategories of the higher order category
“multiculturalism: positive”. By definition, the coding scheme excludes the possibility to
combine one of the four claims with a negative stance on multiculturalism. It is not only
theoretically plausible but also empirically likely that these two issues cross-cut each other.
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Parties representing larger national minorities frequently demand special rights for their own
group, but oppose the idea of extending the rights of smaller minorities or migrant groups.
In sum, none of the existing data sets in the field of ethnic or party politics measures
party positions on an ethnonational dimension in a conceptually unambiguous way, and in a
form that would allow researchers to rank these positions according to their radicalism.

2.3

Conceptualising and measuring party positions on an ethnonational dimension of
competition
From concepts to survey items
Unlike approaches in the field of party politics that do not distinguish between

multiculturalism and ethnonationalism, the conceptualisation underlying the EPAC data
focuses directly on party competition on an ethnonational dimension. This distinction follows
Kymlicka's (1998: 113-119) important clarification that polyethnic states (where pluralism
results from immigration) and multinational states (where pluralism results from the
incorporation of different nations with traditional homelands into a single state) are both
instances of multicultural states, a term which is used widely, yet lacks conceptual clarity. In
Adcock’s and Collier’s (2001: 530) terminology of concept formation and measurement,
multiculturalism appears as a “background concept”, associated with a multitude of meanings.
Conceptualisation is needed to move from the background concept of multiculturalism to
precisely defined “systematised” concepts. In analogy to Kymlicka, a multicultural dimension
of competition should therefore be differentiated into an ethnonational and a polyethnic
dimension. The former concerns the territorially based claims of parties representing
ethnonational majority and minority groups. The latter concerns parties' stances toward the
integration of migrant groups into the society. We can now turn to defining and
operationalizing the ethnonational dimension.
Following Gellner's seminal definition of nationalism,3 the ethnonational dimension of
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party competition should reflect the degree of congruence parties seek to achieve between the
boundaries of the state as the political unit and the boundaries defining ethnonational groups.
In the constellation that is most common in Europe, a demographic majority faces selfdetermination claims by one or several organisations representing one or several national
minorities. In this constellation, the extreme poles of the ethnonational dimension consist in
seeking full congruence between the majority ethnonational identity category and the current
state on the one hand, and seeking full congruence between a minority ethnonational identity
category and a new nation state on the other. The former can be achieved through assimilation
of all peripheral ethnonational identities; the latter through an act of secession that leads to a
new nation state where the former minority dominates (and, correspondingly, the former
majority loses part of its territory). The first survey item used to measure party positions on
the ethnonational dimension therefore asks directly for the ethnonational positions taken by
parties:

In multinational states, parties may have different positions on the status of ethnonational groups and the nature of the state. At one end of the spectrum (0), majority
nationalists seek hegemony within the current state they define as their nation-state. At the
other end of the spectrum (10), minority nationalists seek to become the hegemonic majority
in a new nation-state. Moderate parties of the middle ground (5) seek a common state in
which no single ethnonational group dominates over another.

The normative claim behind national minorities' self-determination goal is that “there
ought to be a government which members of the group can think of as their own” (Levy,
2000: 137). Through the principles of cultural and territorial autonomy, national minorities
can realise this goal to a certain extent within the state, and therefore often demand the
devolution of decision-making competencies to their own rulers, either in certain policy areas
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that are vital to their ethno-cultural survival or on the basis of a certain territory where they
constitute the regional majority. Party positions on the ethnonational dimension of party
competition should therefore be further reflected in parties' stances on the principles of
cultural and territorial autonomy. The following two survey questions operationalize party
positions on cultural and territorial autonomy:

In multinational states, parties may have different positions on cultural autonomy for
national minorities, defined as the right to establish institutions of self-government in the
fields of education and culture. At one end of the spectrum (0), parties are strongly against
granting cultural autonomy to national minorities. At the other end of the spectrum (10),
parties are strongly in favor of granting cultural autonomy to national minorities.

In multinational states, parties may have different positions on territorial autonomy for
national minorities, defined as the right to establish their own institutions of regional selfgovernment within their traditional homeland territories. At one end of the spectrum (0),
parties are strongly against granting national minorities territorial autonomy. At the other end
of the spectrum (10), parties are strongly in favor of granting national minorities territorial
autonomy.

At the level of actual policy-making, the principle of cultural autonomy can be further
disaggregated into party positions on education of and in the languages of national minorities
and use of the minority languages. Party positions on these issues were measured by two
additional items in the survey and constitute two additional indicators for party positions on
the ethnonational dimension.4
The survey uses eleven-point scales with positions ranging from zero (0) to ten (10)
and an unequivocal centre position at five (5) for each of these items. All scales follow a
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similar logic that allows differentiating between more moderate and more radical stances for
both minority and majority parties. Position zero (0) always refers to the situation where a
party opposes granting any special rights to a minority group on the basis of its distinctive
ethno-national identity. This position is unlikely to ever be occupied by ethnic minority
parties, since their reason for existence is to improve the situation of their ethnic fellows. By
contrast, nationalist parties of the titular group may well occupy this position. Throughout,
position ten (10) corresponds to a maximalist minority nationalist position.
Even in contexts where ethnonational identity is politicised, political parties may
choose to appeal to voters on different bases and either take no position at all on the
ethnonational dimension, or treat it as unimportant. Therefore, for every item, the survey
provides an answer category that allows experts to state explicitly that a party has no position
on the given issue. Further, we ask experts how important every issue is for each party, again
using eleven-point scales that range from “not important at all” (0) to “extremely important”
(10). We thereby seek to chart variance not only in the positions on but also concerning the
salience of the ethnonational dimension of party competition.
In addition, experts were asked to provide their judgement on parties' stances on the
economic and the libertarian/authoritarian dimension of party competition. To maintain
comparability with existing research, two questions were adopted from the Chapell Hill
Expert Survey (CHES) (Hooghe, et al., 2010). Finally, items on party origin, party
organisation and whether the party seeks to represent ethnonational groups and regions were
included into the survey. The latter information can be used to classify parties into ethnic and
regionalist parties.

Selecting countries, parties and experts for EPAC
We assume that the ethnonational dimension constitutes a part of the political space in
multinational societies, where voters identify with territorially based, ethnic identity
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categories. Therefore, we first single out countries where ethnonational identity categories are
considered to be politically mobilised drawing on country assessments provided by the EPRETH dataset (Cederman, Wimmer and Min, 2010).
Second, amongst these countries we focus on democracies since we are interested in
party competition. We select countries that are classified by the Freedom House index as
“free” or “partly free” and by the Polity IV project indicators as “democracy”.5
Third, we focus on Europe, to be able to cover party competition comprehensively in
one region where national identity and the relationship between titular majorities and national
minorities has a comparable historical meaning. We define European countries as countries
that are located on the European continent.6 For the resulting sample of 23 European
multinational democracies,7 210 political parties were selected according to the following
criteria.
First, we selected all ethnonational parties, defined as a specific subset of ethnic
parties. Ethnic parties are parties that appeal centrally to an ethnic category to the exclusion of
others (Chandra, 2005). Ethnonational parties are parties that appeal centrally to a territorially
based ethnic identity category to the exclusion of others.8 The classification of parties was
based on secondary sources and party websites. Ethnonational parties were listed in the
survey if they managed to gain at least one seat in the national parliament in the most recent
parliamentary elections as of June 2011, or at least one seat and at least 3 per cent of the
subnational votes in at least one region in the last regional elections as of June 2011.9
Second, following Meguid's (2007) argument that mainstream parties may
strategically respond to the positions of niche parties (such as ethnonational parties), we
additionally selected non-ethnic parties if they had gained at least 5% of the national vote
share in the most recent elections as of June 2011.
For our pool of experts, we aimed to select experts with substantial and unbiased
knowledge. To guarantee substantial knowledge, we chose only social scientists
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(predominantly political scientists and some sociologists) with at least an M.A. degree and a
record of research on party competition and/or on ethnonationalism/majority-minority
relations in the respective country. To guarantee unbiased knowledge, we included only
academics that were either employed at a higher academic institution or an independent
research institution/think tank. We excluded academics if we found evidence that they were
also active political practitioners.10 Additionally, we included experts with a majority and a
minority ethnic background into our database in the hope that potential biases when rating the
same parties would go into opposite directions and cancel each other out. Overall, 475
surveys were sent out and 153 completed surveys were returned, yielding a response rate of
32.21 percent (cf. Appendix A). 11

2.4

Evaluating the validity and reliability of EPAC
A number of advantages explain the popularity of collecting data on party positions

through expert surveys (e.g. Benoit and Laver, 2006; Castles and Mair, 1984; Hooghe, et al.,
2010; Inglehart and Huber, 1995; Laver and Hunt, 1992). Instead of drawing on a single
source of information that may not correspond fully to how voters and competitors perceive a
party in the political reality of a given context, an expert can be expected to base her opinion
on a multitude of sources and draw on various types of contextual information. Furthermore,
the judgments of country specialists are perceived as authoritative when other sources
disagree (Budge, 2000: 103). Additionally, expert surveys allow researchers to employ the
same survey items cross-nationally. Under the condition that experts understand the items in
the same way, this can ensure the comparability of the results. However, a number of
methodological challenges have to be addressed by the EPAC project. Table one presents
potential problems of validity and reliability that are associated with expert surveys in the
literature.
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Table 1.

Validity and reliability problems of expert surveys

Level

Problem

Method for Diagnosis

Measurement

Survey items do not measure the
ethnonational dimension of party
competition

Confirmatory factor analysis shows that the five
survey items are not associated with the same
underlying construct

! No construct validity
Intra-expert

Biased expert judgments

! Low internal validity
Inter-expert

Variance of expert judgments

! Low reliability
Dataset

EPAC biased

! Low external validity

OLS regressions show that party placements are
systematically associated with experts’ own policy
preferences
1) High standard errors of mean party positions
2) Variance components analysis shows high variance
of experts’ judgments when placing the same party on
the same scale
Placement of parties in the EPAC dataset diverges
from party placements in other datasets

The first potential problem concerns construct validity: our instrument that consists of
five survey items might not validly measure party positions on an underlying ethnonational
dimension of party competition. The second validity concern is that experts' own policy
preferences may bias their judgment of a party’s position (Benoit and Laver, 2006: 90-92;
Curini, 2010). The third problem concerns the reliability of our expert survey that could be
undermined through ambiguous wording of the survey items (Budge, 2000: 103-104). This
could lead to a high variance of experts' judgments when locating the same party on the same
scale. The fourth problem concerns external validity and arises if our measurement of the
ethnonational dimension systematically differs from alternative measures.
In the following, we examine whether the EPAC data provides internally valid and
reliable measures of an ethnonational dimension of party competition, i.e. we address the first
three problems listed in table one. We cannot examine the external validity of the EPAC data
since as we argued earlier, so far no other dataset measures party position on the ethnonational
dimension of party competition in an unambiguous and cross-nationally comparable way. The
analyses of construct validity, expert bias and reliability draw on two types of data, the EPAC
summary data with mean expert ratings and the EPAC raw data with individual expert ratings.
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Construct validity
In section 3.1, we deduced five survey items from our conceptualization of an
ethnonational dimension of party competition: 1) party positions on ethnonationalism; 2)
party positions on cultural autonomy; 3) party positions on territorial autonomy; 4) party
positions on education in and of the languages of national minorities; and 5) party positions
on use of the minority languages. Given the deductive conceptualization, confirmatory factor
analysis (Brown, 2006) is adequate to assess construct validity and test whether the five items
constitute valid measures of a latent ethnonational dimension of party competition. The
measurement model takes a latent ethnonational dimension of party competition as exogenous
to observed mean party ratings on five endogenous indicators: ethnonationalism (“ethno_m”),
cultural autonomy (“cul_m”), territorial autonomy (“ter_m”), education in and of the minority
language (“edu_m”) and use of the minority languages (“lan_m”). “Ethno_m” was used as a
marker indicator to define the metric of the latent ethnonational construct. Correlated
residuals were specified between the ethnonationalism and the territorial autonomy indicator,
and between the territorial and the cultural autonomy indicator.12 The model was tested
through maximum likelihood estimation using AMOS 20 for Windows. As data input, a
variance-covariance matrix was computed from the EPAC summary data, using pairwise
deletion of missing values.13 Table two presents key results of the confirmatory factor analysis
calculated to assess the quality of the measurement model employed by the EPAC dataset.
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Table 2.

Assessing the measurement model for the ethnonational dimension of party
competition

Construct: Ethnonational dimension of party competition
Non-standardised
loading

Standardised
loading

Position on ethnonationalism (ethno_m)

1

0.910

Position on cultural autonomy (cul_m)

1.197*** (0.048)

0.944

Position on territorial autonomy (ter_m)

1.321*** (0.058)

0.876

Position on education in and of the minority language (edu_m)

1.156*** (0.043)

0.966

Items (measured on 11-point-scales ranged 0-10)

***

Position on use of the minority language (lan_m)

1.279

(0.046)

0.975

Notes. N= 209 parties. Position on ethnonationalism was used as a marker indicator. Standard errors are given in
parentheses. ***p<0.001 (two-sided)
!2 = 4.103 with 3 degrees of freedom, p-level = 0.251.
CFI = 0.999; RMSEA= 0.042 (90% CI = 0.000 to 0.131).

Common fit indices point to a very good fit between the model with five indicators
and the data. The !2 statistic is 4.103 with 3 degrees of freedom and a probability level of
0.251. The comparative fit index (CFI) of 0.999 is above the cut-off point of close to or
greater than 0.95 and with a value of 0.042 that falls within the boundaries of the 90 percent
confidence interval (0 to 0.131), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) is
below the cut-off point of 0.06 (on these cut-off values, see Hu and Bentler, 1999). All four
freely estimated factor loadings are significant at the 0.001 level. Standardized loadings range
from 0.88 to 0.97 which indicates that all items are salient. Overall this demonstrates high
construct validity – the survey items intended to measure the ethnonational dimension of
party competition indeed load highly on the same latent factor. Additionally, since the scales
of all indicator variables are identical, the similar values of the unstandardized loadings
further corroborate the conclusion that the five indicators serve as valid measures of the same
underlying construct.14
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The problem of biased expert judgments
The insight that experts' own political preferences may influence their placement of
political parties originates from social judgment theory. According to Granberg and Brown
(1992: 728), “social judgment theory implies that people at or near extremes will pull their
preferred party toward themselves while simultaneously pushing their nonpreferred party
away from their own position.” Experts with a moderate position are expected to evaluate
parties more correctly than experts with extreme positions. Experts with extreme positions are
expected to pull parties they feel close to further towards their own position and push parties
they dislike further away from their positions.
In our survey, we asked experts to state their own policy positions on
ethnonationalism.15 A majority of 68.78 percent of all EPAC experts located themselves at the
moderate middle point (5) of the first survey item, the ethnonationalism scale. Exceptions are
Spain and France, where there appears to be a balanced distribution of minority and majority
nationalist oriented contributors. In these cases, possible biases due to more extreme
preferences can be expected to cancel each other out. The only problematic case is Latvia
where all four experts located themselves at point four (4), which is slightly toward the
majority nationalist side of the scale.
The descriptive analysis of experts' own positions on the ethnonationalism scale
provides first evidence for the internal validity of the EPAC data. However, this finding is
based on the theoretical assumption that moderate experts will provide unbiased estimates
(Benoit and Laver, 2006: 225-228). Instead of assuming this to be the case, regression
analysis can be employed to estimate whether there is a significant effect of experts' own
policy preferences on their placements of political parties, independent of whether the experts
are moderate or extreme. To this aim we estimated the following linear regression model:

&&&&&&&&i) + #i
Scoreij = !j + "j (Policyj – !"#$%
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We evaluated whether experts’ preferences distort their judgments regressing the
position of party i as rated by expert j (Scoreij) on the distance between the mean position of
&&&&&&&&i) and the policy position of expert j (Policyj). The distance between !"#$%
&&&&&&&&i and
party i (!"#$%
Policyj can be expected to be proportional to the bias (Curini, 2010: 312). If the coefficient !j
is significant, Scoreij is distorted by the expert’s own policy preference. The model has to be
estimated for each party individually. In order to have a sufficiently high number of expertparty ratings that allow running a regression for each party, we pooled the three variables
related to the ethnonational dimension of party competition for which experts’ own positions
were measured: ethnonationalism, territorial and cultural autonomy.16 Even after pooling, only
72 parties out of 210 parties of the EPAC dataset could be evaluated with regard to expert
bias.17 A significant effect of experts' own policy preferences on the party score was found for
10 of these 72 parties (cf. Appendix B). We therefore advise users of the dataset to check
whether results of any substantial analyses are robust against the in- and exclusion of parties
affected by expert bias.

The variance of experts’ judgments: reliability of the EPAC data
A high variance in expert ratings of one party on a given scale indicates that the party’s
position is not measured reliably. A key reason why experts diverge in their judgments can be
found in an ambiguous wording of the survey instructions and the survey items (Budge, 2000:
103-104). In the survey instructions, we therefore specifically asked the experts for the
position of the party leaders at a specific point in time. The survey items refer to precisely
defined scales with clear end points (cf. section three above). Given clear criteria on which
experts can base their judgments, asking higher number of experts, helps to approximate the
true position of a party (Benoit and Laver, 2006: 89-90). In case of the subject of
ethnonationalism in party competition, the pool of experts is limited. Our goal was to collect
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at least four surveys per country. This goal was surpassed in all countries except for Latvia
(four surveys) and Denmark (two surveys, not included into the EPAC dataset).
Even if the criteria for filling in the survey are stated clearly, expert judgments may
still display a high variance. We therefore assess the variance of our expert judgments in two
ways. First, we calculate standard errors to include a measure of uncertainty for each party
rating into the dataset. Following Benoit and Laver (2006: 176), standard errors were
computed as the standard deviation of the expert placements divided by the square root of the
number of placements minus one. This formula takes into account that the more experts rate a
party on each dimension and the more these experts converge, the more reliable the rating.
Mean standard errors of party ratings across the entire data set are either smaller than or at
maximum equal to one point on the measurement scale, depending on the issue. Average
standard errors range from 0.59 in case of ethnonationalism to 1.16 in case of the salience of
territorial autonomy.
Second, we evaluate the variance across experts by calculating a variance components
analysis following Steenbergen and Marks (2007). We denote y(ij)k as expert i’s judgment of
party j in country k. The parentheses of the subscripts of parties and experts indicate that they
are cross-classified. While experts and parties are cross-classified at the lowest level, experts
and parties are nested in countries. This cross-classified variance components model
(Goldstein, 1995) with two levels is given by:

y(ij)k = µ + δk + εik + εjk

The mean position of the parties across parties, experts and countries is denoted by µ.
While the mean is the fixed part of the model, εjk, εik and δk are the effect of parties, experts
and countries and are the random components of the model. The variance of y(ij)k can be
decomposed as long as those components are uncorrelated with each other in the following
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way:

V(y(ij)k) = !#" + !#$% + !#$&

The cross-national variance of party placements is !#" ; !#$% is the cross-party variance
and the variance across experts is !#$& . We estimate this cross-classified variance component
model by Stata 11 using the raw version of the EPAC data. Table three presents the variance
components analysis for the variables “ethno” (ethnonationalism), “cul” (cultural autonomy),
“ter” (territorial autonomy) “lan” (minority language use), “edu” (education in and of the
minority language) and for the corresponding variables that measure the saliency of these
positions (“ethnosal”, “culsal”, “tersal”, “lansal” and “edusal”).18 Additionally, we calculate
the inter-expert correlation19 and the reliability via the Spearman-Brown formula
(Steenbergen and Marks, 2007: 363).20 The inter-expert correlation for the variables ranges
from 0.622 (“tersal”) to 0.941 (“ethno”). The reliability of the variables ranges from 0.905
(“tersal”) to 0.99 (“ethno”).21 The inter-expert correlation and the reliability measures indicate
high expert convergence and provide evidence of a very high reliability of the EPAC data on
party positions on the ethnonational dimension of competition (cf. Appendix C for the
corresponding analysis of party positions on the economic and the cultural dimension of
competition).
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!#$%

1242

1281

5095.487

N

-2ll

5230.413

1214

0.938

0.922

0.917***
(0.151)

8.194
(0.893)

2.597*
(1.138)

5.154***
(0.414)

TER

4231.084

1019

0.97

0.868

0.974
(0.1655)

6.116***
(0.715)

0.309
(0.396)

6.844***
(0.247)

EDU

4153.697

995

0.969

0.867

1.187
(0.198)

6.498***
(0.752)

1.249
(0.707)

6.251***
(0.337)

LAN

5601.361

1323

0.957

0.779

1.157
(0.183)

4.07***
(0.446)

7.76e-15***
(7.14e-14)

7.0985***
(0.174)

5487.205

1221

0.942

0.738

1.952***
(0.302)

5.468***
(0.617)

0.023
(0.331)

6.389***
(0.213)

ETHNOSAL CULSAL

N: number of country-party expert opinions, * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)

5316.418

0.979

0.99

Reliability

0.886

0.9145
(0.155)

6.058***
(0.665)

1.078
(0.594)

6.421***
(0.3)

0.941

0.348***
(0.069)

5.346***
(0.579)

0.234
(0.264)

5.1615***
(0.205)

CUL

Inter-expert
correlation

Experts !#$&

Party

National !#"

Variance components

Grand mean µ

Fixed Effects

ETHNO

5469.018

1221

0.905

0.622

3.263***
(0.466)

3.813***
(0.448)

1.557
(0.824)

6.117***
(0.344)

TERSAL

4694.162

1063

0.949

0.785

1.7335***
(0.273)

6.324***
(0.726)

1.37e-07
(1.51e-06)

6.472***
(0.229)

EDUSAL

4692.567

1031

0.957

0.819

1.378
(0.255)

5.882***
(0.706)

0.372
(0.407)

6.614***
(0.260)

LANSAL

Table 3.
Cross-classified variance components analysis of the variables “ethno”,
“cul”, “ter”, “edu”, “lan”,“ethnosal”, “culsal”, “tersal”, “edusal” and
“lansal”

2.5

A first look on the data: Ethnonationalism in party competition in European
democracies
In the following, we present a first insight in our data by illustrating to which extent

ethnicity structures party systems at the national level in ethnically divided European
democracies. Figure 1 presents party positions on the general ethnonational dimension of
party competition of ethnic and non-ethnic parties. Non-ethnic parties are defined as parties
that do not seek to represent an ethnic group.22 Ethnic majority23 respectively ethnic minority
parties are defined as parties seeking to represent the ethnic group that presents the majority
respectively the minority of the population in the particular country.24
Figure 1 shows that there is high variance regard to the extent to which ethnicity
structures the party system among ethnically divided European democracies. The party
systems of ten countries such as Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), Bulgaria, Kosovo, Latvia,
Lithuania, Moldova, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain and Turkey consist a mix of non-ethnic, ethnic
majority and minority parties. Nine countries such as Croatia, Estonia, Finland, Italy,
Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Ukraine and the UK have a party system where non-ethnic
parties face ethnic minority parties. In France, only non-ethnic parties are present. However,
there are number of regionalist parties in France that justifies its inclusion in our sample but
are here not of relevance. Finally, in only two countries, in Belgium and Macedonia, the party
system is completely ethnically divided so that only ethnic parties of the majority and the
minority/minorities can be observed.
Further, as Figure 1 demonstrates ethnic majority parties tend to have a position on the
ethnonational dimension between zero and a bit more than four, while ethnic minority parties’
position varies between five and ten. Non-ethnic parties’ position has a wider range than of
ethnic parties. The positioning of ethnic and non-ethnic parties underlines the validity of our
measurement of party positions on the ethnonational dimension.
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Figure 1.

Party position on the ethnonational dimension of party competition

United Kingdom
Ukraine
Turkey
Spain
Slovakia
Serbia
Romania
Poland
Montenegro
Moldova
Macedonia
Lithuania
Latvia
Kosovo
Italy
France
Finland
Estonia
Croatia
Bulgaria
BiH
Belgium
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Position on the general ethnonational dimension
Non-ethnic party

Ethnic majority party

Ethnic minority party

Figure 1 presents a snapshot on party positions on the ethnonational dimension and
reveals that in most countries within ethnic majority and minority groups party competition is
at place in 2011.25 However, our data is not able to grasp the dynamics of party competition
over the time. It is only able to map the results of ethnic party competition at one time point as
we show in the following in detail.
Figure 2 and 3 present party positions on the ethnonational dimension of party
competition in Romania and Slovakia. Recently, in both countries the Hungarian minority
party split. In Romania, the Democratic Alliance of the Hungarians (UDMR) split and the
more radical Hungarian minority party, the Hungarian Civic Party (PCM-MPP) emerged in
2007. In Slovakia, the Party of the Hungarian Coalition (SMK) split and contrary to the
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Hungarian political competition in Romania, the more moderate party, Most which means
bridge in Slovak and Hungarian was formed in 2009. Most is seeking to represent Slovaks
and Hungarians and was in fact the only party in our sample that is seeking to represent the
ethnic majority and minority group at the same time. Figure 2 shows that the position of the
PCM-MPP calculated by the mean expert ratings is more radical than the UDMR even if we
account for the standard errors that reflect measurement errors. Analogously, Figure 3
demonstrates that Most has a more moderate position on the ethnonational dimension than the
SMK. Therefore, figure 3 illustrates that our data is able to display the different positions of
the Hungarian ethnic parties in Romania and Slovakia and is able to reflect the outcomes of
recent party competition within ethnic minorities.
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Figure 2. Party position on the ethnonational Figure 3. Party position on the ethnonational
dimension of party competition in Slovakia
dimension of party competition in Romania

SNS

PRM

SMER-SD

PSD

KDH

PNL

SDKÚ-DS

P-DL

SaS

FDGR

Most

UDMR
PCM-MPP

SMK
0

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Position on the general ethnonational dimension

0

10

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Position on the general ethnonational dimension

10

Legend to figure 2 and 3: The mean party position is indicated by the dash in the middle of the red bar. The
length of the red bars reflects the standard errors and is calculated by +/- the standard error from the mean. The
length of the adjacent lines reflects the maximum and minimum values of expert ratings and is defined as the
distance between the maximum and the minimum rating.
Party names in Slovakia:
Slovenská národná strana (SNS)
Smer – sociálna demokracia (SMER-DS)
Kres!anskodemokratické hnutie (KDH)
Slovenská demokratická a kres!anská únia –
Demokratická strana (SDKÚ-DS)
Sloboda a Solidarita (SaS)
Most–Híd
Strana ma"arskej koalície – Magyar Koalíció Pártja
(SMK)

Slovak National Party
Direction – Social Democracy
Christian Democratic Movement
Slovak Democratic and Christian Union – Democratic
Party
Freedom and Solidarity
Bridge (Most–Híd)
Party of the Hungarian Coalition

Party names in Romania:
Partidul România Mare (PRM)
Partidul Social Democrat (PSD)

Greater Romania Party
Social Democratic Party

Partidul Na#ional Liberal (PNL)
Partidul Democrat-Liberal (PD-L)

National Liberal Party
Democratic Liberal Party

Uniunea Democrat$ Maghiar$ din România (UDMR)
Forumul Democrat al Germanilor din România (FDGR)

Democratic Union of Hungarians in Romania
Democratic Forum of the Germans of Romania

Partidul Civic Maghiar – Magyar Polgári Párt (PCMMPP)

Hungarian Civic Party

2.6

Conclusion
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This paper has presented a new data set that provides an empirical base for the analysis
of ethnonational party competition in Europe. The dataset is grounded in a novel theoretical
conceptualization that provides a framework for measuring party positions on an
ethnonational dimension. We have tested the validity and reliability of the EPAC data
applying a series of state-of-the-art techniques. Three results of these tests stand out: First, we
showed that our expert survey indeed measures the position of parties on the ethnonational
dimension. Second, we analysed whether parties’ positions are distorted by experts’ own
policy position and showed that only a minor share of party positions are affected by expert
bias. Finally, we assessed the variance in expert judgments of party positions and
demonstrated that experts are highly united in their judgment. With the exception of the
parties potentially affected by expert bias, the EPAC data therefore provides valid and reliable
measures of party positions on an ethnonational dimension of competition that can be applied
in large and small-N research.
The outbreak of ethnonationalist civil wars in ethnically divided societies is more
likely if ethno-national groups are excluded from state power or underrepresented in the
central government (Cederman, Wimmer and Min, 2010). Yet, the literature is divided on the
effects of the mobilisation of ethnonational groups at the level of party competition. The
ethnic outbidding model predicts the radicalisation of ethnic parties in competition (Horowitz,
1985; Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972). By contrast, recent research has shown that ethnic parties
choose from a diverse set of strategic options and that sometimes, moderate positions can be
rewarding (Bochsler and Szöcsik, 2011; Zuber, 2011). The cross-sectional EPAC data
provides the first stepping stone towards the test of the outbidding model as it maps the
varying radicalism of ethnonational parties across European contexts. Based on a first
empirical insight in our data, first, we showed that there is a high variance regard to the extent
to which ethnicity structures party competition. Second, we illustrated that the EPAC data can
serve to differentiate and rank party positions on the ethnonational dimension of competition.
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Beyond assessing whether ethnic parties adopt different positions on an ethnonational
dimension of competition and if so, why some ethnic parties adopt more radical stances than
others, the data set also allows a systematic analysis of ethnonational parties' location in a
multidimensional political space. Apart from some classifications provided for the Western
European democracies by Massetti (2009), to the best of our knowledge the topic of whether
and how ethnonational parties combine their ethnic appeal with stances on other dimensions
such as the economic or cultural dimension of political competition has so far been entirely
neglected by empirical research due to a lack of data.
Finally, we emphasize the need for a truly European comparative perspective on
ethno-regional and ethnic minority parties and their strategic choices in party competition.
Although ethno-regional parties in Western Europe and ethnic minority parties in Eastern
Europe are empirically similar phenomena, they have until now not been addressed in a
comprehensive, European-wide study. The fact that the EPAC dataset covers parties both
Western and Eastern European multinational democracies, including the Western Balkan
countries that as post-conflict and non-EU member states still tend to be neglected in many
comparative studies can hopefully inspire scholars to fill this gap in the future.
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1

Following Birnir (2009: 24) “an ethnic group is defined by members of the group who consider themselves
ethnically distinct from other groups in society” and where “this identification centers on a characteristic that is
difficult to suppress, such as language, location, or race”. An ethnonational group is an ethnic group that
conceives of itself as a nation on the basis of a traditional homeland territory.
2
The CMP codes each quasi-sentence “into one and only one of the 54 categories” (Volkens, 2001: 96).
3
“Ethnicity becomes 'political', it gives rise to a 'nationalism', when the 'ethnic' group defined by these
overlapping cultural boundaries is not merely acutely conscious of its existence, but also imbued with the
conviction that the ethnic boundary ought also to be a political one. The requirement is that the boundaries of
ethnicity should also be the boundaries of the political unit, and, above all, that the rulers within that unit should
be of the same ethnicity as the ruled” (Gellner, 1994: 35).
4
Two countries in our sample lack a clear-cut majority-minority constellation: Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Belgium. We adapted the wording of the items in these two contexts and excluded the items on education and
use of the minority language since the languages of the major groups already enjoy equal status.
5
For lack of sovereignty, Bosnia and Herzegovina does not receive a polity score by the Polity IV project. We
included it since it is conducting free and fair elections under supervision of the OSCE. We also included
Kosovo, which is not unequivocally recognized as an independent state by the international community.
6
Turkey is only partially located on the European continent but is included due to the large share of Kurds
represented by an ethnonational party.
7
We originally selected 23 countries for the survey. In the case of Denmark, only two surveys were returned to
us. Therefore, Denmark was excluded from the final version of the dataset.
!
"Therefore, Roma parties were excluded from the selection.
9
Information on whether directly elected regional assemblies exist was taken from Marks, Hooghe and Schakel
(2008). Raw data for the most recent regional election results in Eastern Europe and very helpful advice on
regional elections was provided by Arjan Schakel (2011).
10
We diverged from the latter rule in the case of two experts in two young democracies where a very high
number of experts from academia is actively involved in politics.
11
For a comparison, the response rate of the expert survey on party positions of Benoit and Laver (2006: 157)
was 28 per cent.
12
Correlated error terms indicate that “two indicators covary for reasons other than the shared influence of the
latent factor” (Brown, 2006: 54). The advantage of CFA over exploratory factor analysis is that it is possible to
account for method effects in the measurement model. This is warranted if there is a substantive interpretation of
correlated errors (Brown, 2006: 186). The first item seeks to measure parties’ ethnonationalism directly.
Therefore, experts were likely to be primed by the first question when answering the subsequent ones,
maintaining coherent answers for the same party across scales, rather than considering each scale in its own right
(we thank Daniel Bochsler for pointing us towards this possibility). Additionally, the wording of the questions on
cultural and territorial autonomy is very similar, another common source of correlated errors (Brown, 2006:
181). The correlation between the error terms of ethno_m and ter_m is 0.236 (p=0.002) and the correlation
between the error terms of cul_m and ter_m is 0.188 (p=0.019). While improving model fit (! "2 = - 14.538,
p=0.001), their inclusion left the other estimated parameters almost untouched.
13
Schafer and Graham (2002) show in a simulation that if only a small sample of the data is discarded (in our
case, 4.76 per cent) and if missingness can be assumed to be completely at random, pairwise deletion is efficient
and produces robust results. The assumption of completely random missingness is known to hold in cases of
planned missingness (Schafer and Graham, 2002: 152), such as in our case where the items on education and
language use were not included into the Belgian and Bosnian questionnaire (see above).
14
Additionally, we conducted a multiple group confirmatory factor analysis to test for invariance of the
measurement model between Eastern and Western European parties. The results (not shown) support configural
invariance of the five-indicator model across the cultural contexts of East and West and are available upon
request.
15
We asked for experts' own positions on ethnonationalism, cultural autonomy, territorial autonomy, on the
economic and on the cultural dimension. Of course we cannot exclude that some experts gave socially desirable
answers, presenting themselves as more moderate than they actually are.
16
Pooling these three variables can be justified on the basis of the results of the CFA presented in section 4.1 of
this paper.
17
For the other parties, even after pooling, the number of expert-party ratings was too low to run a regression
model.
18
For the following analysis we used the EPAC raw data for 22 countries. Appendix A lists countries, number of
parties and expert responses by country. Appendix C presents the variance components analysis for the variables
“eco”, “dem”, “ecosal” and “demsal”.
19

The interexpert correlation is computed as
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The Spearman – Brown formula is computed as #$%#!&$'"' where n is the average number of experts and r is
the inter-expert correlation.
21
Note that Steenbergen and Marks (2007: 352) who estimate the variance across expert judgments on party
positions on European integration (Chapel Hill survey) obtain an inter-expert correlation of 0.788 and a
reliability of 0.969.
22
Our original sample also consists of parties that seek to represent regions but no ethnic groups. In Figure 1
such regionalist parties are not comprised in the category of non-ethnic parties. For the sake of a simple and
straightforward illustration, we focus in Figure 1 only on the effect of ethnicity on party systems.
23
The term ethnic majority party is not established in the literature. Instead, these parties are called as nationalist
parties. However, nationalist parties often only implicitly support the interest of the majority since often policies
in favor of the majority group are the norm. These parties are rather characterized by their rejection of any kind
support of minorities. Since we define ethnic majority parties based on the question whether and which groups a
party seeks to represent, we prefer to stick to this term.
24
We singled out ethnic parties from the list of all parties included into the survey by the survey question: “Does
the party seek to represent an ethnonational group in politics?” We only coded parties as ethnic for which 2/3 of
the country experts that gave substantive answers to this question (excluding those that ticked ‘no answer’) gave
a positive answer.
25
Note that in some countries a multi-party competition is existent within more than one ethnic minority group.
In Serbia for example an intense multi-party competition is present within the Hungarian and the Bosniak
minority.
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Appendix A: EPAC data collection (June – November 2011)

Table 4.

Response rate

Country
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Belgium
BiH
Bulgaria
Croatia
Denmark1
Estonia
Finland
France
Italy
Kosovo
Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia
Moldova
Montenegro
Poland
Romania
Serbia
Slovakia
Spain
Turkey
UK
Ukraine
East
West
Overall

1

Parties
surveyed
9
16
6
14
15
5
8
8
15
13
12
7
7
5
10
6
7
14
7
15
4
14
8

Surveys
sent out
22
24
23
26
12
15
16
25
25
18
19
25
21
19
15
22
17
21
19
23
25
24
19

141
84
225

328
147
475

Surveys
returned
8
10
9
5
2
8
6
6
7
6
4
6
6
6
5
9
5
8
8
10
8
6
5

We excluded Denmark from all analyses due to the low response rate.
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108
45
153

Response
rate
36.36%
41.67%
39.13%
19.23%
16.67%
53.33%
37.50%
24.00%
28.00%
33.33%
21.05%
24.00%
28.57%
31.58%
33.33%
40.91%
29.41%
38.10%
42.11%
43.48%
32.00%
25.00%
26.32%
32.93%
30.61%
32.21%

Appendix B: Influence of experts’ own policy positions on the placement of political parties
Note: Parties were included in the analysis if a sufficient number of expert-party ratings was
available. Estimates are derived from OLS regressions. Standard errors are given in parentheses.
Table 5.

Belgium
CD&V

MR

N-VA

ProDG

PS

SP.A

UF

VB

VLD

Relative expert
position

0.083
(0.184)

0.557*
(0.264)

0.458
(0.111)

-0.418
(0.316)

0.0255
(0.285)

-0.1
(0.1345)

0.912***
(0.238)

-0.082
(0.137)

0.235
(0.181)

Constant

7.748***
(0.524)

5.468***
(0.458)

10.4915***
(0.483)

8.579***
(0.802)

5.498***
(0.409)

6.535***
(0.214)

5.532***
(0.514)

10.016***
(0.607)

6.692***
(0.374)

N

24

23

24

23

24

23

21

24

24

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)

!

Table 6.

Bosnia and Herzegovina
HDZ BIH

HDZ1990

HSP-BIH

NSRZB

PDP

SBB BIH

SBiH

SDA

SDP

SDS

SNSD

SRS RS

Relative expert
position

0.487*
(0.15)

0.457 ***
(0.127)

0.294
(0.144)

-0.186*
(0.088)

0.261
(0.136)

-0.061
(0.3)

-0.189
(0.199)

-0.102
(0.203)

-0.356
(0.187)

0.609*
(0.187)

0.552**
(0.193)

0.596**
(0.207)

Constant

7.096***
(0.583)

7.225 ***
(0.509)

7.1855***
(0.54)

5.71***
(0.212)

7.142***
(0.442)

3.182*
(0.96)

1.385
(0.888)

3.387***
(0.682)

2.813 ***
(0.643)

6.677***
(0.736)

6.8455***
(0.748)

6.679***
(0.802)

26

26

23

21

24

21

24

26

26

24

26

20

N

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)

!

Table 7.

Bulgaria
Ataka

BSP

DPS

DSB

GERB

SDS

Relative expert
position

0.019
(0.041)

0.252
(0.185)

0.175
(0.222)

0.017
(0.205)

0.13
(0.205)

0.151
(0.227)

Constant

0.297
(0.245)

3.806***
(0.644)

6.298***
(0.573)

3.455 ***
(0.689)

3.17***
(0.773)

4.055***
(0.722)

N

25

24

24

24

24

23

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)

!

Table 8.

Estonia
EK

IRL

RE

SDE

VEE

Relative expert
position

-0.306
(0.377)

-0.326
(0.254)

-0.2415
(0.272)

0.189
(0.367)

-0.024
(0.27)

Constant

4.304***
(0.631)

0.682
(0.873)

1.7555*
(0.756)

0.367***
(0.6665)

7.541***
(0.881)

22

23

23

22

21

N

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)

!
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Table 9.

Italy
LN

PdL

Relative expert
position

0.434
(0.335)

0.007
(0.265)

Constant

7.522***
(0.528)

3.262**
(0.942)

21

21

N

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; ***
p<0.001 (two-sided)

!

Table 10.

Poland
PiS

RAS

SLD

Relative expert
position

0.026
(0.124)

0.079
(0.29)

-0.064
(0.21)

Constant

1.919 **
(0.6465)

8.41
(0.751)

5.782***
(0.3735)

N

24

23

24

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (twosided)

!

Table 11.

Serbia
DS

DSS

DSVM

LDP

PDD

SDA

SNS

SPS

SRS

SVM

Relative expert
position

0.317
(0.263)

0.033
(0.169)

-0.434*
(0.181)

-0.364
(0.369)

-0.178
(0.102)

-0.74***
(0.189)

-0.0704
(0.239)

0.135
(0.221)

-0.06
(0.114)

-0.573*
(0.249)

Constant

5.307 ***
(0.727)

1.738
(0.925)

9.857***
(0.523)

6.707***
(0.58)

9.751***
(0.332)

9.931***
(0.492)

2.64*
(0.984)

3.781***
(0.878)

0.509
(0.695)

9.426 ***
(0.608)

22

21

20

22

21

21

20

21

21

22

N

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)

!

Table 12.

Slovakia
KDH

Most-Híd

SDKÚ-DS

SMER-SD

SMK-MKP

SNS

SaS

Relative expert
position

-0.32
(0.306)

0.298
(0.244)

0.105
(0.332)

-0.384
(0.222)

0.023
(0.2285)

-0.007
(0.11)

-0.145
(0.316)

Constant

2.093*
(0.627)

6.154***
(0.667)

3.496 ***
(0.487)

0.769
(0.635)

8.529***
(0.9945)

0.362
(0.456)

4.246***
(0.341)

24

24

23

24

24

23

22

N

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)

!

Table 13.

Spain
Aralar

BNG

Bildu

CiU

EA

ERC

NAI-BAI

PNV

PP

PP(CA)

PSOE

Relative expert
position

-0.041
(0.058)

-0.124
(0.085)

-0.0104
(0.038)

0.023
(0.1125)

-0.016
(0.040)

-0.043
(0.039)

-0.01
(0.093)

-0.0523
(0.084)

0.109
(0.199)

0.391
(0.263)

0.33
(0.184)

Constant

9.734***
(0.188)

9.49***
(0.247)

9.861***
(0.133)

8.959***
(0.308)

9.843 ***
(0.139)

9.81***
(0.13)

9.186 ***
(0.2695)

9.341***
(0.245)

3.783***
(0.868)

5.682***
(1.028)

6.12***
(0.504)

N

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

21

22

29

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)

!
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Table 14.

Spain continued
SI

UPN

UPyD

Relative expert
position

-0.011
(0.0262)

0.395
(0.206)

-0.051
(0.17)

Constant

9.918***
(0.094)

6.693***
(0.484)

1.878
(0.933)

27

29

30

N

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)

!

Table 15.

Turkey

AKP

BDP

CHP

MHP

Relative expert
position

0.192
(0.166)

-0.063
(0.147)

0.159
(0.143)

0.033
(0.043)

Constant

4.351***
(0.75)

9.491***
(0.451)

2.989***
(0.776)

0.417
(0.322)

22

20

22

22

N

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)

!
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Appendix C: Cross-classified variance components analysis
Table 16.

Cross-classified variance components analysis of the variables “eco” (party position
on economic issues), “dem” (party position on democratic freedoms and rights),
“ecosal” (salience of economic issues) and “demsal” (salience of democratic
freedoms and rights)
ECO

DEM

ECOSAL

DEMSAL

4.953***
(0.1355)

6.084***
(0.206)

6.595***
(0.188)

5.934***
(0.152)

National !#"

2.21e-19***
(2.35e-18)

0.359
(0.256)

0.238
(0.235)

2.76e-16
(5.71e-13)

Party !#$%

2.4605***
(0.288)

3.472***
(0.393)

2.058***
(0.254)

0.413***
(0.106)

Experts !#$&

0.504***
(0.099)

0.851
(0.144)

1.619**
(0.240)

2.381***
(0.35)

Inter-expert
correlation

0.83

0.818

0.586

0.148

Reliability

0.962

0.961

0.89

0.47

N

1092

1164

1201

1074

-2ll

4362.975

4740.845

4990.464

4587.602

Fixed Effects
Grand mean µ
Variance components

N: number of country-party expert opinions
-2ll: -2 log likelihood
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001 (two-sided)
Standard errors are given in parentheses
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Paper 2: Strategic choices of dissident Hungarian minority leaders:
Building inter-ethnic bridges or promoting ethno-territorial demarcation lines?

3.1

Introduction
The recent formation of new, dissident Hungarian minority parties in Slovakia and in

Romania opens a new chapter in ethnic party competition in both countries. In Slovakia, the
established minority party lost its governmental position, and now in opposition, it has
increasingly supported more extreme stances. This has led to the formation of a new
Hungarian led party under the label Most–Híd (bridge) in 2009, with the goal of addressing
voters of both ethnic groups, and bridging the increasing ethnic gap. In Romania, the
established minority association has become more and more entangled with the Romanian
state. It has been challenged by a series of new Hungarian movements, including a new
minority party, which is playing the radicalization game, demanding immediate autonomy for
Hungarian enclave in Romania. The new party accuses the established Hungarian elite of
betraying Hungarian interests in Bucharest. These observations question the prediction of the
traditional literature on ethnic parties which sees intra-ethnic competition as the main driver
for radicalization, which is essentially captured by the concept of ‘ethnic outbidding’
(Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972: 73-75; Horowitz, 1985). Recent contributions on this topic
have nuanced the picture of ethnic outbidding, arguing that the opposite effect might also
result from intra-group competition (Chandra, 2005; Mitchell, 1995; Gormley-Heenan and
Macginty, 2008; Mitchell, Evans and O’Leary, 2009; Zuber, 2011).
This paper contributes to the literature about intra-ethnic competition. In the case
where an ethnic minority’s representation is restricted to one ethnic party in the electoral
arena, we argue that the radicalization or moderation of an ethnic party is the result of intraethnic competition between moderates and radicals within the party. This interplay is affected
by the inclusion or exclusion of the ethnic minority party into governmental coalitions. If the
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unified party splits as a consequence of growing internal competition, then the position of the
new party depends on the ideological position of the formerly dominant party. Empirically,
this resolves the puzzle of why, in Slovakia the established but oppositional minority party
radicalized, while the dissident Hungarian minority party positioned itself more moderately,
but in Romania, the dissident Hungarians outbid the established governing party with more
radical positions.
Hence, the broader aim of this paper is to nuance the ethnic outbidding view for ethnic
minority parties. Our two cases of Hungarian minorities in Romania and Slovakia are similar
with regard to the relative size and the regional concentration of the minority, the role of the
government in the kindred state, and (in most of the periods) to the incentives of the electoral
system. However, they vary in time and across countries with regards to the inclusion of
minority parties into national governments.
The next section of this paper outlines our theoretical ideas about the reasons for
different forms of intra-minority party competition. Section three introduces the two cases
selected for this study, which are analysed over time in section four. Thereafter, the
hypothesised effect of governmental inclusion and additionally alternative explanations (kin
state and EU integration) are discussed in a comparative perspective, before concluding.

3.2

The interaction between ethnic minority party internal dynamics and a party’s
role in the political system
Traditional literature on ethnic parties established a rather sceptical view on the

capacity of ethnic parties to maintain democratic stability in ethnically divided societies. This
scepticism is also based on the outbidding hypothesis (Mitchell, 1995; Gormley-Heenan and
Macginty, 2008; Horowitz, 1985: 342-60). It states that in situations of ethnicised political
competition, intra-group competition (several parties addressing the same ethnic group) leads
to a race to the extreme: each competitor will need to position itself as the most credible
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representative of minority interests, involving increasingly radical arguments. This mutual
radicalisation of ethnic parties will exacerbate ethnic conflicts and eventually undermine
political stability.
Recent studies have shown that ethnic outbidding is not an inevitable result of intraethnic competition. We aim to contribute to this recent literature by analysing ethnic minority
parties who represent the interests of ethnic minorities in party competition. As a starting
point, we argue that the form of competition and more specifically, the number of parties
through which an ethnic group is represented, are shaped by the interaction of institutions and
the structural features of the group. Especially, electoral laws might give incentives to certain
ethnic minority groups to vote uniformly for a single minority party. This happens if
restrictive electoral rules de facto allow only one minority party to gain representation in the
national parliament, and therefore prevent the minority group splitting its votes between
several parties (Barkan, 1995; Mozaffar, Scaritt and Galaich, 2003; Bochsler, 2012). This
restrictive logic of national electoral systems might be contradicted, however, by the logic of
contestation that prevails at the local level. Namely, if the same minority group represents the
majority of inhabitants in some municipalities or provinces, there is an inherent drive for an
intra-ethnic differentiation and for the representation of the group by multiple ethnic parties
(Bochsler, 2011; 2012).
Our main argument is that the development of competition either in the direction of
radicalism or moderation is influenced by the role of minority parties in the national political
institutions. Being in the opposition or in the government coalition affects the political
ideology and internal competition of the ethnic minority party (Robotin and Salat, 2003;
Mitchell, Evans and O’Leary, 2009) by putting them under cross-pressures.
Often, there is a unified party aiming at representing a whole minority group. Still,
there might be programmatic competition within such unified parties. Therefore, we rely on
Sartori’s scheme of analysis of party’s subunits (1976: 66-72), and argue that the two main
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groups within ethnic minority parties are the radicals and the moderates. Sartori analyses
subunits within parties along four dimensions, including an organisational dimension, the leftright orientation, their motivation (power-oriented groups and spoil groups, interested in sidepayments, versus ideology), and moderates/pragmatists versus ideological fanatics. While the
organisational and the left-right dimension are less relevant for our study, we emphasise the
role of motivations and the ideological flexibility or degree of ethno-national radicalisation.
To understand how these two groups within ethnic minority parties collide over
governmental participation, we need to consider different types of goals and benefits that
political parties strive for (Strøm, 1990). First, political parties aim at maximising their votes
in elections, which can both be a goal in itself, but also contributes to two further goals.
Firstly, party members have policy goals (Wittman, 1973; Chappell and Keech, 1986).
Governing participation might help parties to bring some of their goals into the coalition
program. On the other hand, the oppositional role gives parties the possibility to maintain and
campaign for radical changes, and to keep the pressure on for policy moves. Secondly, parties
are also interested in gaining office, in order to appease senior party officials with the private
good of lucrative political mandates which can generate further benefits to a larger circle of
beneficiaries.
We expect that moderates and radicals, but also party basis and cadres do not weight
these goals equally. While moderates and the party cadres profit from government inclusion –
as this provides access to office and requires a moderation of the party, radicals and the party
basis might be more sceptical about agreeing to compromises that enable the forming of
coalitions with adversary partners. This does not mean that moderates and cadres would agree
with compromises at every price, nor that the radicals and the party basis would always chose
to stay in opposition; rather we suggest that these differences in degree become vital and
irreconcilable if cross-pressures accumulate.
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In our model, there are two circumstances, which particularly fuel intra-party conflicts
and occasionally led to splits within the minority party. First, the ideological dimension
(moderates/pragmatists versus radicals) becomes salient when the minority party needs to
agree to damaging compromises in order to enter coalitions. This is most pronounced if such a
coalition includes nationalists of the titular nation, who are usually little favourable of
minority rights. Compromises with the nationalists might be inacceptable to radicals within
the minority party and to the party basis (which does not profit from office benefits),
moderates and the party cadres might still be willing to compromise and to bear the higher
costs of such a compromise. Hence, the decision over government coalition entry can
aggravate the prevalent intra-party tensions. This conflict might sometimes be overcome if the
minority party adopts two faces, a responsible face towards the mainstream society, and a
radical face for electoral purposes towards the kin group (Mitchell, Evans and O’Leary,
2009). However the possibilities for such an intra-party balance are limited.
Second, the cadres will be more open for damaging programmatic concessions than
the party basis, because they gain personal benefit from being in public office. This might fuel
divides within the party, especially if the party is included into governing coalitions over a
long period. On the one hand, policy changes will mainly occur in the first period after the
minority party's inclusion into government. As the party, after spending years in office, moves
from policy improvement towards the protection of the status quo, the basis is increasingly
disappointed. On the other hand, long-term inclusion, allows clientelist networks to develop,
and party cadres especially can profit as they directly belong to these networks.
Governmental inclusion institutionally strengthens the office-seekers and the
moderates within the minority party. Political compromises in favour of the minority appear
more reachable, and the party cadres can benefit from access to public office, and spread these
benefits further. In opposition, there are no positions of public office to share, and therefore
the government incentives are less dominating. This suggestion might be universally valid for
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the balance of power of different parties, organisations and non-partisan politicians of the
ethnic minority, but it particularly applies for the power balance within unified minority
parties. Lacking any current political office and opportunities to implement their policies
within the political institutions, the office-seeking elites and the moderates are weaker than in
government, and the radicals dominate. Therefore, we formulate the following hypothesis on
the effect of the position of the ethnic minority party in the political system on its ideology:

H1:

Unified parties of ethnic minorities are prone to radicalise in opposition and to
become more moderate in government.

The programmatic direction of the dominant party has also implications for the
political direction in the case of the formation of an intra-group challenger. While in the case
of governmental inclusion, the moderates dominate and the radicals will break away, the
contrary is the case for oppositional minority parties: the party majority follows a radical
course, and the moderates defect and form their own, dissident formation. We expect that the
governmental or oppositional role of the ethnic minority party has different consequences in
cases of party splits.

H2:

After a party split, the new dissident parties take the opposite position from the
dominant minority party. Hence, when the dominant minority party is in government,
the dissident party is likely to challenge them with a radical program; when the
dominant minority party is in opposition, the dissidents will instead tend towards a
conciliatory program.

In either case, given the natural tensions between cadres and the basis, or between
moderates and radicals, breakaway fractions have the prospect of attracting a considerable
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number of voters and of previous members of the dominant minority party. Facing the
electoral threat of a radical challenger, the dominant minority party needs to readjust its
program and to include more radical claims. If it does so, it will not allow the challenger to
win a sufficient number of votes to survive. This situation has been characterised as ethnic
outbidding (Gormley-Heenan and Macginty, 2008; Mitchell, Evans and O’Leary, 2009;
Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972).
Because in the outbidding model, radicals are more successful than moderates in
winning votes in divided societies, the moderate dissidents have a small chance of survival.
They might however, attempt to appear as the party more capable of changing domestic
policies in favour of the minority. Parties of the national majority might help them in this
regard, by signalling which policy changes might be possible with the moderates as an
acceptable governing partner. The same is unlikely to happen with governments that are
hostile towards ethnic minorities. Instead of relying solely on minority votes, moderate parties
might also position themselves as multi-ethnic, and aim at increasing their votes by winning
support among the two groups. Such votes will remain rare, however, if the ethnic divide is
strong.
In a nutshell, Figure 1 presents our arguments. While in government, the dominant
minority party (DMP) moderates its claims, and as a consequence, splits up and is challenged
by a dissident radical minority party (IGC). Contrarily, the exclusion of the dominant
minority party from the government leads to a more intense inter-ethnic conflict, to
radicalisation of the dominant minority party, and to the split-off of a moderate intra-group
challenger.
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Figure 1:

Theoretical path model
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Research design: the Hungarian minority parties in Romania and in the Slovak
Republic
We test our hypotheses through the comparison of the Hungarian minority parties in

Romania and in the Slovak Republic. These two cases are very similar with regard to the
relative size and the territorial concentration of the minority. The Hungarian minorities
account for some 6.6 percent of the countrywide population in Romania and 9.7 percent in
Slovakia according to the last available census data1, and live partly concentrated in Northwestern Romania (Transylvania) and in the South of Slovakia along the Hungarian border,
with some predominately ethnic Hungarian counties in the Central Romanian Carpathians
(Harghita, Covasna) and in Southwestern Slovak borderland (Dunajská Streda).
The Hungarian minorities in Romania and Slovakia face similar incentives of the
electoral system. Romania raised its legal threshold for national parliamentary elections from
3 to 5 percent in 2000, while for coalitions larger thresholds apply.2 Slovakia used to have a
5- percent threshold, but in 1998, the threshold for coalitions was raised substantially. In both
cases, unified minority parties can comfortably be elected if they mobilise a large part of the
Hungarian voters, but the Slovak changes of 1998 forced several Hungarian minority parties
to join a unified party (Millard, 2004: 91).3 Both cases appear as particularly relevant with
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regard to intra-ethnic party competition, as the national political institutions appear to hinder
intra-party competition.
We understand the radicalisation of an ethnic party as ever more extreme claimmaking in ethnically based demands. We differentiate between two types of radicalisation.
First, we argue that legal rights that guarantee the protection of national minorities can be
ranked from the principle of non-discrimination, to individual special rights for minorities that
guarantee the preservation of their cultural distinctiveness, to self-rule in certain policy fields
or territory (Brunner and Küpper, 2002). This hierarchy reflects an increasingly
comprehensive system of minority protection. We do not argue that de facto the minority has
more rights and is better off if it enjoys collective rights. Our point is that if an ethnic
minority party’s claims change in the direction of collective special rights, this will be
perceived as radicalisation.
The second type of radicalisation regards specific policy fields, in Romania and in
Slovakia particularly language, education policies, and the restitution of state-confiscated
property.4 Minorities might either ask for policy changes in these fields, or demand for their
own autonomous institutions (e.g. schools, universities). While both types of radicalization
are relevant in both cases, collective rights for minorities are perceived as much more radical
by the Slovak mainstream society than they are in Romania, due to the fact that the Slovak
nation state was so recently.

3.4

From intra-party competition to multi-party competition
In order to test our hypotheses, we investigate the degree of radicalism of the

Hungarian minority parties’ demands, and the internal development of the minority parties
depending on their role in the political system over the time. Next, after their split, the
relationship between the new and the old parties is analysed. Figures 2 (Romania) and 3
(Slovakia) offer an overview of the process. They show the trajectories of minority parties,
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their splits and mergers, and illustrate their degree of radicalisation, their inclusion into
government and the position of the governing parties.5

3.4.1 The developments in Romania
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Figure 2:

Developments in Romania
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1990-1996: Promising start and relapse into opposition and isolation
The UDMR was founded in 1989 as an umbrella organisation encompassing different
ideological platforms and interest groups of the Hungarian minority in Romania. In its first
political document it called for the re-establishment of an independent Hungarian education
system, the use of the minority language in public administration, representation in public
administration, in the judicial system and in political decision-making and for collective rights
(UDMR, 1989). When after the revolution, the National Salvation Front (FSN) took power in
1990, the UDMR started to cooperate closely with the government. The government reestablished Hungarian language high schools which made the UDMR confident about the
future, but the efforts erupted in violent inter-ethnic clashes in the town of Tîrgu Mure! in
1990, where the ethnic mix is 50-50. The FSN was not willing to intervene in favour of the
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Hungarian minority, and turned towards a nationalist direction (for instance, with the new
constitution, which ruled out cultural or territorial autonomy for minorities). The UDMR
ceased cooperation with the FSN (Horváth, 2004: 24-32). This conflict was further
accentuated when after 1994, FSDN (FSN's successor) formed a coalition with two ultranationalist parties, the Party of Romanian National Unity (PUNR) and Greater Romania Party
(PRM) (Horváth, 2004: 39). The UDMR reacted by elaborating its own concept of autonomy
for the Hungarian minority. This was perceived, however, as too controversial by the
Democratic Convention of Romania (CDR), an alliance of opposition parties (Horváth, 2004:
40-2), and led to the exit of the UDMR from this alliance. In 1995 a new law on education
was adopted that restricted the existing rights to study in minority languages at all educational
levels. The UDMR strongly rejected this law and was backed by some international
organisations (Horváth, 2004: 93-7).
Within the UDMR two rivalling positions emerged. The more radical position, which
claimed autonomy as an indispensable right of the national minorities, was represented by the
internal Reform bloc, led by the popular bishop László T!kés. The more moderate position,
represented by the party president Béla Markó, did not differ fundamentally in terms of
content, but wanted to achieve autonomy step by step through the continued negotiation of
institutional solutions.

1996-2000: The UDMR in the government coalition
After the 1996 elections, CDR and the Democratic Party (PD) formed the new centreright and pro-European government and included the UDMR in an over-sized coalition, in
order to underline their commitment to reforms and a pro-Western policy (Mandel, 2004).
The UDMR, in exchange, made the important programmatic concession of dropping its
controversial claim for territorial autonomy, and focused on more moderate aspects of its
program. It aimed at improvements with regard to the use of minority languages in the public
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sphere and education in Hungarian including demanding the establishment of a separate
Hungarian university (Horváth, 2004: 47; Kántor and Bárdi, 2000: 162).6
After a promising start, the UDMR’s success was partial: guarantees of using minority
languages in local administrations and the establishment of a minority University were both
blocked (Kántor and Bárdi, 2000: 169). Minority language tertiary education was legislated,
but not implemented (Horváth, 2004: 48).
The Reform Bloc within the UDMR became suspicious of the UDMR's participation
in government, organised the internal Hungarian opposition, and repeatedly asked the UDMR
to leave the coalition. Disputes arose around the drop of its claim for territorial autonomy, and
on the plans for Hungarian higher education institutions (Bakk, 2004: 47; Mandel, 2004: 95).

The minority government of 2000-2004 and first internal splits of the UDMR
Even if after the 2000 elections, the government changed from the centre-right to the
centre-left, the UDMR's involvement changed little. The winning Social Democrats (PSDR)
formed a minority government, but the UDMR agreed to support it based on yearly elaborated
cooperation agreements which contained detailed policy demands of the UDMR. These were
partly blocked in the stage of implementation. Instead of territorial autonomy, the partners
agreed on a decentralization process and regional development of the Hungarian populated
areas, especially infrastructure projects. The partners agreed to create Hungarian faculties at
the Babe!-Bolyai University in Cluj-Napoca, but were blocked later by the senate of the
University, whereas the establishment of an independent Hungarian university remained a
taboo. A law on the use of minority languages in local public administration was passed.
The radical wing of the UDMR was however, increasingly dissatisfied with
programmatic changes, leading to the first internal splits. The activities of several newly
emerging challenger parties and organisations, which quickly followed each other, were
initially limited and centred in Harghita and Covasna, the two counties with a strong
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Hungarian majority. First, supported by the radical wing of the UDMR and by Fidesz, the
conservative party in Hungary, the Civic Association for Oderheiu (UPE) ran as a rival
Hungarian party in the local elections of 2000 (Udvardy, 2006). Its mandates were later
cancelled by a controversial court rule, due to irregularities in party founding. The UPE was
followed in 2004 by the Hungarian Civic Union (MPSZ), an organisation again with local
aims, funded under strong involvement of the UPE. Its leader, the local mayor of Odorheiu
Secuiesc, a predominately ethnic Hungarian town in Harghita, was a member of the Reform
Bloc within the UDMR. Due to the resistance of the UDMR, it could not register as a political
party, and ran its candidates in the national and district elections in the two mentioned
counties (Bakk, Szász and Székely, 2004: 35), on the list of the non-ethnic People’s Action
Party (PAP) instead.
In parallel, other members of the Reform Bloc within the UDMR established two
rivalling organisations in 2003, the Hungarian National Council of Transylvania (CMNT) and
the Szekler National Council (CNT) (Mandel, 2004: 97). CMNT accused the UDMR of being
corrupt in government and selling out the establishment of autonomy, the main purpose of the
organisation. CNT was focusing on the elaboration of a new plan of territorial autonomy for
the Szekler Land7 (Eplényi, 2006: 65-66). With the help of MPs of the UDMR's Reform Bloc,
the CMNT and the CNT submitted this new autonomy plan to Parliament in February 2004.
Although Parliament refused the plan a month later (Bakk, 2004: 52), the initiative brought
the issue back onto the political agenda, as the UDMR felt the threat of the CMNT. The
UDMR reacted with a proposal to establish the Szekler Land as a development region of
Romania (Eplényi, 2006: 73-75). The main idea was to enlarge the number of regions in such
a way that the new regions would better correspond to the historical, traditional and cultural
regional divides and so that the Szekler Land would exist as an independent development
region.
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Third round of government participation: 2004-2008
In the parliamentary period of 2004-2008, the UDMR was again in government, this
time within a centre-right minority coalition, led by the National-Liberal Party (PNL). The
organisation was struggling however, with the new rival organisations of the Hungarian
minority. During this period in government, a law providing cultural autonomy for the
national minorities that was pushed for by the UDMR was never adopted, although it was part
of the coalition agreement. This law was not only strongly opposed by the mainstream
Romanian parties, but also by all of the new alternative Hungarian political organisations.
Similarly, neither the establishment of an independent Hungarian university, nor the
establishment of Hungarian faculties at the Babe!-Bolyai University were achieved. The
CNT’s proposal for the territorial autonomy of the Szekler land, and the UDMR’s demands
for the redrawing of the borders of development regions, failed in parliament (Eplényi, 2006:
73). The sole progress made in the view of the Hungarian minority, was the modification of
the law on local public governance that allowed Hungarian to be retained as an official
language in municipalities where the share of Hungarian inhabitants had dropped below 20
per cent.
In the electoral field, the UDMR was challenged in 2007 by the Hungarian Civic
Union (MPSZ) that had registered as a political party and renamed itself the Hungarian Civic
Party (PCM). The PCM ran its own candidates in the local elections and supported
independent candidates in the national elections in 2008 (Kántor and Pászkán, 2009: 15). Yet,
because of its rather weak electoral performance in comparison to the UDMR, the PCM as the
main challenger of the UDMR, was slowly replaced by the EMNT, which could count on a
very popular and powerful president, Bishop László T"kés. T"kés successfully took part in
the elections for the European Parliament in 2007 as an independent candidate. Nevertheless,
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the new rival organisations remained relatively weak compared to the UDMR and could not
replace the UDMR as the main minority organisation of Hungarians.
While in the beginning, the new alternative organisations were united in their resolve
to push for the realization of autonomy and to act against the UDMR, in time they became
entrapped in diverse disputes. Additionally, it slowly came to light that, in terms of internal
democratic organisation, they were not necessarily doing better than the UDMR.

Again in opposition for a year in 2009
As the dissident Hungarians could not score major electoral successes, and as the
UDMR found itself after 2008 in opposition for the first time in 12 years, cooperation
between the rivalling organisations became easier. The weakened position of the UDMR in
the opposition led to the dismissal of several Hungarian heads of regional public
administration institutions (Bartunek, 2010: 343). The politicization of these offices led to
massive protest by the UDMR and was also followed by some public demonstrations by the
Hungarian minority. As of 2009, the UDMR and the EMNT institutionalised their
cooperation, both in elections and in programmatic terms. They formed working groups for
main issues such as autonomy, higher education, and for constitutional and electoral
legislation. For the European Parliamentary elections in 2009, they ran with a joint list. Yet
the new education law of 2009 contained some significant improvements related to the
concerns of national minorities. University faculties could now be founded by government
decree and not only by the decision of the university senate, implying that finally, the
Hungarian departments at the Babe!-Bolyai University were opened.8 After the government
crisis of autumn 2009, the UDMR again joined the government led by the PD-L.
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3.4.2 The developments in the Slovak Republic
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Figure 3:

Developments in the Slovak Republic
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The fragmented political representation of the Hungarians until 1998
The Hungarian political party scene in Slovakia after the breakdown of the communist
regime was composed of three major Hungarian parties and two minor ones. They were
mainly divided by their relationship with the past regime. The Independent Hungarian
Initiative (MOS), a liberal party, has cooperated with Public Against Violence (VPN), the
major Slovak force behind the velvet revolution in Czechoslovakia. In 1990 it ran with VPN
in the federal and national elections and it entered the government at both levels (Öllös, 2004:
54). Two other Hungarian parties, the Coexistence movement (Spolužitie) and the Hungarian
Christian-Democratic Movement (MKDH) were rooted in the Christian-Democratic tradition.
They ran jointly in the 1990 federal and national elections, and joined the opposition in
Parliament. After the rise of the electoral threshold to 5% in 1992, the minority parties could
only succeed in coalitions. The Independent Hungarian Initiative, renamed as the Hungarian
Civic Party (MOS), went alone, and failed. Coexistence and the MKDH9 entered Parliament
in a coalition, but stayed in opposition (Öllös, 2004: 55). Two years later, learning from the
failure of the MOS in the previous elections, the three minority parties (Coexistence, the
MKDH, the MOS) formed an electoral coalition. Forced by the renewed tightening of the
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electoral rules in 1998 which included the introduction of a higher threshold for coalitions
than parties, the coalition merged into one party under the name the Party of the Hungarian
Coalition (SMK).10
In the beginning of the 1990s, all Hungarian minority parties were calling for
collective rights and were elaborating their own autonomy plans. Despite its name,
Coexistence was the most radical among the three major Hungarian parties; not only
demanding cultural, but also territorial autonomy (Öllös, 2004: 64-7; Szarka, 2004: 85-91).
The peak of the Hungarian parties’ aspiration for territorial autonomy culminated in a
gathering of Hungarian local mayors and representatives in 1994 which was initiated by
Coexistence. However in 1996, the administrative reform decreased the number of territories
with Hungarian majorities, aiming at undermining future attempts to establish territorial
autonomy in the mainly Hungarian-populated territories. In a similar vein, in 1990
Coexistence had already submitted a draft law on the establishment of an independent
Hungarian university which was rejected in the federal parliament (Sándor, 2004: 36-8).
Finally, the new language law in 1995 forbade the use of any language except Slovakian in
the state administration so that the main demands of the Hungarian parties in Slovakia have
been largely ignored by the Me!iar governments (Hamberger, 2009: 3).

The SMK in government (1998 - 2006)
From 1998 to 2006 the now unified Party of the Hungarian Coalition (SMK) was in
the pro-democratic government of Prime Minister Mikulaš Dzurinda, with the Slovak
Democratic Coalition as main coalition partner (re-established in 2002 as Slovak Democratic
and Christian Union (SDKÚ) (Öllös, 2004: 56). The coalition was oversized, and the SMK
was included in order to underline the coalition’s commitment to oust Me!iar and to restore
good relations with the West (Krause, 2003: 69). The SMK was allowed to participate in
government on the condition that it renounced its most controversial claims: it would no
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longer mention the foundation of an independent Hungarian university, territorial autonomy
on ethnic basis, or the abolition of the Beneš decrees (Szarka, 2002: 128). The SMK focused
on administrative reform and on tertiary education in Hungarian (Hamberger, 2004: 107).
However, the implementation of the government program was not as fast as the SMK might
have hoped. The reversal of the regulations of the former Me!iar government (e.g. the
restoration of the right to bilingual report cards and school records, the reinstatement of
dismissed school principals) were less controversial than new rights for the Hungarian
minority (Hamberger, 2004: 107; Némethová and Öllös, 2003: 125). The adoption of a law on
the use of minority language, and administrative reforms were a precondition for the
negotiations about EU access: the pressure was on to reach a compromise on these, despite
the fact that the issue was highly contested between the SMK and the Slovak majority parties.
The new minority language law was passed in 1999, but while enabling the use of minority
languages, the threshold was set higher than asked for (20 percent minority population instead
of 10 percent) (Hamberger, 2004: 108). While new financial sources were provided for
education in the Hungarian language, a Hungarian university faculty was not opened
Némethová and Öllös, 2003: 120-34). The law on administrative reforms in 2001 did not
fulfil the central demand of the SMK to create a county with a Hungarian majority, due to
opposition from the left-wing parties in the coalition, the Party of Civic Understanding (SOP)
and the Party of the Democratic Left (SDL) (Hamberger, 2004: 109; Szarka, 2002: 128-31).
After the 2002 parliamentary elections, the new centre-right coalition had a very
narrow lead, and the SMK votes were needed to gain a majority. Similar to the previous
legislative period, the SMK did not manage to include its demands for administrative reform
that would have eased the establishment of territorial autonomy and the abolishment of the
Beneš decrees. The main success of the SMK in this government period was the
establishment of an independent Hungarian university in Komarno (Jarábik, 2003: 148;
Hamberger, 2004: 111).
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The ideological differences between the parties which formed the SMK soon
disappeared after the merger in 1998, and the Christian conservative and the ethnonationalistic line represented by Coexistence and the Hungarian Christian-Democratic
Movement dominated. Quarrels emerged on the question of programmatic concessions that
the party made to join the coalition: it did not insist on creating a region with a Hungarian
majority, while the law on administration reform and the use of minority languages were not
in line with the SMK's demands. Not surprisingly, in the second government period internal
struggles centred on the question of autonomy (Hamberger, 2004: 113-5). The founding of a
minor Hungarian party that wanted to put the territorial reforms back on the political agenda
(the Hungarian Federalist Party, MFP) had little successful (Új Szó, 2003).11

Back in the opposition, and the SMK split (2006 - 2010)
The new government coalition of economic left-wing and nationalist parties (Smer,
SNS, HZDS) of 2006 excluded the SMK. During this government period the SMK was
largely absorbed by its growing internal struggles. In 2007 Béla Bugár, the president of the
SMK since its inception, was replaced by Pál Csáky.12 On this occasion Csáky openly
criticized Bugár for its accommodative course and for representing the interests of private
economic circles (Šutaj and Sápos, 2008: 43-4). During 2007, the new party leadership
planned to submit a proposition on the restitution to the victims of the Beneš decrees – a very
controversial move in Slovak politics. Facing massive internal and external critique, the SMK
soon abandoned the matter. However, the seed of conflict was sown. The most controversial
issues (territorial autonomy, Beneš decrees) were taken on by extra-parliamentary
associations, representing radical voices of the Hungarian minority (Šutaj and Sápos, 2008:
44-47; Šutaj and Sápos, 2009: 27-31). The Slovak government reacted by adopting contrary
resolutions and regulations on the Beneš decrees and on the use of minority languages.
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Despite the new SMK leadership distancing itself from the controversial move, a large
part of the party's representatives, led by the former party president of the SMK Bugár, split
off in summer 2009, and established a new party. Under the label Most–Híd ('bridge' in
Slovak and Hungarian), they were already competing in the regional elections in autumn
2009. Most–Híd was founded in the spirit of cooperation between the Slovak and the
Hungarian people and of any other national minority, proclaiming Slovakia as a multi-ethnic,
multi-cultural and a multi-lingual state. Among others, its main demand in the minority field
is the adoption of a comprehensive law on the status of minorities. Furthermore, it demanded
the option for minority languages to be used in interactions with public authorities in
municipalities with a minority share of 10 percent of the population. Finally, it demanded the
modification of the controversial language law, in particular the abolishment of the sanctions
for infringements (Most–Híd, 2009). Most–Híd also proposed a reconciliation process
between Hungary and Slovakia. This was their answer to rising tensions between the new
Hungarian conservative-nationalist government and the Slovak nationalists, after the
Hungarian government announced citizenship for ethnic Hungarians abroad.13
In the 2009 regional elections Most–Híd remained largely electorally insignificant,
receiving less than 1 per cent of the votes. In the parliamentary elections in 2010 Most–Híd
won 8.1 percent of the votes and SMK 4.3 percent. While probably only a small percentage of
Slovaks and other minority groups might have voted for Most–Híd, this was still a
recognisable part, especially given the previous clear electoral isolation of the Hungarian
minority parties. Even more importantly, among the 14 Most–Híd deputies in parliament,
only seven were ethnic Hungarian, and the other seven ethnic Slovaks.
While Most–Híd presented a full-scale program, focusing not only on minority issues,
the SMK's program was still focused on the situation of the Hungarian minority. It also
touched on sensitive issues, which would not ease cooperation with the Slovak parties, and
which Most-Híd did not address: the extension of minority self-governance in the field of
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culture, education and regional public administration, the creation of minority-dominated
regions, and (implicitly) a call for the elimination of the Beneš decrees (SMK-MKP, 2010).
The SMK brand marked Most–Híd as a betrayer of the Hungarian interests in its electoral
campaign, unsuccessfully however. The success of Most–Híd and the failure of the SMK to
enter the parliament and the next government, were completely unforeseen and had an effect
akin to an earthquake in the political landscape of the Hungarian community in Slovakia.

The multi-ethnic party Most–Híd in government (2010 - )
The Most–Híd party joined the centre-right government led by the SDKÚ-DS
coalition, which had a more conciliatory program towards the Hungarian minority than the
previous left-wing-nationalist coalition. Most of Most–Híd's demands made it into the
governmental program, especially the planned modification of the state language law
cancelling financial sanctions for infringements, the decrease of the threshold for the use of a
minority language, and double citizenship rules for the Hungarians of Slovakia. The only
point that was not included in the governmental program was a law on the status of
minorities. Meanwhile, the Hungarian government further fuelled tensions by additionally
granting voting rights for members of the Hungarian minorities who take up the Hungarian
citizenship, hindering a compromise in the Slovak coalition.
The SMK’s reaction to the government program was mixed. Some of the demands
were criticized as not been extensive enough, like the modifications of the language law and
the failure to include a law on the status of minorities (Új Szó, 2010). Yet the SMK has
ceased bringing up the most controversial issues such as the Beneš decrees, the reform of the
territorial structure of the public administration or the call for autonomy.
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3.5

Discussion

3.5.1 The interplay of governmental inclusion and minority party dynamics
In both countries, the most radical claims were voiced in the in the first half of the
1990s. During these years, after an initial period of inter-ethnic solidarity during the break-up
of the former regimes, the Hungarian minority parties soon found themselves doubly isolated.
They were isolated in the parliamentarian opposition, focusing on the elaboration of a
comprehensive system of cultural and territorial autonomy. Yet during the first half of the
1990s, in both unified minority parties two camps emerged that had a different view on how
autonomy for the Hungarian minority should be established. Moderates favoured a close
cooperation with mainstream parties and saw government participation as the main tool for
policy influence. Radicals insisted on the immediate establishment of autonomy. When in
1996 in Romania and 1998 in Slovakia, the Hungarian minority parties were included in the
government coalitions, they renounced their calls for territorial autonomy. Radicals
complained that the moderate party leaderships unnecessarily put these on hold or even
completely abandoned them, and their governmental inclusion was motivated solely by
private interests. Growing internal tensions finally led to the split of the unified Hungarian
minority parties.

3.5.2 The political orientation of the dissident minority parties
In Slovakia, the dominant minority party became more radical after it was no longer
included in the government and a new leadership took over its leadership was renewed.
Thereafter, a breakaway fraction formed a new, moderate challenger party which was
dissatisfied with the confrontational style of the new leadership.
In Romania, the contrary was the case. The UDMR was perceived to be moderate, as it
renounced crucial political claims, particularly the call for autonomy and for an independent
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Hungarian university, leading to growing dissatisfaction among the radicals within the party.
The radical break-away factions organized themselves in different organisations outside the
framework of the UDMR. On the one hand, the CMNT and its satellite organisation the CNT
are aiming for the realization of a comprehensive system of autonomy addressing the
concerns of the whole Hungarian community. On the other hand, since 2001, the Hungarian
Civic Party has been evolving in a mainly bottom-up process with a main goal of providing an
alternative to the UDMR in the counties with a Hungarian majority, and the realization of the
territorial autonomy of the Szekler Land. These dissident organisations claim that the UDMR
has become corrupted in government and is selling out Hungarian interests.

3.5.3 The role of external actors
Finally, we shall focus on a possible important alternative explanation, the impact of
external actors. As such, we regard Hungary as a kin state, and consider Slovakia and
Romania's European and North-Atlantic integration process.
The policy towards the Hungarian minorities abroad has always been an integral part
of Hungarian foreign policy. Kin state policy offered Hungarian right parties powerful partybuilding and electoral strategies (Waterbury, 2006). Such moves by conservative governments
of Hungary since the mid-1990s have fuelled inter-ethnic polarization in Hungary's neighbour
states. Such instances were the Status Law (2002), and the call of Viktor Orbán, prime
minister of Hungary, to impose the abolition of the Beneš decrees as a condition for
Slovakia’s membership to the EU in 2002 (Hamberger, 2004: 114-5; Jarábik, 2003: 146).
When in 2010, the Hungarian government introduced citizenship and voting rights for
Hungarian minorities abroad, Hungarian minority parties in neighbouring states needed to
intermediate between the governments of their host and kin state, in order to avoid a
polarisation which might have been detrimental to their position (Hamberger, 2004: 114-5;
Jarábik, 2003: 146-8).
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The main Hungarian conservative party, Fidesz, has close ties to the radical wings of
the former unified parties, the Hungarian Civic Party in Romania and the SMK in Slovakia.
Fidesz, decisively supported the emergence of the Hungarian Civic Party. It has already supported
its predecessor organization , the Civic Association for Oderheiu (UPE) in the local elections of
2000 (Udvary, 2006).

However, the relation between Fidesz and the more radical Hungarian minority parties
is not free of conflict. “Too much” inference is evaluated by them as counterproductive. The
SMK leadership, for example, asked Viktor Orbán not to campaign on their side in the
electoral campaign in 2010 since they feared that radical right parties would play the
“Hungarian card”.
On another level, European institutions were able to exert leverage on the level of
minority protection in Romania and Slovakia. However, collective rights for minorities have
never become part of the international or European standards of minority protection.
Territorial autonomy has never been a condition of EU membership, and the EU has instead
pushed for good neighbourhood relations and political compromises. Strong pressure was
applied however, by the EU and Western diplomats for the continued inclusion of Hungarian
minority parties into government coalitions (Jarábik, 2003: 144). Over the time the Hungarian
minority parties enjoying a very stable voter base and strongly in favour of democratization
and European integration managed to establish themselves as reliable coalition partners.
We do not claim that the influence of Hungarian kin state policies and European
integration have no impact on the course of the Hungarian minority parties. Rather, we argue
that the political course of minority groups is based on competition within the minority and
that is predominantly influenced by their inclusion in or exclusion from government. On the
one hand, conservative right Hungarian governments and Fidesz have supported the radical
factions within the Hungarian minorities. On the other hand, European integration
consolidated moderate factions within the minority that were aiming at government
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participation. However, we focus on almost simultaneous processes in Slovakia and Romania
where Hungarian kin state politics and European integration influenced politics in a similar
fashion, and can hence been controlled for in our research design.

3.6

Conclusion
There have been few investigations of the internal political dynamics of ethnic

minorities, and especially of break-away parties from dominant minority parties. Given the
relevance of political strategies and the behaviour of ethnic minorities in ethnically divided
countries, this constitutes a veritable research gap. The structure and the positioning of ethnic
minority parties might have important consequences for the prospect of political solutions of
ethnic conflicts, not least because internal political splits of ethnic minorities in some cases
might foster ethnic outbidding, yet in others facilitate the formation of cross-cutting cleavages
and the creation of inter-ethnic coalitions.
Our contribution reveals the important impact of domestic politics on the positions of
ethnic minority parties. It affects the political dynamics within the dominant minority party,
and as a consequence, it also determines the political direction of the dissident minority
parties. This argument is empirically supported by our study of the formation and positioning
of two dissident minority parties of the Hungarian minorities in Romania and in Slovakia, in
2007 and 2009.
The minority party in Romania was in government, and politicising pragmatically,
open for institutional inclusion and compromises – some would say corrupted by power –
when it was challenged by a radical competitor, emerging first in 2001, and leading to a
veritable split over the following years. This forced the dominant minority party of the
Hungarians in Romania to readjust its program, and to radicalise. The minority party in
Slovakia was also included in government until 2006, and suffered internal tensions, but it
chose the more radical path when it dropped out of government in 2006, and faced a
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nationalist government. This has led to the emerging of a moderate dissident party,
challenging the dominant minority party.
Based on these preliminary results, there are three crucial lessons that might be learned
about the political dynamics within ethnic minorities. First, we have argued that minority
parties are not homogeneous, but internally split, typically between radicals and pragmatists.
The internal competition within ethnic minorities is shaped by the electoral system and the
local structure of the minority group. Second, minority parties operate within a domestic
political system, and especially their (non-)inclusion into the government affects the
orientation of the dominant minority party. Third, we find that the political orientation of
breakaway factions can be explained by the orientation of the dominant minority party, but
again, this might also affect the strategic positioning of the dominant minority party.
If our preliminary conclusions can be generalised beyond Romania and Slovakia, they
might also affect the common model of ethnic outbidding. It is commonly assumed that ethnic
outbidding is almost an inherent consequence of intra-group competition in ethnically divided
societies. Our cases show that initially the party splits are motivated by different strategies of
moderates and radicals within the ethnic minority, and lead to minority parties that are distinct
in their degree of radicalism. A process of outbidding can only observed in the case where a
radical intra-group challenger emerges after the dominant minority party was included in
government over a long period, as seen in Romania. In this case, the dominant minority party
is under pressure from the intra-group challenger and needs to readjust its program, and to
radicalise. The same is not the case if the dominant minority party is excluded from
government, and takes on radical positions, as seen in Slovakia. There, the intra-group
challenger emerges on the moderate side, and the prospects of governmental inclusion for
such a split-off might it make it even more attractive for such an electoral alternative to the
radical dominant minority party to emerge. Hence, the prospects of governmental inclusion
might be a good incentive for a dissident moderate minority party to emerge, when the
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dominant ethnic minority is in opposition, but enduring governmental inclusion leads to the
picture of a corrupted and untrustworthy minority party, which risks descending into a spiral
of radicalisation.
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1

2002 census of the National Institute of Statistics of Romania
(http://www.insse.ro/cms/files/RPL2002INS/vol5/tables/t16.pdf [last accessed on 15 March 2010 ]). 2001 census
of the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic
(http://portal.statistics.sk/files/Sekcie/sek_600/Demografia/SODB/Tabulky/Tabulky_AJ_SODB/tab11.pdf [last
accessed on 15 March 2010 ])
2
The Romanian electoral system further foresees special seats for ethnic minority parties – amounting to 18 in
the 2004 parliamentary elections. Each minority list that reaches a threshold of votes – just 10 percent of the
votes usually needed for a parliamentary seats – is guaranteed a minority seat in parliament, but each minority
group can obtain only one such seat (Alionescu, 2004). These rules guarantee the representation of small
minorities, but restrict representation to only one MP (and one party/organisation per minority group), and
jointly, the representatives of the small minorities relativise the importance of the Hungarian minority as the
largest minority group.
3
In 2008, Romania has changed to a mixed compensatory electoral system, still keeping the 5% national legal
threshold. While since, it is possible for a party to win single-seat districts in a district, it is implausible that a
dissident minority party will win six or more direct district seats – as much as would be exempted from the
threshold requirement according to the new Romanian electoral law..!
4
The Beneš decrees stripped ethnic Germans and Hungarians in Czechoslovakia of their citizenship and property
after World War II, also aiming at leaving the country (Jarábik, 2003: 145).
5
The degree of radicalism is not measured in absolute terms in this paper, and can therefore not be compared
across countries.
6
There has been a considerable speculation on the existence of a secret protocol on the conditions of cooperation between the UDMR and the other coalition parties. However, it is most likely that apart from the
governmental program no other written documents existed which has also been signed by the UDMR (Horváth,
2004: 46; Kántor and Bárdi, 2000: 162).
7
Szekler Land is the part of Transylvania with a Hungarian minority and which encompasses Hargitha and
Covasna counties and parts of the Mure! county.
8
Further, Romanian could from now on be taught by special books and according to special plans to national
minorities. Yet, the longstanding claim for the education of the subjects of history and geography in minority
language remained unfulfilled (Bartunek, 2010).
9
The alliance included a third minor Hungarian party, the Hungarian People’s Party which however has not
managed to enter the parliament.
10
In 1995 the Hungarian People’s Movement for Reconciliation and Welfare has been formed. It run in the
national elections in 1998 but received only 0.19 percent of the votes (Millard, 2004: 86).
11
The party did not even manage to collect sufficient signatures for registration, and gathered solely a few
hundred people in a demonstration in 2003 (Új Szó, 2003). Similarly, the Party of Hungarian Socialists and the
Hungarian People’s Movement for Reconciliation and Prosperity were not able to register.
12
While Csáky and Bugár both started their political career in the Hungarian Christian-Democratic Movement
Party, Csáky had close relations to Miklós Duray, the former party president of Coexistence and offered him the
position of the vice president.
13
In the forefront of the national elections in Slovakia the new conservative right Hungarian government
announced the introduction of double citizenship for ethnic Hungarians abroad. This highly symbolic and
controversial move of the Hungarian government was followed by the Slovak government’s restriction of the
law on citizenship threatening the Hungarians to lose their Slovak citizenship if they would embrace the
Hungarian citizenship.
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4

Paper 3: The local ethnic context of political competition within
ethnic minority groups

4.1

Introduction
The ethnic outbidding model of party competition predicts that ethnic parties in

competition will outbid each other with more extreme demands in favor of their group and
that eventually the dynamics of ethnic party competition undermine democratic stability
(Horowitz, 1985; Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972). However, contrary to the prediction of the
ethnic outbidding hypothesis, ethnic parties pursue diverge strategies in party competition.
Recent studies show that outbidding is only one of the possible strategies of ethnic parties and
that radicalization is not the inevitable outcome of ethnic party competition (Chandra, 2005;
Coakley, 2008; Giuliano, 2000; Zuber, 2011).
This article analyses the local ethnic context of the electoral entry of new ethnic
parties. It puts forward that ethnic parties mobilize voters based on their ethnic identity and
interests. New ethnic parties challenge established ethnic parties by mobilizing voters based
on a different appeal and a different program than the established party. The article links the
appeal and policy position of the parties to the local ethnic context and argues that new ethnic
parties that pursue the strategy of ethnic outbidding appear in another local ethnic context
than new ethnic parties that are engaged in lateral outbidding. Therefore, the article
contributes to the literature on intra-ethnic competition by theorizing the role of the local
ethnic context.
The empirical analysis relies on two within-case studies (Gerring, 2007) of the
Hungarian minority party competition in Romania and Slovakia. In both countries the
Hungarian minorities were for a long time represented by only one Hungarian minority party
after the breakdown of the communist regimes. Recently, the Hungarian minority party in
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each country has been challenged by a new party that seeks to represent the interests of the
Hungarian minority and now presents an alternative party choice based on ethnic identity for
Hungarians. The Democratic Alliance of the Hungarians (UDMR) 1 in Romania has been
challenged since 2008 by the Hungarian Civic Party2 (PCM). The PCM is trying to revitalize
the issue of territorial autonomy of the core Hungarian territory (Szekler Land) in Romania
that was neglected by the UDMR since it became part of government coalitions. At the same
time, the Party of the Hungarian Coalition (SMK)3 in Slovakia, relapsed in opposition after
being included in the government for eight years, has also faced growing internal tensions. In
the summer of 2009, the SMK split and a number of dissident party members formed the
more moderate “Bridge” party (Most)4 that has a multi-ethnic appeal (Bochsler and Szöcsik,
2012).
The empirical analysis of the local ethnic context of the electoral entry of the
Hungarian minority parties in the two countries relies on the first local elections in that the
new competitors participated (in Romania, 2008; in Slovakia, 2010). The results show that the
Hungarian Civic Party (PCM) in Romania that pursues the strategy of ethnic outbidding more
likely enters the local elections in municipalities with a high share of the Hungarian minority
where voters likely support its more radical program. Its regional appeal is only reflected in
its electoral strategy in the local council elections but not in the elections for the office of the
mayor. In Slovakia, Most (Bridge) that pursues the strategy of lateral underbidding most
likely enters the elections in Slovak-Hungarian mixed municipalities where its more moderate
program is supported by the voters. While Most does not enter more likely the electoral race
in municipalities with higher share of other ethnic minorities than the Hungarian minority in
the mainly populated Hungarian region, it is more likely to enter the elections in
municipalities with a higher share of the Ruthenian minority outside the mainly Hungarian
populated region. Its multi-ethnic appeal is only reflected in its electoral strategy outside the
mainly Hungarian populated region. The paper therefore shows that different local ethnic
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contexts are more conducive for the appearance for ethnic outbidding or lateral underbidding
than others.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section develops the argument of the
paper, and formulates hypotheses on the electoral entry of ethnic parties that pursue different
strategies. The third section presents the research design. In this section, a brief overview of
the two cases of Hungarian intra-ethnic competition is given. Next, the method of the
empirical analysis is presented. The third section concludes with a presentation of the dataset.
The fourth section presents the empirical analysis of the hypotheses. Eventually, the fifth
section concludes.

4.2

The local ethnic context of ethnic parties’ electoral entry
Ethnic parties are parties that “champion the particular interests of one ethnic category

or set of categories” (Chandra, 2011: 4). Multi-ethnic parties “champions the interests of all
significant ethnic categories in a society without excluding any” (Chandra, 2011: 4). Finally,
non-ethnic parties do not champion the interests of any ethnic categories. Ethnic parties
emerge in societies where ethnicity is a politically salient category. The ethnic outbidding
model of party competition posits that ethnic parties will outbid each other with ever more
radical demands in favor of their own group in party competition (Rabushka and Shepsle,
1972; Horowitz, 1985). New parties emerge only for the reason to outbid the existing ones.
Party competition leads therefore to radicalization and eventually to the break-down of
democracy and the outbreak of inter-ethnic conflict.
Recent research has criticized the ethnic outbidding model for its underlying
assumptions. The ethnic outbidding model assumes that members of an ethnic group have
uniform, fixed and radical preferences. This assumption implies that outbidding is always an
electorally rewarding strategy and that radicalization is the inevitable outcome of political
competition. However, while members of an ethnic group have a common ethnic identity,
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they do not necessarily share the same political preference or interests. Newer research based
on the findings of social psychology argues that ethnic identification helps to reduce
uncertainty. Ethnic identity helps people to interpret the social world and pursue their interests
but it is not a motive for behavior (Hale, 2008: 33-57). Therefore, “there is no such thing as
an inherently ethnic interest or ethnic preference” (Hale, 2008: 52). Ethnic group behavior is
likely motivated by the same factors as other types of behavior.
According to this insight, this article assumes that members of the same ethnic group
can have diverse preferences, which implies that outbidding is not per se the superior strategy
in political competition within ethnic groups. Ethnic parties pursue therefore different
strategies. Zuber (2011) has spelled out the possible strategies of ethnic parties proposing to
differentiate between them along two dimensions. First, the strategies of ethnic parties can be
differentiated based on their appeal (Chandra, 2005; Coakley, 2008). The appeal of ethnic
parties gives information on the ethnic identity of the voters that the parties want to mobilize.
It is a set of ethnic categories that delimits the potential voter base of an ethnic party. This
article argues that ethnic parties can widen their appeal for example including other ethnic
groups but also restrict their appeal for example to a subgroup within an ethnic group. This
article proposes that as long as an ethnic party restricts or widens its appeal based on an ethnic
category, it essentially remains an ethnic party. Only if the importance of the ethnic category
constituting the appeal of the party loses its significance, the party becomes a non-ethnic
party. Therefore, contrary to Zuber’s (2011) definition the appeal criterion is not absolute but
relative. Second, ethnic parties can shift their policy position along the ethnic cleavage
(Mitchell et al., 2009). The policy position of ethnic parties provides for information on the
ethnic preferences or interests of the voters that ethnic parties intend to attract. If the
assumption of fixed radical ethnic preferences is abandoned, it becomes clear that ethnic
parties can occupy any policy position on a range from more moderate to more radical
positions while appealing to the same ethnic category. Therefore, a new ethnic party cannot
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only have a different appeal but also a different policy position in competition compared with
its competitor.
Figure 1 shows the eight possible strategies that a new ethnic party can pursue. An
ethnic party that pursues the strategy of ethnic outbidding has a more exclusive ethnic appeal
and puts forward more radical demands in the favor of the represented segment of the ethnic
group. If an ethnic party narrows its appeal to a subgroup but at the same time presents less
radical demands, it obtains the strategy of ethnic underbidding. If an ethnic party restricts its
appeal based on an ethnic category compared to its ethnic competitor but keeps the same
policy position as its competitor, it obtains the strategy of ethnic bidding. Lateral bidding is
defined as the strategy when an ethnic party widens its appeal and tries to attract voters from
other ethnic groups, while sticking to the same policy position as its competitor. Lateral
underbidding is the strategy that results from the combination of a more inclusive appeal and
a more moderate position. Lateral outbidding obtains if the party has a more inclusive appeal
and a more moderate position. If a party has the same appeal as its competitor but represents a
more moderate position, it pursues the strategy of underbidding. Finally, if it has the same
appeal but a more radical position, it pursues the strategy of outbidding.

Figure 1:

The strategies of ethnic parties (following Zuber, 20115)
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The main argument of this article is that ethnic parties with different strategies likely
enter the electoral race in different local ethnic contexts. Ethnic parties with different appeals
and policy positions succeed to mobilize voters in different local ethnic contexts. The ethnic
context is understood as the local ethnic population structure.
Ethnic parties with different policy positions enter the elections in variable local ethnic
contexts since the local ethnic context influences the preferences and interests of the members
of an ethnic group. Members of an ethnic minority group likely have different political claims
depending on whether they live in a place where their group is the minority or the majority.
Members of an ethnic minority group who live in a place where their group is also the local
minority likely are in favor of minority rights that ensure the maintenance of their distinct
ethnic identity. Language is oftentimes the main marker of the identity of ethnic minorities so
that the right for minority language use and the education in minority language are the focal
points of the political claims of ethnic minority parties. Language and educational rights are,
however, of little significance for members of the same ethnic minority group who are living
in a place where the national minority represents the local majority. In such areas language
and educational rights are of less importance since the minority language will dominate in
everyday life. In areas where the national minority presents the local majority it is likely that
the demand for self-rule appears (Bochsler and Szöcsik, 2010; Toft, 2002/3; Weidmann, 2009).
The adoption of self-rule in the form of territorial autonomy entitles the minority to exert to
some extent political power in the territory where it presents the majority. Therefore, the
following hypotheses on the influence of the local ethnic context on the electoral entry of
parties with more radical positions are formulated:
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H1:

An ethnic minority party with a more radical position more likely enters the elections
in a municipality in which the minority that it seeks to represent, represents a high
share of the population.

Members of ethnic minority groups have different political claims or at least they
weight diverse minority protection measures differently. Per se a more radical party program
focusing on territorial autonomy is not appealing to all members of the ethnic minority group.
Members of the ethnic minority have more moderate preferences in places where they present
the minority or around the half of the population than in places where they present the
majority. In these places, the demand for a new ethnic party that underbids its competitor is
more likely. In ethnically mixed places or where the national minority is the local minority
members of the minority might evaluate an aggressive appearance and extreme demands of an
ethnic minority party as contra-productive, fearing that it would trigger the support of extreme
nationalists on the side of the majority. Therefore, the following hypotheses on the influence
of the share of the ethnic minority and the electoral entry of the ethnic minority that pursues a
more moderate position than its competitor is presented:

H2:

An ethnic minority party with a more moderate position more likely enters the
elections in a municipality in which the minority that it seeks to represent represents a
small share of the population.

The electoral entry of new ethnic parties with different appeals occur also in different
local ethnic contexts since the voters that they intend to attract likely settle in different
localities. The set of ethnic categories that constitutes the appeal of an ethnic party can
comprise a wide range of descent based categories such as region, religion, sect, language
family, language, dialect, caste, clan, tribe or nationality of one’s parents or ancestors, or
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one’s own physical features (Chandra, 2011: 154). An ethnic party that has a more exclusive
appeal excludes at least one ethnic category more than its competitor. It may intend to
mobilize a segment or a subgroup of an ethnic group. For example, it can appeal to a regional
subgroup of the ethnic group. In this case, the following hypothesis can be postulated on the
electoral entry of this new ethnic party:

H3:

If a new ethnic minority party restricts its appeal based on a regional criterion and it
therefore has a more exclusive appeal, it is more likely to enter the electoral race in
municipalities that belong to that region.

The new ethnic party, however, can challenge the established one by widening its
appeal. A new ethnic party has a more inclusive appeal if it excludes at least one ethnic
category less than its competitor. By including an ethnic category more in its appeal, it may
intend to mobilize additionally another ethnic group. The following hypothesis is formulated
in the electoral entry of an ethnic party with a more inclusive appeal:

H4:

If a new ethnic minority party widens its appeal to other ethnic groups and it therefore
has a more inclusive appeal, it is more likely to enter the elections in municipalities
with higher shares of other ethnic groups.

4.3

Research design
In this section, the design of the empirical analysis is presented. The analysis

comprises two within-case studies. The two cases are the new Hungarian minority parties in
Romania and Slovakia. The Hungarian Civic Party (PCM) pursues the strategy of ethnic
outbidding, while Most adopted the strategy of lateral underbidding. The electoral entry of
these new Hungarian minority parties and their competitors are analysed in the local elections
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for the office of the mayor in that the new parties participated for the first time. In the
following, a brief overview on the Hungarian minority parties is given. Next, the method of
the analysis is discussed. Finally, the operationalizations of the variables are presented.

4.3.1

Case selection

The Hungarian minority parties in Romania and Slovakia are typical examples of
ethnic minority parties or minority nationalist parties of postcommunist Europe. In Central
and Eastern Europe, following the break-up of multinational empires and the creation of states,
the constellation of a titular nation confronted with a few larger national minorities is typical
(Moser, 2005; Whitefield, 2002). 6 The ethnonational divide is highly salient in party
competition in this region. Party formation often takes place based on ethnic categories, and
ethnic issues comprise an important dimension in party competition.
The main ethnic divide in Romania and Slovakia is between Hungarian minority and
the Romanian respectively Slovak majority. While in Romania the Hungarian minority
represents 6.5 per cent 7 of the population, 8.5 per cent 8 of the population belongs to the
Hungarian minority in Slovakia. The Hungarian minority in Slovakia is settled in the southern
part of the country along the border with Hungary. In Romania, the overwhelming part of the
Hungarian minority is located in Transylvania. Only in Romania represents the Hungarian
minority the majority in two counties. In Slovakia, the Hungarians represent the majority only
at the level of some districts and local territorial units.
The Hungarian minorities in both countries have been represented since the
breakdown of the communist regimes and since the independence of Slovakia by ethnic
parties. In Romania, the Hungarian minority is represented since 1989 through the political
umbrella organization UDMR in the parliamentarian arena. The UDMR participated in the
government between 1996 and 2000, between 2004 and 2007 and from 2008 until today.
Between 1996 and 2000 it supported the government from the opposition.9 Internal tensions
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emerged around the political course of the UDMR and its government participation. In 2008,
the UDMR was for the first time challenged in the national and the local elections by the
Hungarian Civic Party (PCM) that originally emerged as a local civic association in the
mainly Hungarian populated region of Szekler Land in Romania in 2000. The PCM however,
has never managed to enter the national parliament. Since 2011, the UDMR is challenged by
another Hungarian minority party, the Hungarian People’s Party of Transylvania (PPMT) that
participated for the first in the local and regional elections in 2012. The PPMT has a similar
strategy than the PCM and it is likely that it will be a more successful challenger of the
UDMR than the PCM is since its leadership is more popular within the Hungarian minority
outside of the Szekler Land as well. The PCM’s main goal is the establishment of the
territorial autonomy of the Szekler Land10 together with the establishment of a comprehensive
autonomy system for Transylvania. Therefore, the PCM has a more restrictive appeal and a
more radical position than the UDMR. Intra-Hungarian political competition in Romania led
to the emergence of a new ethnic party that is engaged in ethnic outbidding.
In Slovakia, after an initial period of a Hungarian multi-party competition11 , since
1998 the Party of the Hungarian Coalition (SMK) was the only Hungarian minority party and
it participated in the center-right government between 1998 and 2006. In summer 2009, a
great number of representatives of the SMK quit the party under the lead of the former party
president because of their discordance of the more radical political course of the new party
leadership in the opposition. This led to the establishment of Most party which challenged the
SMK in the regional elections in 2009 for the first time. In summer 2010, Most managed to
enter the national parliament, while the SMK failed to meet the electoral hurdle of five per
cent. Most’s main goal is to move the relationship between Hungarians and Slovaks from a
conflict into a dialogue. In Slovakia, Most has a more inclusive appeal and a more moderate
position than the SMK. The result of intra-Hungarian political competition in Slovakia is the
formation of a new ethnic party that pursues the strategy of lateral underbidding.
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The electoral system offers different incentives that impact on the electoral entry of
the parties in the dynamics of intra-ethnic political competition. Hungarian minority parties in
both countries face similar electoral hurdles to enter the elections at the national level, while
at the local level the Romanian electoral system is more restrictive than the Slovak.12 At the
local level, in Slovakia, in the local council elections, parties or independent candidates do not
face electoral thresholds.13 In contrast, in Romania, in the elections for the office of local
deputies, parties and independent candidates face similar thresholds as at the national level:
five per cent for individual parties or candidates, seven per cent for an alliance of two parties
and ten per cent for an alliance of three or more parties.14 Therefore, the Romanian electoral
system at the local level is more restrictive. New parties have to bear higher costs to enter the
electoral competition in local elections in Romania than in Slovakia. The higher
restrictiveness of the Romanian local electoral system leads to a lower number of independent
candidates, party alliances, and number of parties in local elections compared to the local
elections in Slovakia.
The electoral system has also an impact on the output of the intra-ethnic political
competition. It has been argued that a two-round majority system strengthens the performance
of radical competitors in political competition compared with a PR system (Bochsler, 2012b).
In the elections for the office of the mayor, in Slovakia a candidate obtaining the relative
majority of the votes wins, whereas in Romania an absolute majority is required. If no
candidate reaches an absolute majority in the first round, a second round of election is held.
Therefore, the local electoral system in Romania might support the electoral success of the
PCM. As the results of both the elections for the office of the mayor and the office of the local
councilors are available for Romania, the electoral entry of the PCM and the UDMR in the
local council elections in 2008 is analysed as a robustness check of the results of the analysis
of the electoral entry the PCM and the UDMR in the local elections for the office of the
mayor.
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Finally, in mixed electoral systems such as many local electoral systems, the two parts
of the elections impact on each other. In the estimated models on the likelihood of the
electoral entry of the ethnic minority party it will be controlled for the continamination effect
of the two parts of the electoral system.

4.3.2

Method

The analysis comprises two within-case studies (Gerring, 2007) of two new ethnic
parties at the local level. The local ethnic context of the electoral entry of the new parties is
analyzed in local elections when the new parties participated for the first time in the local
elections for the office of the mayor (Romania: 2008, Slovakia: 2010).15 Therefore, the unit of
analysis is an election in a municipality. At the local level, the ethnic population structure
varies strongly. Hence the subnational level of the analysis allows the quantitative analysis of
the role of the ethnic population structure, while making it easy to control for the influence of
other factors.
Since the Hungarian minorities settle territorially concentrated in both countries, the
analyses is limited to the regions where the Hungarian minority represents a significant part of
the population. It is this region where political party competition within the Hungarian
minority is taking place. Romania is divided into 41 counties and 3186 local territorial units
(cities, communes and municipalities). 16 All the municipalities 17 are excluded from the
analysis which are located in counties where all municipalities have a share of the Hungarian
minority below 10 percent. The remaining counties comprise 1199 municipalities and
represent a compact territory in North-Western Romania.18 Slovakia is divided into 8 regions,
79 districts and 2891 local territorial units (towns and municipalities).19 To identify the region
with a significant Hungarian population, municipalities are excluded that are located in
districts that only comprise municipalities with a share of the Hungarian minority below 10
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percent. The remaining districts comprise 1131 municipalities and represent a compact
territory in Southern Slovakia.20
Since the dependent variable “Electoral entry” is a binary variable, the hypotheses are
tested based on logit models. Four logit models are estimated on the likelihood of the electoral
entry of the new ethnic parties and their competitors. In the following the operationalization
of the variables included in the statistical models are presented.21

4.3.3

Dataset

The dependent variable, the electoral entry of the Hungarian minority parties is a
binary variable. The variable “Electoral entry” takes the value 1 if a party has nominated a
candidate for the office of the mayor; otherwise, 0. The independent variable “Share of the
Hungarian minority” is measured as the relative share of the Hungarian minority at the local
level based on the census from 2011. The variable “Quadratic share of the Hungarian
minority” is included in the analysis to grasp the relation between the share of the Hungarian
minority and the electoral entry of the Hungarian minority parties. The more exclusive appeal
of the PCM based on a regional criterion is operationalized by the official autonomy plan of
the PCM for the Szekler Land. The dummy variable “Szekler Land” takes the value 1 if a
party nominated a mayor candidate or local representatives candidates that belongs to the
region of Szekler Land. The more inclusive appeal of Most based on widening its appeal to
other ethnic groups is measured by the size of other ethnic minorities in a municipality. The
information on the share of other ethnic minorities is obtained from the census from 2011.
The three largest and most compactly settled ethnic minority groups in the region where the
Hungarian minority settles are the Roma, the Ruthenian and the Czech minorities.
Two variables that interact with the share of the Hungarian minority are included as
control variables in the models. The first interaction term controls for the influence of the
electoral system. Electoral rules have an impact on the electoral entry of ethnic parties and
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can hinder their electoral entry in localities where the ethnic group that is represented by the
ethnic party is small (Bernauer and Bochsler, 2011: 742). In mixed electoral systems such as
many local electoral systems, the electoral entry of a party in the majoritarian and the
proportional part of the election mutually influence each other (e. g. Herron, 2002; Herron
and Nishikawa, 2001; Moser and Scheiner, 2004). The main effect between the two parts of
the electoral system is that the parties are inclined to nominate candidates in single-member
districts because it improves the parties’ performance in the proportional part of the
representation system (Ferrara and Herron, 2005: 17). In the PR tier, the more seats are
available, the more likely that a party enters the electoral race because the fewer votes are
needed to win at least one seat in the local council (Farell, 2001; Lijphart, 1999). Therefore,
the higher the number of seats in the local council, the more likely that parties field candidates
for the office of the mayor. However, electoral incentives interact with the population size of
the ethnic minority group (Amorim-Neto and Cox, 1997; Ordeshook and Shetsova, 1994;
Powell, 1982). A permissive electoral system might only ease the electoral entry of ethnic
parties in municipalities where the ethnic minority group represents the local minority.
Therefore, it is expected that the electoral entry of ethnic parties - regardless their strategies is more likely in a municipality with a larger district magnitude in the PR tier of the electoral
system and with a low minority population share. The variable “District magnitude” is
measured as the logged number of seats in the PR tier of the local elections.
The second interaction term controls for the effect of the economic situation in a
municipality. The economic threat hypothesis posits that competition for economic resources
such as for jobs leads to exclusionist attitudes within the majority group towards the minority
group (Blalock, 1967; Olzak, 1992). The article argues that if the national minority represents
the majority at the local level, members of the minority might develop exclusionist attitudes
toward the national majority and favor ethnic minority parties with a more radical platform
and more exclusive appeal if competition for economic resources is increasing. Therefore, it is
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expected that the electoral entry of new ethnic parties that pursue the strategy of ethnic
outbidding is more likely in municipalities with higher economic competition given a large
minority population. Contrary, ethnic minority parties with a more moderate policy position
and a more inclusive appeal more likely enter the elections where competition for economic
resources is lower. Economic competition is measured by the variable “Unemployment rate”
which is calculated by the number of unemployed divided by the population size. 22 While the
number of unemployed is available for municipalities in Slovakia, the number of unemployed
in Romania is only provided for counties.

4.4

Analysis
In the following, as a first step a brief descriptive analysis of the electoral entry of the

Hungarian minority parties in each country is presented. Next, the results of the logit models
on the electoral entry of the Hungarian ethnic minority parties are discussed. The size of the
interaction terms is graphically interpreted. Finally, the main findings are summarized.

4.4.1

Intra-ethnic competition in Romania

The PCM was less present in the local elections in 2008 than the UDMR. While it
nominated a mayor candidate in 132 municipalities, the UDMR nominated a candidate in 359
municipalities out of the 1199 municipalities. Outside of these municipalities, the UDMR has
nominated only one additional mayor candidate. The PCM entered the elections for the office
of the mayor only within these 1199 municipalities. Table 1 presents the results of the
estimated logit models on the likelihood of the electoral entry of the PCM and the UDMR in
the local elections in 2008.
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Table 1.

Determinants of the likelihood of the electoral entry of the PCM and the
UDMR in the local elections for the office of the mayor in 2008

Share of the Hungarian minority
Squared share of the Hungarian
minority
Szekler Land
District magnitude
District magnitude#
Share of the Hungarian minority
Unemployment rate
Unemployment rate#
Share of the Hungarian minority
Constant
N
-log-likelihood
2

Pseudo R

PCM

UDMR

0.224**

0.213*

(0.068)

(0.094)

-0.001

-0.002

(2.2e-4)

(2.3e-4)

0.47

-0.2

(0.353)

(0.637)

0.043**

0.04***

(0.014)

(0.008)

-3.1e-4

2.3e-5

(2.2e-4)

(3.6e-4)

-0.018

-0.015

(0.025)

(0.011)

0.001

4.6e-4

(3.6e-4)

(4.1e-4)

-16.608***

-13.395

(4.117)

(2.117)

1197

1197

-188.331

-232.338

0.547

0.682

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001. Standard errors in parentheses. N: number of
23
observations.

The influence of the share of the Hungarian minority on the likelihood of the electoral
entry of the parties cannot be directly interpreted from the results. As the squared share of the
Hungarian is a polynomial term, its significance and direction varies greatly depending on the
size of the other covariates (Brambor et al., 2006; Norton et al., 2004). To assess whether
there is a linear or curvilinear relation between the share of the Hungarian minority and the
likelihood of the electoral entry of the parties given, the marginal effect of the share of the
Hungarian minority on the likelihood of the electoral entry of the parties is graphically
displayed in figure 2. At the same time, the other covariates in the model are held at their
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mean values. The dashed lines show the corresponding upper and lower boundaries of the 95
per cent confidence intervals. Figure 2 shows that the likelihood of the electoral entry of the
PCM increases with the share of the Hungarian minority to 0.5 points until the Hungarian
minority reaches 75 per cent of the population. From 80 to 100 per cent of the share of the
Hungarian minority, the likelihood of the electoral entry of the PCM drops from 0.5 to 0.4
points. The likelihood of the electoral entry of the UDMR increases with the share of the
Hungarian minority from 0 and 35 per cent to 0.9. From 35 per cent to 45 per cent, it
increases to almost 1 point where it stagnates until the share of the Hungarian minority
reached 90 per cent. With an additional increase of the Hungarian minority share, the
marginal effect of the variable decreases slightly by 0.05 points. The results therefore show
that the PCM with a more radical position likely enters the elections in municipalities with a
high Hungarian minority share. Hypothesis 1 is therefore confirmed by the findings. As a
contrast to the PCM, the UDMR equally likely enters the electoral race in municipalities with
a Hungarian minority share within a broad range.

Figure 2.

Marginal effect of the share of the Hungarian minority on the probability of the
electoral entry of the PCM and the UDMR with the corresponding 95%
confidence intervals

As the results show in table 1, the PCM does not enter the election more likely within
the Szekler Land. Therefore, the regional and more exclusive appeal of the PCM is not
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displayed by its electoral strategy. Hypothesis 3 is not supported by the findings. As the PCM,
the UDMR does not more likely enter the elections within the Szekler Land.
Next, the impact of the control variables are discussed. As both control variables are
interaction terms, their marginal effects on the likelihood of the electoral entry of the two
parties in municipalities with an increasing Hungarian minority share are graphically
interpreted. Figure 3 displays the marginal effect of the district magnitude on the likelihood of
the electoral entry of the Hungarian minority parties in municipalities with an increasing
Hungarian minority population. As it was expected, both Hungarian minority parties more
likely nominate a candidate for the office of the mayor in municipalities with increasing
district magnitudes. The findings support that electoral incentives in the PR tier of the
elections impact on the electoral entry of the parties in the majoritarian part. Furthermore, the
findings demonstrate that the impact of increasing district magnitudes interacts with the size
of the minority population. The PCM more likely enters the election in municipalities with
increasing district magnitudes where the Hungarian minority represents a share of the
population between 0 and 50 per cent. In municipalities with a higher share of the Hungarian
minority than 50 per cent the impact of increasing district magnitudes is not significant
anymore. The UDMR more likely enters the elections in municipalities with increasing
district magnitudes where the Hungarian minority represents a share of the population
between 0 and 15 per cent or between 90 and 100 per cent. It is likely that an increasing
district magnitude eases the electoral entry of the UDMR in municipalities where the
Hungarian minority represents the local majority because in these municipalities it is
challenged by the PCM so that its chances to succeed are lower.
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Figure 3.

Marginal effect of the district magnitude on the probability of the electoral
entry of the PCM and the UDMR in municipalities with an increasing
Hungarian minority share with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals

Figure 4 displays the marginal effect of the unemployment rate on the likelihood of the
electoral entry of the Hungarian minority parties in municipalities with an increasing
Hungarian minority share. Economic competition for jobs significantly increases the
likelihood of the electoral entry of the PCM in municipalities with a share of the Hungarian
minority above 70 per cent. As expected, the PCM more likely enters the elections in
municipalities where competition for jobs is increasing and where the Hungarian minority
represents the local majority. The likelihood of the electoral entry of the UDMR is not
influenced by the economic competition in a municipality.
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Figure 4.

Marginal effect of the unemployment rate on the probability of the electoral
entry of the PCM and the UDMR in municipalities with an increasing
Hungarian minority share with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals

As a robustness check, the electoral entry of the two Hungarian minority parties in the
local council election is analyzed. The two-round majority system for the election of the
mayor might strengthen the performance of radical competitors in political competition
compared with their performance in a PR system (Bochsler 2012b). Therefore, a new ethnic
party with a more radical position is might more likely willing to enter the elections in any
local ethnic context under a majoritarian electoral system because they anticipate the
dynamics of the two rounds of the elections. In part C of the appendix, the results and the
graphical interpretation of the interaction terms are reported. The results of the electoral entry
of the two Hungarian minority parties in the local council election show similar results. The
results confirm that the PCM is more likely to enter the election in municipalities where the
Hungarian minority represents a large part of the population. The main difference between the
results of the two analyses is however that the PCM significantly more likely enters the local
council election in the Szekler Land than outside of it. The results of the analysis of the
electoral entry of the PCM in the local council election confirm hypothesis 3. This finding
suggests that in the elections for the office of the local representatives the PCM might restrict
its electoral presence to the region whose interests it is defending because it might assumes
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that only in this region it has a reasonable chance to win seats in the local council. If so there
is some evidence that under a two-round majority system parties with more radical position
more likely succeed.

4.4.2

Intra-ethnic competition in Slovakia

The new Hungarian minority party, Most was more present in the local elections for
the office of the mayor in 2010 than the SMK. It nominated in 365 municipalities a mayor
candidate, while the SMK only nominated 297 candidates in the 1131 municipalities included
in the analysis. Outside of these municipalities, Most nominated a mayor candidate
additionally in 134 municipalities, while the SMK nominated a candidate in 9 more
municipalities. Because Most frequently entered the elections outside of the mainly
Hungarian populated region, following a first analysis including the 1131 municipalities, a
second analysis of the electoral entry of Most is carried out that additionally include the
electoral districts where Most nominated a mayor candidate. Table 2 presents the results of
the logit models of the likelihood of the electoral entry of Most and the SMK.
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Table 2.

Determinants of the likelihood of the electoral entry of Most and the SMK in
the local elections for the office of the mayor in 2010

Share of the Hungarian minority
Squared share of the Hungarian minority
Share of the Roma minority
Share of the Ruthenian minority
Share of the Czech minority
District magnitude

Most

SMK

0.139***

0.151***

(0.018)

(0.03)

-0.001

-0.001

(1e-4)

(1.4e-4)

-0.003

0.036*

(0.011)

(0.015)

-0.406

-0.737

(0.488)

(0.917)

-0.096

-0.006

(0.117)

(0.14)

0.016***

0.016**

(0.003)

(0.006)

Share of the Hungarian minority#
District magnitude

-1.6e-4

-7.5e-5

(7.1e-5)

(1.1e-4)

Unemployment rate

0.054**

-0.008

(0.021)

(0.043)

-0.001

2.3e-4

(3.3e-4)

(0.001)

-5.691***

-7.744***

(0.776)

(1.523)

1131

1131

-552.975

-341.864

0.223

0.475

Share of the Hungarian minority
#Unemployment rate
Constant
N
-log-likelihood
2

Pseudo R

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001. Standard errors in parentheses. N: number of
observations.

The impact of the share of the Hungarian minority on the likelihood of the electoral
entry of the PCM and the UDMR cannot be directly interpreted from the results. Figure 5
displays the marginal effect of the share of the Hungarian minority on the probability of the
electoral entry of Most and the SMK. Most enters the local elections most likely with almost
0.7 points in municipalities with a share of the Hungarian minority around 60 per cent. The
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SMK most likely enters the election with 0.7 points in municipalities with a share of the
Hungarian minority around 80 per cent. Therefore, hypothesis 2 is confirmed by the findings.
Most with a more moderate position, more likely enters the election in municipalities with a
low share of the Hungarian minority.

Figure 5.

Marginal effect of the share of the Hungarian minority on the probability of the
electoral entry of the Most and the SMK with the corresponding 95%
confidence intervals

The results in table 2 show that Most is not more likely to enter the elections in
municipalities with higher shares of other ethnic minorities. The more inclusive appeal of
Most is not reflected by its electoral strategy. Hypothesis 4 is therefore not supported by the
findings. Furthermore, the SMK more likely enters the local elections in municipalities with a
higher share of the Roma minority.
In the following the impact of the electoral incentives and the economic competition
that interact with the size of the Hungarian minority population are analyzed. Figure 6
displays the marginal effect of the district magnitude on the likelihood of the electoral entry
of the Hungarian minority parties in municipalities with an increasing share of Hungarian
minority population. As expected, both Hungarian minority parties more likely enter the
elections for the office of the mayor in municipalities with increasing district magnitudes in
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the PR tier of the local elections. Electoral incentives to nominate a mayor significantly and
positively influence the electoral entry of Most only in municipalities with a share between 0
and 60 per cent. In municipalities with a higher share of the Hungarian minority above 60 per
cent the impact of the electoral incentives is not significant anymore. The largest marginal
effect of an increase of the district magnitude on the electoral entry of Most is in a
municipality with a share of the Hungarian minority around 20 per cent. The SMK is more
likely to enter the elections with an increasing district magnitude in municipalities with a
share of the Hungarian minority between 0 and 85 per cent. The marginal effect of one unit
increase of the district magnitude on the likelihood of the electoral entry of the SMK is the
largest in a municipality with a share of the Hungarian minority around 50 per cent.

Figure 6.

Marginal effect of the district magnitude on the probability of the electoral
entry of Most and the SMK in municipalities with an increasing Hungarian
minority share with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals

Figure 7 displays the marginal effect of the unemployment rate on the likelihood of the
electoral entry of the Hungarian minority parties in municipalities with an increasing share of
the Hungarian minority population. The electoral entry of Most is significantly and positively
influenced by the unemployment rate. Contrary to the expected, Most with a more moderate
policy position and a more inclusive appeal is more likely to enter the electoral race in
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municipalities with higher economic competition for jobs where the Hungarian minority
presents the minority. In these municipalities, Most likely tries to attract voters of the Slovak
majority besides those of the Hungarian minority. It is likely that in municipalities where the
Slovak majority is also the local majority Most does not try to mobilize Slovak voters with its
moderate position on ethnic issues but that it is competing with Slovak parties on the
economic dimension and is able to mobilize ethnically Slovak voters who are dissatisfied with
Slovak majority parties’ economic policy. Economic competition does not influence the
likelihood of the electoral entry of the SMK.

Figure 7.

Marginal effect of the unemployment rate on the probability of the electoral
entry of the Most and the SMK in municipalities with an increasing Hungarian
minority share with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals

As a robustness check of the findings on the electoral entry of Most, in a second
analysis of the electoral entry of Most, the municipalities in the districts where Most
nominated a mayor candidate outside of the mainly populated Hungarian region are
additionally included. The results of this analysis are reported in part D of the appendix. The
results are similar to the results of the original analysis. The main difference between the
results is that Most more likely enters the elections in municipalities where the share of the
Ruthenian minority is higher. This finding indicates that in the mainly populated Hungarian
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region, Most more likely enters the election in Slovak-Hungarian mixed municipalities where
the Hungarian minority represents less than 60 per cent of the population. Outside of the
mainly populated Hungarian region, Most intends to mobilize another ethnic minority group,
the Ruthenian minority. Therefore, Most’s electoral entry is driven by its multi-ethnic appeal
only outside of the mainly Hungarian populated region.

Discussion of the results
In the empirical analysis, hypotheses have been tested on the local ethnic context of
the electoral entry of new ethnic parties. The results show that the new Hungarian minority
party in Romania, the PCM that pursues the strategy of ethnic outbidding most likely enters
the electoral race in municipalities with a share of the Hungarian minority around 75 per cent.
In these municipalities the voters are willing to support its more radical policy position. Its
exclusive regional appeal only influences its electoral strategy in the local council elections.
In the elections for the office of the mayor, the PCM might benefit from the dynamics of the
majority electoral system that support radical parties. Therefore, it might does not have to
focus on the region that it aims to represent. While the PCM argues that the UDMR neglects
the representation of the interests of the Hungarian minority that represents the majority
within the Szekler Land, as the results display, the UDMR equally likely enters the elections
in municipalities with a share of the Hungarian minority within a broad range in and outside
of the Szekler Land. The UDMR may fail to represent the interests of all segments of the
Hungarian minority, its presence is equally and very likely in different local ethnic contexts.
In Slovakia, a new Hungarian minority party, Most that pursues the strategy of lateral
underbidding has resulted from the intra-Hungarian political competition. Most most likely
enters the electoral race in municipalities where the Hungarian minority represents around 60
per cent of the population. In these Slovak-Hungarian mixed municipalities, it is the most
likely that it manages to mobilize voters with its more moderate policy program. Its
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competitor, the SMK, most likely enters the electoral race in municipalities where the
Hungarian minority population represents around 80 per cent of the population. Most’s
multiethnic appeal is not reflected by its electoral strategy within the mainly Hungarian
populated region. In this region, it is not more likely present in elections in municipalities
with a higher share of other ethnic minorities than the Hungarian minority. It is its competitor,
the SMK that enters more likely the electoral race in municipalities with a higher share of the
Roma minority. Therefore, within the mainly Hungarian populated region, Most and the SMK
might not only compete for the electoral support of the Hungarian minority but likely also for
the support of other ethnic minority groups. However, as the results reveal, it is the SMK that
manages to mobilize another ethnic group. Outside the mainly Hungarian populated region,
Most is more likely to enter the elections in municipalities with a higher share of the
Ruthenian minority. Most’s more inclusive appeal is therefore only reflected in its electoral
strategy outside the mainly Hungarian populated region.
The Hungarian minority share has by far the largest impact on the electoral entry of all
Hungarian minority parties. Favorable electoral incentives ease the electoral entry of all
Hungarian minority parties. Economic competition at the subnational level influences the
electoral entry of the new ethnic parties. In municipalities with a high share of the Hungarian
above 70 per cent and with higher economic competition the likelihood of the electoral entry
of the PCM increases. This finding confirms that increased economic competition leads to a
more exclusionist attitude of the local Hungarian majority and an increased support for ethnic
parties with a more radical position and a more exclusive appeal. Contrary to the expected,
however, the results show that Most more likely enters the elections in municipalities with
higher economic competition where the Hungarian minority represents less than 30 per cent
of the population. In these municipalities, Most likely tries to mobilize the members of the
Slovak majority. It is expected that with growing economic competition the members of the
Slovak majority develop more exclusionist attitudes which does not lead to a higher support
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of a more moderate and inclusive ethnic party. Therefore, it is suggested that Most is might
able to attract Slovak voters based on its economic position and that it challenges the Slovak
majority parties on the economic dimension of party competition.

4.5

Conclusion
This article takes as a starting point the assumption that while members of an ethnic

group share a common ethnic identity, they might have diverse political preferences and
interests. Therefore, ethnic outbidding is not per se the superior strategy in party competition.
Rather, new ethnic parties may challenge established ones with different strategies. First, new
ethnic parties can challenge established ethnic parties by modifying their appeal. They can
widen or restrict their appeal to mobilize voters based on a different ethnic category. Second,
new ethnic parties can challenge established ethnic parties by representing more radical or
moderate policy positions.
The main argument of the article is that new ethnic parties with different strategies
enter the elections in different local ethnic contexts. The article therefore contributes to the
literature on ethnic parties’ behavior in political competition by specifying the local ethnic
context in which new ethnic parties with different strategies likely appear. It identifies the
local ethnic context in which an ethnic party that pursues the strategy of ethnic outbidding and
in which an ethnic party pursue the strategy of lateral underbidding likely appear.
In the empirical analysis the electoral entry of the new Hungarian minority parties in
Slovakia and Romania have been analysed. The empirical findings support that the PCM that
pursues the strategy of ethnic outbidding in Romania and Most that pursues the strategy of
lateral underbidding appear in different local ethnic context. The results therefore underline
the role of the local ethnic context in intra-ethnic political competition.
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1

In Romanian: Uniunea Democrat! Maghiar! din România (UDMR); in Hungarian: Romániai Magyarok
Demokratikus Szövetsége (RMDSZ)
2
In Romanian: Partidul Civic Maghiar (PCM); in Hungarian: Magyar Polgári Párt (MPP)
3
In Slovak: Strana!ma"arskej koalície (SMK); in Hungarian: Magyar Koalíció Pártja (MKP).
4
“Most” in Slovak, respectively “Híd” in Hungarian, means bridge.
5
Contrary to Zuber (2011) the appeal criteria is not an absolute but relative as it has been explained.
6
The Roma minority is the most important exemption that is living scattered in Europe.
7
According to the preliminary results of the population census from 2011 of the National Institute of Statistics of
Romania (Horváth, 2012).
8
According to the population census from 2011 of the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic
(http://portal.statistics.sk/files/table-11.pdf [last accessed on 10 March 2012])
9
For a detailed discussion of the role of government participation in the intra-Hungarian party competition of the
Hungarian minority parties in Slovakia and Romania see Bochsler and Szöcsik (2011).
10
Following the plans of the CMP, Szekler Land should reunite the countries Hargitha, Covasna and a part of the
county Mure#.
11
Following the breakdown of the communist regime, the Hungarian minority was represented by three major
Hungarian parties and two minor ones. Forced by ever tighter electoral rules such as the introduction of a
threshold of 5% and of a higher threshold for coalitions than parties as well, the three major Hungarian parties
merged into the Party of the Hungarian Coalition in 1998.
12
At the national level, both countries have a PR electoral system with an electoral threshold of five percent for
individual parties. In Romania, the threshold for alliances with two parties is eight percent. Alliances with three
or more parties are confronted with a ten percent threshold. In Slovakia, alliances comprising two or three parties
face a threshold of seven percent and alliances with four or more parties have the overcome an electoral hurdle
of ten percent.
13
On elections to municipalities‘ self-government authorities. Act No. 346. 1990.
(http://www.legislationline.org/topics/country/8/topic/6 [last accessed on 10 March 2012])
14
Law for the election of local public administration authorities. Law No. 67. 2004.
(http://www.legislationline.org/topics/country/8/topic/6 [last accessed on 10 March 2012])
15
The reason why the election results for the office of the mayor and not for the local councilors are used is that
the latter is not available for Slovakia. In Slovakia vote share of parties in the PR part of local elections are not
compiled since some local entities consist more than one electoral ward.
16
Bucharest is divided into 6 sectors. In each sector a mayor is elected.
17
The term municipality is used for all types of local territorial units where local elections take place in all other
parts of this article.
18
The exclusion of all counties with municipalities with a Hungarian minority share below 10 percent, leads to
the exclusion of only one municipality where the UDMR has nominated a mayor candidate and 27 municipalities
where the UDMR nominated at least one candidate for the office of the local representative.
19
Bratislava is divided into 5 districts and 17 boroughs whereas Košice is split into 4 districts and 22 boroughs.
In each borough a mayor is elected. Additionally, a mayor for the city of Bratislava and Košice is elected. The
overall number of local territorial units where mayors are elected is 2923.
20
With the exclusion of districts with municipalities with a share of the Hungarian minority below 10 percent 8
municipalities out of 306 are excluded where the SMK nominated a mayor candidate and 132 municipalities out
of 499 are excluded where Most nominated a mayor candidate. Since more than a fourth of all cases where Most
nominated a candidate are excluded, a robustness check of the results is conducted based on the inclusion of
these cases.
21
In Appendix A and B, the operationalization and the data sources of the variables are listed.
22
Ideally, economic competition between different ethnic groups is measured the ratio of the unemployment of
the different groups (Eitle et al., 2002; Jacobs and Wood, 1999; Olzak, 1992).
23
Two observations drop out because of missing information.
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Appendix A: Operationalizations and data sources of the variables
Table 3.

Operationalizations and data sources of the variables included in the analysis
of the electoral entry of the PCM and the UDMR

Variable

Operationalization

Data source

Electoral entry of
the UMDR

Binary variable, it takes the value 1 if the
UDMR nominated a mayor candidate in a
municipality in 2008; otherwise 0.

Election statistics of the Romanian Central
Electoral Commission.

Electoral entry of
the PCM

Binary variable, it takes the value 1 if the
PCM nominated a mayor candidate in a
municipality; otherwise 0.

Election statistics of the Romanian Central
Electoral Commission.

Share of the
Hungarian minority

The share of the Hungarian minority in a
municipality in Romania.

Population Census of 2011 provided by the
Ethnocultural Diversity Resource Center of
the Hungarian Academy of Science.

Szekler Land

Binary variable, it takes the value 1 if the
municipality is located in the Szekler Land.
Szekler Land is defined according to the
official autonomy plan of the PCM.

Downloaded from the homepage of the
Hungarian National Council of Transylvania
(http://www.emnt.org/index.php?option=co
m_docman&task=cat_view&gid=12&Itemid
=12&lang=hu).

Unemployment
rate

Number of unemployed per inhabitants in
the county where the municipality is located
in Romania in 2008.
The logged population size per seat in the
local parliament of a municipality in
Romania in 2008.

Unemployment statistics of the National
Institute of Statistics of Romania.

District magnitude
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Election statistics of the Romanian Central
Electoral Commission.

Table 4.

Operationalizations and data sources of the variables included in the analysis
of the electoral entry of Most and the SMK

Variable

Operationalization

Data source

Electoral entry of
the SMK

Binary variable, it takes the value 1 if the
SMK nominated a mayor candidate in a
municipality; otherwise 0.

Election statistics of the Statistical Office of
the Slovak Republic.

Electoral entry of
Most

Binary variable, it takes the value 1 if Most
nominated a mayor candidate in a
municipality; otherwise 0.

Election statistics of the Statistical Office of
the Slovak Republic.

Share of the
Hungarian minority

The share of the Hungarian minority in a
municipality in Romania in 2010.

Population Census of 2011 of the Statistical
Office of the Slovak Republic.

Share of the Roma
minority

The share of the Roma minority in a
municipality in Romania in 2010.

Population Census of 2011 of the Statistical
Office of the Slovak Republic.

Share of the
Ruthenian minority

The share of the Ruthenian minority in a
municipality in Romania in 2010.

Population Census of 2011 of the Statistical
Office of the Slovak Republic.

Share of the Czech
minority

The share of the Czech minority in a
municipality in Romania in 2010.

Population Census of 2011 of the Statistical
Office of the Slovak Republic.

Unemployment
rate

Number of unemployed per inhabitants in a
municipality in Slovakia in 2010.

Centre Office of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family of the Slovak Republic.

District magnitude

The logged population size per seat in the
local parliament of a municipality in
Slovakia in 2010.

Election statistics of the Statistical Office of
the Slovak Republic.
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Appendix B: Summary statistics of the independent variables
Note: In the analyses of the electoral entry of the parties in both countries, the variables
“District magnitude” and “Unemployment rate” have been transformed to estimate the
marginal effects in Stata. They were multiplied by 100 and rounded. Additionally, to avoid
negative numbers of the variable “District magnitude” in the analyses of the parties in
Romania, it has been transformed by the addition of 500.

Table 5.

Summary statistics of the independent variables included in the analysis of the
electoral entry of the PCM and the UDMR

Variable

N

Mean Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Share of the Hungarian minority

1199

19.04

30.482

0

100

Szekler Land

1199

0.107

0.309

0

1

District magnitude

1197

250.194

19.275

220

330

Unemployment rate

1199

42.563

16.879

16

72

Table 6.

Summary statistics of the independent variables included in the analysis of the
electoral entry of Most and the SMK

Variable

N

Mean Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Share of the Hungarian minority

1131

28.79

34.142

0

97

Share of the Roma minority

1131

2.615

7.295

0

83

Share of the Ruthenian minority

1131

0.096

1.21

0

34

Share of the Czech minority

1131

0.305

0.65

0

12

District magnitude

1131

189.648

34.006

110

356

Unemployment rate

1131

11.513

7.281

1

46
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Appendix C: The analysis of the electoral entry of the PCM and the UDRM in the local
elections for the offices of the local representatives in 2008

Table 7.

Determinants of the likelihood of the electoral entry of the PCM and the
UDMR in the local elections for the offices of the local representatives in 2008

Share of the Hungarian minority
Squared share of the Hungarian
minority
Szekler Land
District magnitude
District magnitude#
Share of the Hungarian minority
Unemployment rate
Unemployment rate#
Share of the Hungarian minority
Constant
N
-log-likelihood
2

Pseudo R

PCM

UDMR

0.24***

0.473*

(0.073)
-0.001

(0.215)
-0.007

(2-1e-4)

(0.001)

1.152**

-0.59

(0.398)

(1.237)

0.064***

0.063***

(0.012)

(0.009)

-2.6e-4

0.001

(2.4e-4)

(0.001)

0.001

-0.018

(0.016)

(0.01)

4.3e-4

0.001

(2.8e-4)

(0.001)

-22.338***

-18.63***

(3.44)

(2.278)

1197

1197

-191.553

-191.781

0.65

0.767

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001. Standard errors in parentheses. !"#$%&'()#*+#
*',()-./0*$,1
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Figure 8.

Marginal effect of the share of the Hungarian minority on the probability of the
electoral entry of the PCM and the UDMR with the corresponding 95%
confidence intervals

Figure 9.

Marginal effect of the district magnitude on the probability of the electoral
entry of the PCM and the UDMR at different levels of the Hungarian minority
share with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals

Figure 10.

Marginal effect of the unemployment rate on the probability of the electoral
entry of the PCM and the UDMR at different levels of the share of the
Hungarian minority with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals
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Appendix D: Determinants of the likelihood of the electoral entry of Most in the local
elections for the office of the mayor in 2010 including municipalities outside of the
mainly Hungarian populated region

Table 8.

Determinants of the likelihood of the electoral entry of Most in the local
elections for the office of the mayor in 2010

Most

Share of the Hungarian minority

0.145***
(0.015)

Squared share of the Hungarian minority

-0.001
(9.7e-5)
-0.002

Share of the Roma minority

(0.008)

Share of the Ruthenian minority

0.027***
(0.006)
0.037

Share of the Czech minority

(0.094)
0.015***

District magnitude

(0.002)

District magnitude#
Share of the Hungarian minority

-1.4e-4
(5.9e-5)
0.066***

Unemployment rate

(0.014)

Unemployment rate#
Share of the Hungarian minority

-0.001
(2.6e-4)
-5.891***

Constant

(0.446)
2665

N

-979.079

-log-likelihood
Pseudo R2

0.238

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001. Standard errors in parentheses. !"#
$%&'()#*+#*',()-./0*$,1
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Figure 11.

Marginal effect of the share of the Hungarian minority on the probability of the
electoral entry of the Most with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals

Figure 12.

Marginal effect of the district magnitude on the probability of the electoral
entry of Most at different levels of the share of the Hungarian minority with the
corresponding 95% confidence intervals

Figure 13.

Marginal effect of the unemployment rate on the probability of the electoral
entry of the Most at different levels of the share of the Hungarian minority with
the corresponding 95% confidence intervals
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5

Paper 4: Multi-ethnic coalitions in subnational elections: The significance of ethnic
demography

5.1

Introduction
There is a broad consent in the literature on that multi-ethnic coalitions are central to

manage ethnic conflicts and sustain democracy in ethnically divided societies. Yet, it is hotly
debated how to facilitate and strengthen them. Current debates evolve around the choice of the
electoral system and focus on the national level. This paper contributes to this debate by focusing
on the role of the ethnic demography that provides an important contextual factor in which
institutions operate. An electoral system can have the diametrically opposite effect given an
ethnic demography.
This paper analyses the role of ethnic demography on the electoral success of coalitions
that bridge ethnic boundaries in sub-national elections in multi-ethnic societies. The study of the
formation of multi-ethnic coalitions in elections is primarily relevant because they might
influence the extent of the political representation of ethnic groups.1 If ethnic minorities
participate in the political decision-making process via their ethnic parties, pre-electoral
coordination strategies become crucial for the political representation of the national minority the
more restrictive the electoral system. Secondly, electoral coalitions also have an impact on the
composition of government and their policies (Golder, 2005: 645-646). Multi-ethnic electoral
coalitions might influence and ease inter-ethnic government coalition formation. If parties of
ethnic minorities fail to enter the parliament because of their missing or poor electoral
coordination strategies, they indirectly influence government formation and the policies that the
government is likely to implement (Golder, 2005: 645-646). At the subnational level electoral
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coalitions provide for an opportunity for inter-ethnic cooperation that might eases inter-ethnic
cooperation at the national level.
In the theoretical part of the paper three hypotheses are formulated on the role of ethnic
demography in the success of multi-ethnic coalitions. Following the contact hypothesis, multiethnic coalitions are more successful in ethnically more heterogeneous municipalities. Members
of ethnic groups have more contact and interaction in ethnically heterogeneous municipalities
hence they know more about each other and meet each other with less prejudices. The threat
hypothesis posits that competition for economic resources and political power is more intense in
ethnically more heterogeneous municipalities which undermine multi-ethnic cooperation. Finally,
the intra-ethnic competition hypothesis argues that increased intra-ethnic party competition in
municipalities with an increasing share of a group might facilitates inter-ethnic cooperation.
The hypotheses are tested based on a within-case study (Gerring, 2007) of multi-ethnic
coalitions in local elections Slovakia in 2010. In Slovakia the main ethnic divide is between the
Slovak majority and the Hungarian minority. The Hungarian minority was uniquely represented
by the Party of the Hungarian Coalition (SMK) between the years 1998 and 2009 but the SMK
split in 2009 and the dissident party members established a multi-ethnic moderate party, Most
(Bridge). The Slovak majority is represented by parties that mainly position themselves on the
left/right axis of party competition. Multi-ethnic electoral coalitions are defined as the decision of
two parties that bridge the ethnic divide and support a joint candidate in the local elections for the
office of the mayor.
The analysis of the multi-ethnic coalition in Slovakia in local elections presents the
advantage that coalitions are frequent since the local electoral system is highly permissive.
Further, at the local level the ethnic demography displays a high variance. At the same time the
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institutional context can be treated as a constant. The hypotheses on the influence of the ethnic
demography on the electoral success of multi-ethnic coalitions is analysed based on local
polynomial smoothing regression analysis. Local polynomial smoothing is a non-parametric
technique that does not assume a functional form between the independent and the dependent
variable.
On the one hand, the results show that in ethnically mixed municipalities multi-ethnic
electoral coalitions are more successful. This finding supports the contact hypothesis. On the
other hand, in municipalities where the Slovak majority is also the local majority the presence of
a high number of parties eases the success of multi-ethnic electoral coalitions. Therefore, intraethnic party competition eases inter-ethnic cooperation.
The structure of the paper is the following: the second section brings a review of the
arguments of consociationalism and centripetalism on multi-ethnic coalitions. In the third section
three hypotheses are formulated on the success of multi-ethnic electoral coalitions in multi-ethnic
societies. Next, in the forth section, the research design of the study is presented. First, it is
discussed how ethnicity structures political competition in Slovakia and after that the
measurement of the variables and the choice of local polynomial smoothing for the test of
hypotheses are discussed. In the fifth section, the hypotheses are tested and the results are
discussed, while the fifth section concludes.

5.2

Multi-ethnic coalitions
Multi-ethnic government coalitions are favored by both of the two major approaches to

the institutional design in ethnically divided societies. Consociationalism and centripetalism both
see a multi-ethnic government as a central factor to manage conflict and to sustain democracy in
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ethnically divided societies (Horowitz, 1985: 365-395; Lijphart, 2002: 39). The two approaches
however emphasize two different mechanisms how to induce and maintain inter-ethnic
cooperation in elections and in government and propose therefore different institutional solutions
(Wolff, 2005: 59-74). Consociationalism proposes a set of institutions that is targeted on the
political inclusion of all relevant segments of the society. Centripetalism underlines the
importance of institutions that induce moderation and therefore cooperation between the different
segments of the society. In the following, the two approaches’ take on multi-ethnic coalitions is
outlined.
The term “consociationalist democracy” is mainly associated with Arendt Lijphart’s work
(1977; 1985; 2002). Lijphart studied how segmented societies can be stable democracies. He
identified four main characteristics of consociationalist democracies (1977: 25-52). First, grand
coalitions encompass all significant parties that represent all relevant segments of society.
Second, segmental autonomy provides the different segment for self-rule in the field of cultural
policy. Third, a proportional electoral system provides the base for an inclusive political system
and guarantees that different groups gain representation via their ethnic parties. Finally, minority
veto protects the minority. Through the establishment of these four institutions consociationalism
essentially aims to guarantee the inclusion of all segments of the society in the political decisionmaking process. The principle of political inclusion lies at the heart of consociationalism.
Two major critics exist on consociationalist scholars. First, consociationalism exacerbates
ethnic divides by maintaining ethnic segregation in politics. Both scholars of consociationalism
and centripetalism highlighted that the establishment of a joint consent across groups is necessary
for inter-ethnic accommodation. It is not clear that how parties representing different ethnic
groups should reach a joint consent on ethnic issues in government coalition (McGarry and
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O’Learry, 2004: 15). Second, centripetalist scholars questioned the stability and durability of
institutionally prescribed multi-ethnic government coalitions. Scholars of centripetalism argue
that competition within ethnic groups might lead to the emergence of parties at the fringe that
outbid parties included in the government coalition (Horowitz, 2001: 102). The emergence of
political competition and a multiparty competition within groups is encouraged by a proportional
electoral systems. As McGarry and O’Learry (2005: 25) argue on the example of Northern
Ireland excluded radicals can undermine a grand coalition of moderates. Furthermore, Horowitz
(2001) objects that a grand coalition is less stable than a minimum winning coalition of
moderates. It is questionable that ethnic outbidding is always a superior strategy in party
competition so that ethnic outbidding always undermine cooperation between parties representing
different ethnic group. The major problem of consociationalism is however that it essentially
blanks out the dynamics of party competition (Bartolini, 2000: 40). The dynamics of party
competition that intervene are not part of the analysis of consociationalist approaches.
While consociationalism emphasizes the institutional design in which after the elections
the representatives of different ethnic parties have to work together, centripetalism focuses on
how moderation and inter-ethnic cooperation could be induced by electoral incentives (Wolff,
2005: 60). The most prominent scholars of centripetalism are Donald Horowitz (1985; 1990;
1991; 2002), Timothy D. Sisk (1996) and Benjamin Reilly (1997; 2001; 2006). The starting point
of scholars of centripetalism is that political competition within ethnic groups can undermine
inter-ethnic cooperation. An ethnic party that engages in inter-ethnic cooperation is ultimately
threatened by the emergence of a competitor that accuses it of selling out the interests of the
ethnic group (Horowitz, 1985: 365-395; Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972: 74-86). Inter-ethnic
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cooperation grounded in compromise and in the moderation of demands is inherently undermined
by the centrifugal logic of party competition in ethnically divided societies.2
The main concern of centripetalism is therefore how the electoral system could induce
moderation in party competition. Scholars of centripetalism argue that through preferential
electoral systems vote pooling strengthens moderate forces in electoral competition. The most
favored electoral system among centripetalist scholars is the alternative vote (AV) (Horowitz,
2003: 122-25). AV is a majoritarian system. It enables voters to rank candidates in the order of
their preferences. If no candidate has an absolute majority of first preferences, the candidate with
the lowest number of first preference votes is eliminated. The votes of the excluded candidate are
redistributed to the remaining candidates according to the indicated next lower level-order
preferences. The hope of centripetalist scholars is that while voters give their first choice to the
party that represents their group, they indicate as second preference a moderate candidate who
attracts votes from across groups and therefore wins the majority of the votes.
A longstanding criticism of centripetalism was the lack of existing examples of
preferential electoral systems and in some cases a negative effect of inter-ethnic accommodation
(Horowitz, 2008: 1223). In recent years, the debate between scholars of consociationalism and
centripetalism centered around the choice of the institutional design and in particular of the
choice of the electoral system. Ethnic demography has been rarely discussed as a central aspect in
the seminal works on ethnically divided societies. According to Reilly, consociationalism and
centripetalism make different assumptions about ethnic demography:

“According to Lijphart, the optimal number of segments for a consociationalist
approach to work is three or four, and conditions becoming progressively less
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favourable as more segments (.i.e. groups) are added (1977: 56). For the
centripetal approach to succeed, the situation has to be reversed: assuming parties
are ethnically based, three parties or groups would be the minimum number
necessary for vote-pooling to work, and prospects for successful vote-pooling
would increase as the number of groups increases (2001: 86).

Yet, not only the number of groups matter but also their dispersion. Reilly (2001: 188)
argues that in order that centripetalism as a mechanism encourages inter-ethnic accommodation
either there should be an extremely high number of groups or there should be a low number of
ethnic groups but high degree of ethnic group dispersion and geographical inter-mixing.
According to Reilly (2001: 86) the two prominent approaches to inter-ethnic accommodation are
based on different assumptions on the ethnic context in which the institutions operate. This paper
suggests that the inclusion of the role of ethnic demography in the analysis of the effects of
electoral systems may help to bridge the divide between consociationalism and centripetalism
electoral design preferences. Furthermore, as a first step the effects of ethnic demography should
be analysed.

5.3

The significance of ethnic demography
In this section, it is discussed how ethnic demography as a context variable facilitates or

hinders inter-ethnic cooperation. While electoral rules and ethnic demography shapes electoral
behavior and outcomes in interaction, it is proposed that ethnic demography in itself has an
independent effect. There is a research tradition on how ethnic demography shapes attitudes,
political behavior and electoral outcome in the U.S. context.3 In this research tradition, a
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longstanding debate emerged around the question whether ethnic heterogeneity has beneficiary or
unpropitious effects on inter-ethnic cooperation.
There are two views on the effects of ethnic heterogeneity. Proponents who state that in
ethnically mixed area inter-ethnic accommodation is more easily achieved argue that intergroup
antipathy and mistrust is rooted in individual ignorance of other groups. In this view, contact and
interaction between members of ethnic groups leads to more knowledge about each other and the
recognition of similarities and mutual interests (Allport, 1954). Hence contact between groups
facilitates inter-ethnic accommodation. This hypothesis was confirmed by a wide range of
findings on the positive effects of contact between members of ethnic groups in the U.S. context.
Research has shown in the U.S. context that contact leads toward a diminution of negative
stereotypes, greater mutual tolerance, and increased social and political cooperation (see
Pettigrew, 1998: 67-69). Following the contact hypothesis, multi-ethnic coalitions emerge more
likely and are more successful in ethnically heterogeneous areas. This view on the effect of ethnic
demography is more easily reconcilable with centripetalism. In ethnically heterogeneous areas,
not only are the structural preconditions given for vote-pooling but following the contact
hypothesis members of an ethnic group would more likely willing to give their second
preferences to a moderate party of the other group instead of a more radical party of their own
group. Figure 1 presents the contact hypothesis. The assumption is that there are two groups. One
of them is the national majority, the other is the national minority. Furthermore, we assume that
the shares of the national majority and minority vary at the local level so that in certain
municipalities the minority at the national level represents the local majority. Following the
contact hypothesis, multi-ethnic coalitions are most successful in ethnically split communities
where the national majority and minority represent an equal share of the population.
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Figure 1:

The electoral success of multi-ethnic coalitions following the contact hypothesis

The proponents of the so-called threat hypothesis emphasize how demographic balance
influences one group’s perception of the other as a threat. Competition over political power,
resources and jobs, insecurity and inequality can create the perception of the other group as a
threat. In this view, the proximity of ethnic groups is thought to induce mistrust and hostility
rather than mutual tolerance (e.g., Blumer, 1958; Blalock, 1967; Blau, 1977; Olzak, 1992). This
view on the effect of ethnic proximity and heterogeneity on the other hand is more in line with
consociationalism (Kopstein and Wittenberg, 2009: 415). Following the consociational model,
ethnic groups are segregated and each group is represented by one party. Inter-ethnic
accommodation has to be institutionally prescribed so that all ethnic groups’ interest is
represented in the political-decision making process since voluntarily they would not be inclined
to cooperate and compromise following Horowitz critics of consociationalism. Following the
threat hypothesis, therefore multi-ethnic coalitions do not likely emerge and are less successful in
ethnically heterogeneous areas. Figure 2 presents graphically the threat hypothesis. If two groups
are present, multi-ethnic coalitions are least successful in ethnically split communities where the
national majority and minority represent an equal share of the population.
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Figure 2:

The electoral success of multi-ethnic coalitions following the threat hypotheses

Finally, a third hypothesis is presented on the effect of ethnic demography on multi-ethnic
coalitions. It is argued that multi-ethnic coalitions as coalitions in general are a mean of electoral
coordination if the number of parties is sufficiently high (Golder, 2005: 647-649). Furthermore, it
is argued that the number of parties in ethnically divided societies is driven by intra-ethnic
competition. The more the party system is segmented along ethnic lines, the more is political
competition restricted to the intra-ethnic arena. As the size of the ethnic group grows, so does
political competition within the group (Bochsler and Szöcsik, 2010; Mozaffar et al., 2003: 381;
Stroschein, 2011). An electoral demand for multi-party competition emerges within the group. If
intra-ethnic competition is growing and multi-party competition emerges within the minority, the
parties representing the same group split the votes of the ethnic group that they represent and
their expected electoral gains decreases. In this case, even if ethnic parties represent the group
that represents the local majority, they might require a coalition partner to gain the majority of the
votes. Figure 3 presents the intra-ethnic competition hypothesis. Since intra-ethnic competition is
most intense in communities where the national majority or the national minority presents the
dominant local majority, the number of parties is here the highest. Multi-ethnic coalitions more
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likely emerge and are more successful in these communities since the demand for electoral
coordination is here the strongest.

Figure 3:

The electoral success of multi-ethnic coalitions following the intra-ethnic
competition hypothesis

The first two hypotheses compete with each other. Following the contact hypothesis,
increasing ethnic heterogeneity facilitates and strengthens multi-ethnic coalitions, while
according to the threat hypothesis ethnic heterogeneity undermines and weakens multi-ethnic
coalitions. Both hypotheses are grounded in arguments on how ethnic heterogeneity leads to a
positive or a negative perception toward the other group. The third hypothesis complements the
first or the second hypothesis. The intra-ethnic competition hypothesis presents an argument on
how ethnic heterogeneity structures party competition in ethnically divided states.
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5.4

Research design
In this section the research design is presented. The hypotheses are tested based on a

within case study on the electoral success of coalitions in local elections in Slovakia that bridge
the divide between the Slovak majority and the Hungarian minority. First, it is discussed how the
ethnic divide structures the political party competition in Slovakia. Next, it is outlined why local
elections in Slovakia are in particular a suitable context to study multi-ethnic coalitions. Next, the
dataset and the operationalization of multi-ethnic coalitions are discussed. Finally, the method of
polynomial smoothing is introduced based on that the hypotheses are tested.

5.4.1 Case selection
The main ethnic divide in Slovakia is between the Slovak majority and the Hungarian
minority. The Hungarian minority represents 8.54 per cent of the population in Slovakia and is
mainly settled in the southern part of the country along the border with Hungary.
Between 1998 and 2009 the Party of the Hungarian Coalition (SMK) was the only
Hungarian minority party which represented the interests of the Hungarian minority in the
parliamentary arena. Between 1998 and 2006 the SMK was part of the center-right government
under the lead of Mikuláš Dzurinda’s Slovak Democratic and Christian Union – Democratic
Party (SDKÚ-DS). In the following government cycle from 2006 to 2010 Fico’s Smer led a
government coalition of economic left-wing and nationalist parties with the Slovak National
Party (SNS) and the L’S-HZDS. The opposition was composed by SDKÚ-DS, Christian
Democratic Movement (KDH) and the SMK.
During its term in government, tensions emerged within the SMK regarding the gains and
costs of government participation. In 2007 due to the weakened position of the SMK in
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opposition, its party president, Béla Bugár, was replaced. Bugár represented the moderate faction
within the SMK which saw government participation as the best means of advocating the
interests of the Hungarian minority. The new party president, Pál Csáky reopened the
controversial discussion on the Beneš decrees, claiming their repeal and the restitution of persons
concerned (Új Szó, 2007)5. This confrontational turn lead to the split of the SMK, and to the
establishment of the Bridge party (Most), whose main goal was to move the relationship between
Hungarians and Slovaks towards a dialogue. It came as a rather big surprise that Most as a
newcomer party attracted 8.1 percent of the votes in the national elections in 2010, while SMK
gained only 4.3 percent and lost its parliamentary representation. Together with another
newcomer party, the liberal Freedom and Solidarity (SaS), Most was strengthening the centerright political camp. On the left, the L’S-HZDS dropped out and the SNS’ electoral base also
considerably shrank, while Smer-SD could increase its support largely at the expense of its
coalition partners (Krause and Haughton, 2011: 399-400). While Smer-SD received most of the
votes, it remained without coalition partners and the parties on centre-right formed a government
coalition under the lead of SDKÚ-DS.
Slovakia has a PR electoral system with an electoral threshold of five percent for
individual parties at the national level. Alliances comprising two or three parties face a threshold
of seven percent and alliances with four or more parties have the overcome an electoral hurdle of
ten percent. However, in the local council elections, parties or independent candidates do not face
electoral thresholds.6 In the local mayor elections, candidates for the office of the mayor have to
gain the relative majority of the votes.7 The local electoral system of Slovakia is therefore highly
permissive which results in a high number of parties, independent candidates and electoral
coalitions. Additionally, ethnic demography at the local level shows a high variance. Since the
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Hungarian minority is settled concentrated, the ethnic majority and minority relation at the
national level is reversed in some municipalities at the local level. Local elections in Slovakia
therefore present a suitable context to study the influence of ethnic demography on multi-ethnic
coalitions.

5.4.2 Dataset
The unit of analysis is an electoral multi-ethnic coalition in a municipality. The dependent
variable is the success of a multi-ethnic electoral coalition in a municipality and measured by its
electoral strength. The independent variable is the share of the Hungarian minority in a
municipality.
Multi-ethnic coalitions bridge the divide between the Slovak majority and the Hungarian
minority in Slovakia. In the year 2010, the Hungarian minority was represented by two parties:
the Party of the Hungarian Coalition (SMK) and the Bridge party (Most). The Slovak majority
was represented by the Slovak Democratic and Christian Union – Democratic Party (SDKÚ-DS),
Christian Democratic Movement (KDH), Freedom and Solidarity (SaS), Direction – Social
Democracy (Smer-SD) and Slovak National Party (SNS). Not all parties that represent the Slovak
majority have an ethnic appeal. Yet, their electoral support is overwhelmingly based on the
Slovak majority.
The above listed parties are the most significant parties in the Slovak party system. They
either have government coalition and/or blackmail potential. Parties that have government
coalition potential are defined as parties that are former, actual or realistically possible member of
government. Parties have blackmail potential if they are able to influence party competition
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among government oriented parties (Budge et al., 2001: 216). However, at the local a much wider
range of parties that take part in elections is given Slovakia than at the national level.
In the next section, first the electoral success of grand coalitions is analysed. Grand
coalitions are defined as a coalition that includes a significant Slovak majority party, the SMK
and Most. As a second step the electoral success of multi-ethnic coalitions including the SMK
and a Slovak majority party (SMK/SDKÚ-DS or SMK/KDH or SMK/SaS or SMK/Smer-SD or
SMK/L’S-HZDS or SMK/SNS) or including Most and a Slovak majority party (Most/SDKÚ-DS
or Most/KDH or Most/SaS or Most/Smer-SD or Most/L’S-HZDS or Most/SNS) is analysed. This
disaggregation process should facilitate the detection of the relation between the ethnic
demography and the success of the coalitions.
The regional scope of the analysis is restricted to the area where a significant size of the
Hungarian minority population is settled. Only in this geographic area is an analysis of multiethnic coalitions meaningful. The Hungarian minority presents in northern Slovakia also at the
sub-national level the minority so that the ethnic cleavage in electoral politics is not relevant.
Slovakia is divided into 8 regions, 79 districts and 2891 local territorial units (towns and
municipalities).8 To identify the region with a significant Hungarian population, municipalities
are excluded that are located in districts that only comprise municipalities with a share of the
Hungarian minority below 10 percent. The remaining districts comprise 1131 municipalities and
represent a compact territory in southern Slovakia.9

5.4.3 Method
The three hypotheses predict different curvilinear relations between the electoral success
of multi-ethnic coalitions and the ethnic demography in a municipality. It could be the case that if
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more than one hypothesis explains the electoral success of multi-ethnic coalitions, complicate
curvilinear relations emerge. For the detection of these curvilinear relations, a non-parametric
estimation technique is the most useful method since it does not rely on assumptions about the
functional form between the independent and the dependent variables. Instead, it allows the data
to “speak for themselves”. The hypotheses are therefore tested based on local polynomial
smoothing regression. Local polynomial smoothing involves fitting the response to a polynomial
form of the regressor via locally weighted least squares. Higher-order polynomials do not require
bias adjustment at the boundary of the regression space and therefore corrects some of the
deficiencies of a simple kernel estimation (Fox, 2000: 19). The local polynomial regression has
the following form:

yi= a + b1(xi - x0) + b2(xi - x0)2 +…+ bp(xi-x0)p + ei

The underlying idea is that estimating f(x0), observations that are close to x0 should have a
higher weight than observation further away. The bandwidth defines together with the distance
between the x0 and xi the weight. Larger bandwidths produce smoother curves.10

5.5

Analysis
In this section some descriptive analysis on multi-ethnic coalitions in the local elections in

Slovakia in 2010 is presented. Next, the results of the local polynomial regression analysis is
graphically presented.
In the local elections in Slovakia in 2010, 39 grand coalitions participated that comprise
the SMK, Most and at least one the Slovak majority parties. Further, Most participated in 116
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electoral coalitions that at least included one Slovak majority party in the 1131 municipalities that
constitute the sample. The candidates of these multi-ethnic coalitions were in 75 municipalities
successful. The SMK participated only in 49 multi-ethnic electoral coalitions. The candidates of
the grand coalitions that included the SMK were in 31 municipalities successful.11
Figure 4 shows the results of the local polynomical smoothing regression. The electoral
strength of grand coalitions is significantly higher than zero in municipalities with a share of the
Hungarian minority above 10 and under 65 percent. In ethnically more heterogeneous
municipalities, grand coalitions are more successful. This finding supports the contact hypothesis.

Figure 4:

The electoral strength of grand coalitions including the SMK, Most and at least
one Slovak majority party

As a next step, we differentiate between multi-ethnic coalitions according to their
inclusion of the SMK and MOST. Figure 5 shows the electoral strength of multi-ethnic coalitions
that include the SMK and at least one Slovak majority party in municipalities with an increasing
Hungarian population. Multi-ethnic coalitions including the SMK are most successful in
municipalities with a share of the Hungarian minority between 40 and 50 percent. Their electoral
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strength is significantly higher than zero in municipalities with a share of the Hungarian minority
above 10 and below 60 percent. This finding supports the contact hypothesis that posits that interethnic cooperation emerges more easily in ethnically mixed communities since the members of
different ethnic groups have the chance to meet each other and dissolve negative stereotypes.

Figure 5:

The electoral strength of multi-ethnic coalitions including the SMK and at least
one Slovak majority party

Figure 6 shows multi-ethnic coalitions that include Most and at least one Slovak majority
party. The graph displays a curve with two peaks. A first peak of electoral success can be
observed where the Hungarian minority represents around 15 percent of the population. The
second peak can be observed where the Hungarian minority represents around 60 percent of the
population. There are two possible ways to clarify which hypothesis is supported by these
findings. First, let’s assume the second peak supports the contact hypothesis. In that case, there is
a need to investigate the causes of the first peak. Second, the first peak could lend some support
to the threat and/or the intra-ethnic competition hypotheses. In this case however, the second peak
needs more analysis.
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Figure 6:

The electoral strength of multi-ethnic coalitions including Most and at least one
Slovak majority party

If the first peak in Figure 6 is an evidence of the intra-ethnic competition hypothesis, it
should be possible to show that a strong intra-Slovak party competition is present in communities
where the share of the Slovak majority is around 15 percent. Furthermore, a strong intra-Slovak
party competition would be the reason for a strong presence of multi-ethnic coalitions including
Most. The higher intra-Slovak competition is, the more Slovak majority parties should compete
alone or in coalitions in a municipality. Figure 7 shows the number of the Slovak majority parties,
Hungarian minority parties and the overall number of parties in municipalities with an increasing
share of the Hungarian minority. The graph shows that intra-Slovak party competition is stronger
than the intra-Hungarian party competition. Furthermore, the overall number of parties that
compete in a municipality is growing with an increasing population share of the Slovak majority.
The pressure for coordination is growing in municipalities with an increasing Slovak population
share. These findings supports that the curvilinear relation between the ethnic demography and
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the electoral success of multi-ethnic coalitions including the SMK can be explained by the
arguments of the contact and the intra-ethnic competition hypotheses.

Figure 7:

The number of parties competing in a municipality

Discussion of the results
The results highlight three findings. First, in ethnically mixed communities inter-ethnic
cooperation in elections is more successful than in mono-ethnic communities. Ethnic proximity
seems not to cause the perception of mutual threat through competition for economic resources
and political power. Rather the findings support the contact hypothesis that posits that interaction
and contact foster inter-ethnic cooperation. Furthermore, this evidence also supports the approach
of centripetalism. As centripetalist scholars argue, vote pooling across groups requires a high
level of ethnic heterogeneity. The findings furthermore support that the assumption that in
preferential systems the voters would support by their second preference also moderate
candidates is might justified. Second, inter-ethnic cooperation in elections is more successful if
the number of parties that take part in the election is high. As it has been shown intra-ethnic party
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competition is growing with an increasing share of the group. Electoral coordination becomes a
necessary. This finding might please scholars of consociationalism who try to overcome the blind
spot in their theory on the dynamics of political competition within ethnic groups. A high level of
fragmentation of the political representation within ethnic groups produced by a proportional
electoral system might facilitate inter-ethnic cooperation. Yet, if electoral coordination across
groups is taking place at the expense of cooperation within a group the foundation of inter-ethnic
cooperation is very weak. Inter-ethnic accommodation essentially relies on a consent within each
group. Third, these two findings imply that in municipalities with a share of the Hungarian
minority above 60 percent multi-ethnic coalitions are almost without any chance. In these
municipalities, local elections are contested by Hungarian parties and candidates and are likely
about Hungarian issues. Intra-Hungarian competition dominates in municipalities with Hungarian
majorities.

5.6

Conclusion
Multi-ethnic government coalitions are one of the most important means of establishing a

stable democracy in multi-ethnic societies. Multi-ethnic electoral coalitions likely facilitate the
political representation of ethnic groups, their inclusion in political decision-making processes
and the emergence of multi-ethnic government coalitions. On the one hand, consociationalism
highlights the principle of the inclusion of all ethnic groups in a government coalition. On the
other hand, centripetalism emphasizes the principle of moderation and cooperation. Both theories
propose a different system of institutions. At the same, they assume a different ethnic context in
which the political institutions operate.
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This paper shows that ethnic demography has an independent effect on the electoral
success of multi-ethnic coalitions. As a next step, future research should analyse how electoral
outcomes in ethnically divided countries are influenced by the interaction of the electoral design
and the ethnic demography. This paper argues that consociationalism and centripetalism might
could be bridged if the ethnic context in which institutions operate would be more thoroughly
integrated in these theories. Ethnic demography should be measured as the territorial
concentration and as the relative share of ethnic groups at the level of district magnitudes. One of
the challenges is thereby the immense variance of ethnic demography in the world that might
limit the findings of this case study and other small-n studies. The case of Slovakia with a clear
ethnic majority and an ethnic minority displays a very simple constellation of ethnic
heterogeneity. The number of ethnic groups, their share and their territorial concentration varies
across and within countries. The number of possible constellation is immense. Yet, findings on
the effects of electoral system that can be generalized not only need to be based on a larger
number of cases but on the inclusion of the ethnic context in the analysis.
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1

For the same reason, electoral coordination between ethnic parties seeking to represent the same ethnic group is
crucial (Székely, 2012).!
2
This prediction of the outbidding model rests, however, on the very strong assumption of voters’ fixed and
maximally radicalized preferences since only under this condition can ethnic outbidding be the default strategy in
competition.
3
A similar research question has the study of Kopstein and Wittenberg (2009) who analyse the success of liberal
parties in interwar Czechoslovakia. They test the contact and racial threat hypotheses in different ethnic contexts.
Their findings do not allow to reject one of the two hypotheses.!
4
According to the population census from 2011 of the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic
(http://portal.statistics.sk/files/table-11.pdf [last accessed on 10 March 2012])
5
The Beneš decrees are a series of laws that were issued by the Czechoslovak exile government during German
occupation. Based on these decrees ethnic Germans and Hungarians were deprived of their citizenship and properties
in Czechoslovakia between 1945 and 1947.
6
On elections to municipalities‘ self-government authorities. Act No. 346. 1990.
(http://www.legislationline.org/topics/country/8/topic/6 [last accessed on 10 March 2012])!
7
When the candidate has to receive the majority of the votes, the elections often take two rounds because candidates
often do not receive the majority of the votes in the first round. In this paper, it is assumed that the election of the
mayor requires only a relative majority of the votes and therefore usually requires only one election round. This
assumption is mainly motivated by the choice of the case of the Slovak local elections for the empirical analysis.
8
Bratislava is divided into 5 districts and 17 boroughs whereas Košice is split into 4 districts and 22 boroughs. In
each borough a mayor is elected. Additionally, a mayor for the city of Bratislava and Košice is elected. The overall
number of local territorial units where mayors are elected is 2923.
9
Even that a sample of municipalities has been defined where it is meaningful to analyse multi-ethnic cooperation, in
612 of these municipalities the share of the Hungarian minority is still below 10 percent.!
10
The regressions were estimated in Stata. Stata has a rule of thumb procedure to define the bandwidth. For all the
estimation the kubik polynomial was used in the smoothing regression models. Odd orders of polynomials are preferable
since they produce less bias. The kubik polynomial is commonly used polynomial order (Fan and Gijbels, 1996).!
11
Note that the SMK has never entered an electoral coalition with the SNS. The two parties with the most extreme
position on the ethnic divide in party competition have never joined forces in electoral competition. Most nominated
two times together with the SNS a joint candidate for the office of the mayor. If one would define multi-ethnic
coalitions as coalitions between parties that have an explicit appeal, first only a very low number of cases of multiethnic coalitions would be available for analysis. Second, the perspective on the chances of the establishment of
multi-ethnic coalitions would be very dire.
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6

Conclusion

6.1

The ambition of this PhD thesis
This PhD thesis contributes to the debate on ethnic parties’ behavior in political party

competition. The ethnic outbidding model of party competition in ethnically divided societies
has recently come under criticism. However, the literature on ethnic party politics appears to
still be very much dominated by the predictions of the ethnic outbidding model. It seems that
scholars of party politics accepted the predictions of the ethnic outbidding model as general
knowledge and took them for granted without acknowledging or being aware of the
underlying assumptions of the original model. However, the underlying assumptions of the
model, which were discussed in detail in the introduction of this thesis, limit the
generalizability of its predictions. Furthermore, a systematic test of the predictions of the
ethnic outbidding model of party competition has until now never been undertaken.
From a theoretical point of view, this thesis has questioned the “uniqueness” of ethnic
parties and their per se ascribed hostility towards sustaining democratic stability in multiethnic societies. This thesis aimed at the application of theoretical arguments and empirical
methods used to study non-ethnic parties in the party politics literature for the analysis of
ethnic party behavior in political competition. At the same time, it made an attempt to capture
ethnic parties’ peculiarities that highlight where the applicability of concepts and arguments
from the party politics literature reaches its limits.
Empirically, the thesis has analyzed the behavior of the ethnic Hungarian minority
parties in Romania and Slovakia in political competition. Comparative research on ethnic
parties in Central and Eastern Europe is still scarce and is not able to explain the diverging
impact of ethnic parties in ethnically divided young democracies in Central and Eastern
Europe. Existing studies, on the one hand argue that ethnic parties in Central and Eastern
Europe ensured the political inclusion and defended the interests of “their” groups especially
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if they participated in national governments. On the other hand, the literature emphasizes that
intra-ethnic political competition contributed to the outbreak of violent conflicts in the
Balkans.
In a nutshell, I have argued that party politics literature has tended to take the
predictions of the ethnic outbidding of party competition in ethnically divided societies as
generalized knowledge for characterizing ethnic parties, without acknowledging the
limitations of the model. Second, I contend that the literature on ethnic parties in young
democracies is not able to explain the diverging outcomes of political competition in
ethnically divided countries in Central and Eastern Europe. Therefore, this PhD thesis has
addressed the following research question:

Under

which

circumstances

does

intra-ethnic

party

competition

lead

to

radicalization?

The four articles comprising this PhD thesis have evolved around this research
question analyzing different aspects of intra-ethnic political party competition. From a
theoretical perspective, each of the articles has aimed at the application of theoretical insights
and empirical methods of the party politics literature. Empirically, the focus was on the cases
of the Hungarian minority parties in Romania and Slovakia that provide a most similar cases
different outcome design for comparative analysis in two of the papers.

6.2

The discussion of the results
The first article of the thesis presents EPAC, a new dataset on Ethnonationalism in

Party Competition that for the first time offers an empirical base to study the causes and
effects of the political mobilization of ethnicity in party competition from a European crossnational perspective. In this paper, first, an adequate conceptualization of the ethnonational
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dimension of party competition is elaborated. Second, it is shown that with the exception of
the parties potentially affected by expert bias, the EPAC dataset provides valid and reliable
measures of party positions on an ethnonational dimension of competition. Third, the paper
presents an overview of the position of ethnic and non-ethnic parties on the ethnonational
dimension of party competition in European democracies. The cross-national data show that
rather than converging on the radical end of the spectrum, ethnic parties in Europe are
choosing diverse policy positions on an ethnonational dimension of party competition.
The second article discusses the dynamics of intra-group political competition. It
explains the political orientation of ethnic minority parties as a consequence of the inclusion
of minority parties into government. On the one hand, contrary to the ethnic outbidding model
that presents ethnic parties as vote seekers aiming at the mobilization of radical voters, we
argue that moderate factions are rather driven by policy- and office-seeking motives and can
gain the upper hand over radicals in government. On the other hand, our argument revises the
consociationalist argument that power sharing is altering the incentive structure of elites for
moderation. Consociationalism assumes that each relevant segment of the society is
represented by one party so that competition is absent. As a contrast, we discuss the interplay
between government participation and intra-ethnic political competition and its results on the
direction of intra-ethnic political competition. We show that our argument is able to explain
the programmatic positions of two new Hungarian minority parties in Romania and Slovakia.
The third article analyses the role of the local ethnic context for the electoral entry of
new ethnic competitors. Contrary, to the ethnic outbidding model, this paper presents an
argument that is able to explain the electoral entry involved in ethnic outbidding and lateral
underbidding. The article proposes that ethnic parties with different appeals and policy
positions succeed to mobilize voters in different local ethnic contexts.!The results show that
the new ethnic parties in Romania and Slovakia entered the electoral race in different local
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contexts which is in line with the argument that they address a different segment of the
Hungarian minority than the established Hungarian minority parties.
The fourth article of this thesis analyzes the role of the ethnic demography on the
electoral success of coalitions that bridge ethnic boundaries in sub-national elections in
multinational societies. This article suggests that the role of the ethnic demography has an
independent effect on the success of multi-ethnic coalitions. Empirically, the article analyses
the success of multi-ethnic coalitions between the Slovak majority and the Hungarian
minority parties based on the results of the Slovak local elections in 2010. The findings show
that multi-ethnic coalitions are more successful, the more the ethnic majority and the ethnic
minority at the national level present an equal share of the population in the local
communities. Furthermore, multi-ethnic coalitions in local elections are more successful the
higher intra-ethnic competition is.
The four articles of the thesis all borrow theoretical arguments and apply empirical
methods from the party politics literature. The articles argue that the ethnic outbidding model
of party competition in ethnically divided societies rests on very strong assumptions that not
allow for the generalization of its predictions. Therefore, the first article makes an attempt to
collect data that allows testing the ethnic outbidding model of party competition and the
analysis of ethnic parties in a multi-dimensional party competition from a cross-country and
cross-sectional perspective. The descriptive analysis of the data shows that ethnic parties in
Europe are choosing diverse radical or extreme positions on the ethnonational dimension of
party competition. The next two articles, therefore, provide a theoretical argument that is able
to specify the conditions under which an ethnic party picks the strategy of ethnic outbidding.
Finally, the last paper analyses the role of ethnic demography on the success of multi-ethnic
coalition. The ethnic outbidding model does not analyze the empirical conditions for the
emergence and success of multi-ethnic coalitions since it treats them as an anomaly and not
viable in the long run.
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As a result, the articles show that based on the theoretical framework and the empirical
methods of the party politics literature the flexibility of ethnic parties to choose between
ethnic outbidding or underbidding can be explained. Therefore, the current characterization of
ethnic parties as “unique” organizations compared to other parties is misleading. The per se
ascribed hostility of ethnic parties towards sustaining democratic stability in multi-ethnic
societies is theoretically and empirically not tenable.

6.3

Outlook: Ethnic parties in general party competition
In the present thesis ethnic minority parties’ behavior in political competition has been

analyzed related to the question whether they choose the strategy of ethnic outbidding or
underbidding. Whereas the thesis has questioned several assumptions and the key prediction
of the outbidding model, it has retained one of the assumptions, namely that ethnic parties
only compete on the ethnonational dimension of party competition. To conceptualize ethnic
parties’ behavior on a single ethnonational dimension corresponds to the state of the art of the
wider literature on ethnic parties in Europe.
The state of the art of the literature shows that many researchers only classify ethnic
parties based on their ethno-national positions and neglect the analysis of their economic and
wider cultural positions. A review of the limited literature that does address the topic of ethnic
parties’ positioning in multidimensional space demonstrates that there exist contradicting
theoretical arguments and empirical findings on the economic and cultural position of ethnic
parties. First, there is the argument that ethnic or ethno-regional parties are niche parties or
single-issue parties (Jensen and Spoon, 2010). Second, there is the argument that ethnic issues
cross-cut the general economic and the cultural dimension of party competition and that there
is therefore, no pattern of ethnic party’s positioning on economic and cultural dimensions
(Hepburn, 2010: 15). Finally, there is the empirical finding of that ethno-national or ethno-
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regional parties in Western and Eastern Europe locate in average in the center of the economic
and the cultural dimensions of party competition (Marks et al., 2006: 160; Massetti, 2009).
The last paper of this thesis demonstrates that the dynamics of intra-ethnic political
competition within minorities would benefit by including an economic and a cultural
dimension in the analysis of party competition. It shows that the likelihood of inter-ethnic
coalition formation in elections is influenced by the distance between the programmatic
positions of two potential coalition partners on the general left-right dimension. Not only the
multi-ethnic and more moderate party, Most but also the more radical ethnic minority party,
the SMK more likely forms an inter-ethnic pre-electoral coalition, the closer is its position to
the position of its coalition partner on the left-right dimension. Therefore, it is not adequate to
analyze inter-ethnic coalition formation in elections as the result of political competition on a
single ethnonational dimension.
A look on the positions of the Hungarian minority parties in a three dimensional
Figure 1 and 2 show party positions in a political space defined by three dimensions in
Romania and Slovakia based on the EPAC dataset (Szöcsik and Zuber, 2012). The
ethnonational dimension is defined here with one end for radical nationalists of both the
majority and the minority group (seeking or secession), the other end for moderate parties
seeking for a common state, in which no single ethno-national group dominates over another.
The economic dimension refers to the question to which extent the state shall be involved in
the economy. Parties on the economic left emphasize a large role for the state in managing the
economy and economic equality, while on the economic right they prioritize a lean state and
individual economic freedom. On the other hand, the cultural dimension summarizes several
non-economic issues such as lifestyle and communal issues and is therefore more diverse than
the economic dimension of party competition (Marks et al., 2006: 156-157). Parties on the
one end of this dimension emphasize individualism and libertarian values while on the other
end they prioritize traditional and authoritarian values.
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Both figures illustrate that the parties in the two countries approximately align on one
single dimension. The three dimensions that define the political space seem to collapse into
axis of competition. In each country, the more liberal Hungarian minority party has a
culturally more liberal and economically more rightist position compared to the more radical
Hungarian minority party. It seems that the positions of the Hungarian minority parties on
these three dimensions are linked together. Therefore, this illustration of the positions of the
Hungarian minority parties in a three dimension political space further points out the need for
the analysis of ethnic parties’ behavior in political competition from the perspective of
multidimensional party competition.

Figure 1.

Political party competition along the cultural, economic and ethnonational
dimension in 2010 in Romania (Szöcsik and Zuber, 2012)
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Figure 2.

Political party competition along the cultural, economic and ethnonational
dimension in 2010 in Slovakia (Szöcsik and Zuber, 2012)
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In this very last section of my PhD thesis, first, I argue that on the one hand, literature
mainly analyzes ethnic party behavior in political competition on a single ethnonational
dimension. On the other hand, there are diverging views on ethnic parties’ positions on the
general left-right dimension in party competition. Second, the results of the last paper of this
thesis and a look on the positions of Hungarian minority parties in a three dimensional
political space suggest that their ethnic positions are systematically linked to their economic
and cultural positions that merits further analysis. To sum up, I suggest analyzing ethnic party
behavior in political competition from the perspective of multidimensional party competition
in future research. After all, ethnic parties have been retained in quarantine in party politics
literature for too long.
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